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Abstract
This study investigates how adaptive reuse and historic
preservation can be applied in a practical manner in order to
transform Detroit’s Belle Isle Boathouse, the former home of the
Detroit Boat Club, into a public gateway to access the Detroit River.
Currently used by the non-profit Friends of Detroit Rowing as the
training hub for the rowers of the Detroit Boat Club Crew, the
building is in need of millions of dollars worth of repairs. Is there
a way that the rowers can feasibly remain in this building that
has been their home for the past 120 years? Rowing in the U.S.,
other boathouses, and the history of the Belle Isle Boathouse were
studied in order to understand how the building was originally
intended to be used, how it has been changed over time, and
how the building can be adapted to better serve modern uses as
a training center. The investigation was expanded to study how
there is a lack of public access for people to get out onto the
Detroit River. The boathouse is perfectly situated to serve Detroit’s
need for a public aquatic facility that would offer multiple athletic
programs in addition to rowing while increasing awareness and
involvement with this historic structure.
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Thesis Statement
Rowing is a sport that has existed in the United States for over
200 years and has been consistently growing since Title IX
was passed in 1972. Over the years, five main rowing facility
styles have emerged as places for people to row: A place to
launch boats, a place to store boats, a building to store boats,
a building with restroom facilities, and larger training centers.
These buildings and sites have had long histories of only being
accessible by members of these organizations, despite many of
them being located along public waterfronts.
Located along the shoreline of Detroit’s Belle Isle Park,
the former Detroit Boat Club, now known as the Belle Isle
Boathouse, has continuously served the Detroit Boat Club Crew
since it was constructed in 1902. The Belle Isle Boathouse is
unique in that the DBC was a club that had not only rowing but
large social, sailing, power boating, and swimming clubs all
under one roof. Sponsored by Friends of Detroit Rowing since
1972, the rowers have been working to maintain the historic
structure since the DBC left in 1996.
Through this work, the goal is to show why the historic 1902
boathouse should be preserved and continue to be the home
for the rowing crews, as well as how it can be adapted and
redesigned in order to better serve current and future
programming. It will also show how the building can become a
public gateway and access point to the Detroit River.

Due to the building’s history as a private, non-inclusive
social club, many people still view the building and rowing
in that light. Exploring this topic through an inter-subjective/
contextual framework, how can the rowing team become more
inclusive? Since the building was originally designed for a
large social club that is no longer present in addition to other
smaller programs such as rowing and sailing, this topic should
additionally be explored in a post positive framework to see
what other groups could also use spaces in the building to help
keep it fully programmed. Despite the Detroit River being a
public space, there are few places for the public to have access
to get out on the river. When the popularity of rowing in Detroit
peaked in the 1870s, it was partially because the riverfront was
more publicly accessible. This historic building can serve as a
gateway to the river due to its prominent location and existing
facilities.

-How can the building and site become publicly accessible?

This thesis explores possible answers to:

The Belle Isle Boathouse is a significant historic landmark on
Belle Isle. The rowing team is also the second oldest in the
country, being over 180 years old, being one of only two rowing
clubs left in the U.S. that were founded in the first rowing boom
in the 1830s. To see this building restored and programmed for
several uses would be a huge win for Belle Isle and Detroit as a
recreational focal point on the island.

-How can the Belle Isle Boathouse be adaptively reused to
better serve the programs that use it now and in the future?
-How can the historic character of the building be restored?
-Why is it important for the DBCC to continue to occupy the
historic building?

In researching this topic, over 30 different rowing clubs in the
Midwest and along the East Coast were visited, exploring why
the clubs that use historic structures have remained in their
buildings, how their buildings have been adapted for modern
uses and programs, and what the users of those spaces like or
dislike about them. Clubs in newer structures were also visited
to see how these buildings are programmed and what ideas
can be adapted for renovating the DBC building. Organizations
that serve multiple sports under the same roof were also
researched in order to see how these buildings function and
what spaces are unique or shared by each program. People
who are familiar with Belle Isle were interviewed to see what
the building means to them and how they would like to see it
redesigned.
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“We all surely have wondered whether the old institution will live another hundred years.
The answer is that the club will see its duocentennial if its members will never forget the
purpose for which its founders established it----rowing.”
Victor H. Wehmeier, 1939

Rower & board member

Introduction
For the last 120 years, the rowers of the Detroit Boat Club
Crew have trained out of the historic boathouse that stands
prominently next to the Douglas MacArthur Bridge. The people
have changed, the equipment improved, and the tradition
and knowledge of rowing continues to be passed on from
one generation of rowers to the next. Although there have
been many changes to the sport over the years, much of the
fundamentals remains the same as it was when this historic
building was rushed to be built in 1902. Through years of
renovations, changes, and neglect, this structure still stands.
As of 2021, it became the last of the many historic rowing
boathouses that once lined Detroit’s shorelines. Rowing is the
reason why this building still exists.
The club has produced over 500 US and Canadian national
champions, 17 Olympic rowers, and placed numerous people
on crews that have represented the United States at Junior,
U23, and Elite levels at the World Championships. Its athletes

wake up early, heading to the boathouse where they will
carefully carry their shells out of the building and into the
darkness to the docks, where they train hard while the rest
of the city sleeps. They’ll leave the building to go to school or
work before returning that evening to do it all again. The crews
are on the water from whenever the ice thaws to when the river
freezes, just as rowers have done in this city for over 180 years.
Without the rowers, the structure may have been demolished
years ago, either intentionally or by neglect, as the social club
was forced to leave nearly 3 decades ago. Today, the boathouse
is in desperate need of work or else it may be lost forever.
The rowers are concerned about how to go about this daunting
task, or whether they should just move to a newer building that
would be less costly to maintain. This thesis aims to show how
the building can be restored and adapted in order to serve not
only the rowers, but become a public gateway for people to get
out and enjoy the Detroit River.

x

The Belle Isle Boathouse is a very unique structure, especially
for a rowing club. Most social-boating clubs have a clubhouse
separate from the boathouse, however in the case of the Belle
Isle Boathouse, these uses were combined into one, large
structure. This is the only rowing club in the United States
known to have done this on a large scale. It is also among
the earliest examples of Venetian-Spanish Revival architecture
in the United States. Only two other rowing boathouses have
a Spanish-inspired design: the East Park Canoe House in
Philadelphia and Saint Paul’s Minnesota Boat Club. For yacht
clubs it is also a unique design, as there are less than 15 known
yacht clubs in the United States that have a somewhat similar
style. What makes that even more interesting is that the Detroit
Area has three of these buildings: the DBC, Detroit Yacht Club,
and the Grosse Pointe Yacht Club. The Belle Isle Boathouse is
the oldest of all of these examples.
In order to understand why the present building was designed
the way it was, one must first understand the history of the
Detroit Boat Club and how the organization evolved over its
prior 62 years from a rowing club into a social boating club.
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“The Detroit River Navy, which has now sprung into vigorous existence, has its origin in a poetic
appreciation of superb stream, and is the finest expression as yet on the part of the citizens of Detroit, of
a love of nature and the beautiful.”

-Detroit Free Press, 1868

Early rowing in Detroit - the evolution of the DBC

The beginnings, 1838-1866
The origins of the Detroit Boat Club can be traced back to the
summer of 1838 when Detroiter Edmund A. Brush purchased
a 26’ four-oared rowing boat in New York City. New York was
the birthplace of American rowing, with the sport spreading
along the East Coast from that origin point. He shipped it
back to Detroit where he along with Alpheus S. Williams, Dr.
James H. Farnsworth, and James A. Armstrong christened it the
Georgiana. On February 18, 1839, they were joined by Dr.
Alfred Brush, Andrew T. McReynolds, Alexander H. Sibley, and
John Chester in Edmund Brush’s office on E. Jefferson Avenue
where they formally organized the Detroit Boat Club.
The club’s first boathouse was originally located at the foot
of Randolph Street in Downtown Detroit, about where the
Renaissance Center stands today. The club was a social rowing
club, with its members rowing mostly for general exercise and
for excursions on the river. The club lasted for nearly 10 years
until their boathouse was lost in a large fire in May of 1848
that wiped out nearly every building along the city’s riverfront
(1, 2). At that point, the club disbanded and for an 8 year period
where there was no recorded organized rowing in Detroit.
In 1856, a new generation of men came together to form a
rowing club. They soon decided to revive the original Detroit
Boat Club and the old members were placed on an honorary
list. They first rented space to store their boats in a carpentry
shop near the foot of Rivard Street, just outside of downtown.
Two years later, a new boathouse of their own was constructed
near the foot of Hastings Street (today known as Schweizer
Place) in 1858. The club remained there until 1873 (1).
When other rowing clubs first began to appear on the river,
they were located fairly close to the DBC boathouse. The Zephyr
Boat Club was the first rowing club to join the DBC on the river,
originally organizing in 1860. Their boathouse was located at
the upper end of the Detroit and Milwaukee Railway dock, just
downriver of the DBC boathouse (4). They remained there for an
unknown period of time, as the club seems to have disbanded
for the Civil War and was reorganized sometime around 1869.
On the eve of the Civil War, rowing’s popularity was showing
signs of growing in Detroit, with the DBC planning on racing a
club in Cleveland and two new rowing clubs being in the process
of forming (5). The war put a stop to nearly all rowing growth in
1

Detroit Rowing Clubs 1838-1848

the region, except for Detroit’s Wolverine Boat Club, which
organized in 1863 (6). The Wolverines constructed a boathouse
near the DBC, also at the foot of Hastings. Two years later, the
club moved about 3 blocks upriver to a new boathouse located
upriver of Riopelle St. This begins the shift of the rowing clubs
moving towards what was then the outskirts of the city as the
land closer to downtown became more developed. Around this
time, several private boathouses began to appear further up-

river as well, including the S. Perault Boathouse (near the foot
of Chene) (8) and the Charles H. Wetmore boathouse (at the foot
of Russell) (9). Wetmore would become the president of the DBC
immediately following the Civil War (14). The DBC was already
recognized at this time as a social institution, hosting grand
balls at the hotels downtown typically during the winter after
the rowing season (10, 14).

DETROIT BOAT CLUB 1856-58 DETROIT BOAT CLUB

1858-73 WOLVERINE BOAT CLUB

1865-66?

ATWATER AT THE FOOT OF RIVARD ST.

ATWATER AT THE FOOT OF HASTINGS ST.

ATWATER BETWEEN RIOPELLE AND ORLEANS

This early photo of an unknown east riverfront boathouse
was taken before 1866, which makes it either a DBC,
Zephyr, Wolverine, or private boathouse. If this was the
DBC’s 1856 boathouse, the space at water level would be
where the boats were stored, there would be a carpentry
shop in the middle, and the small second story was used as
a dressing room for members. Any club meetings were held
in the office of the draughtsman of the Detroit & Milwaukee
Railway (1).

The DBC’s third boathouse was constructed at the wharf of Edmonds, North & Co. in
1858 with the club first occupying it during the winter of 1858-59. The boat room was
originally 50’ long, 25’ wide, and 8.5’ high. Two windlass winches were installed to
hoist the large rowing boats out of the water, where they would then be stored on
stretchers. Racks lined the walls of the room to store oars and boat-hooks while a
large closet at one end of the room held tools, rope, and other supplies. The second
floor was 20’ long, 12’ wide, and 8’ high and was used as a dressing room. Each
member had his own locker to keep his uniform in (3). The building was enlarged
in 1859 and 1863 in order to accommodate new boats (1). Declared outdated by the
club in the early 1870s, it was sold to the Spartan Boat Club in 1873. The Spartans
occupied it until 1876 when they merged with the Zephyr Boat Club and the building
and boats were sold to the newly-formed Centennial Boat Club (11, 12). The Centennials
occupied the building until they constructed a new boathouse the following year near
the DBC boathouse in time for the 1877 National Championship (13). The building was
demolished not long after in order to make way for an expansion of the Detroit &
Milwaukee Railway yards.

The Wolverine’s second boathouse was constructed in 1865 and marked the
beginning of the rowing clubs moving further upriver. The main portion of the
building was 2-stories high, 55’ long and 16’ wide. The adjacent 1-story wing
was 12’ wide and intended for private boats. Each portion had a well so that
boats could be hoisted out of the water, constructed so that only one man was
needed to do the work. Upstairs was a reception room on the riverside that
opened up onto a balcony, as well as a locker room and wash room “fitted
up with all the appurtenances (sic).” The building cost $1,200 (over $21,000
today when adjusted for inflation) (7). After 1866, the Wolverines seemed
to have a lull until the mid 1870s so it is unknown when this building was
demolished.
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Rowing Clubs 1856-1861

The golden era, 1867-1880
Following the Civil War, the popularity of rowing spread across
the United States with rowing clubs springing up like weeds (15).
Detroit was no exception to this growth, with several rowing
clubs forming in the first few years following the war. This
included the racing powerhouse that was the Excelsior Boat
Club, which organized in 1867 (16). The Excelsiors constructed
their boathouse between Chene St. and Jos. Campau Avenue.
Their first building opened in 1867 and burned in 1871 due
to arson. Their second building was constructed immediately
following the destruction of the previous structure, opening in
fall of that year (18, 19). At this time there were several “young
lady” boat clubs that were formed by the daughters of several
local rowing families, a rarity in the U.S. at that time. First
appearing in 1867, the ages of their members ranged from
8 years old to 14, as they were not yet “ladies” at this young
age and they participated in parades and reviews on the river,
which was more common than racing at this time (20). Besides
the few organized boat clubs at that point, there was also an
overall enthusiastic participation of small boat builders and
well-to-do private boat owners. This led to the formation of the
Detroit River Navy in 1867, an association of representatives
of the rowing clubs and private boat owners which governed
rowing activities on the river (21). With many cities having
several local boat clubs, similar navies were founded in many
cities of the U.S. The first of these was Philadelphia’s Schuylkill
Navy, organized in 1858, which is the only one to still exist
today and is the oldest amateur athletic governing body in
the United States (22). The number of rowing clubs created a
regional and national interest in competition between clubs.
The year following the founding of the Detroit River Navy,
the Northwestern Amateur Boating (later Rowing) Association
was organized in Milwaukee, Wisconsin in order to foster
competition amongst the rowing clubs of the Midwest (23). Four
years after that the National Association of Amateur Oarsmen,
today known as USRowing, was organized in New York City
in 1872 in order to create a standard rulebook for amateur
rowing races in the United States. Detroit was represented at
that meeting by two members of the Excelsior Boat Club (24).
Although some rowing clubs were organized along Detroit’s
western riverfront such as the Phoenix and Alaska Boat Clubs
who were also joined by the Wyandotte and Ecorse Boat Clubs
of their respective downriver cities, the majority of Detroit’s
rowing clubs continued to populate the east riverfront.
5

Long misidentified as being a photo of the first DBC boathouse, this picture is actually of the first boathouse constructed
by the Excelsior Boat Club in 1867 at the foot of Chene St. Soon after the club was founded, they leased the lot at the
foot of Chene for $50 a year and they built the boathouse immediately after at a cost of $380. This building was lost
to fire in late July of 1871, believed to have been caused by arson (25, 18).

“Young ladies’ crew, about 1869.” Rowing the Minnie (the
boat in front) were from left to right: Miss Mack (at tiller),
Misses Adams, Howe and Palmer (rowing), George A. Baker is
at the bow and coached the crew. In the boat in the background

are Benjamin F. Baker and William Tillman. Sitting on shore
are Mrs. Tillman, Capt. Kellogg, Mrs. Mack, and Mrs.
Kellogg (26). The Bakers helped reorganize the DBC in 1856 (1).

6

Rowing was said to have really grown in popularity in Detroit
due to the Detroit River being a public space that everyone
could enjoy, especially those living near the riverfront. During
the 1850s-1870s, there were few public parks for people to use
and the ones that did exist were typically very small and also
mostly located around the downtown core. The Detroit Free
Press wrote in 1868 that “the Detroit River Navy, which has
now sprung into vigorous existence, has its origin in a poetic
appreciation of a superb stream, and is the finest expression
as yet on the part of the citizens of Detroit, of a love of nature
and the beautiful. For many years the water — beauty, gliding
so gracefully past us, like a neglected belle, was denied the
homage due to her. Tugs and steamers dashed her shining
favors aside regardlessly. Now the young men crowd to do her
homage. Parks we have none - but the river takes its place and
boats are far more picturesque and beautiful equipages, which
roll thereon (20).” Until Belle Isle was annexed as a public park
in 1879, there was only 17 acres of public parkland in Detroit,
divided amongst 15 parks.* The city’s original public parks,
officially dedicated in 1855 although some were considered
parks prior to that point, were East and West Grand Circus
Park, East Park (currently the site of the Water Board Building),
North Park (renamed Harmonie Park in 1895), Centre Park
(renamed Library Park), West Park (replaced by the Rosa Parks
Transit Center), and Middle Park (renamed Capitol Park). All of
these were located on various odd strips of land created by the
Woodward street plan and all of them were downtown. Soon
after several citizens of Detroit donated land for new parks
to be constructed. These were (in order of donation) Crawford
Park (replaced by the Lodge Freeway), Elton Park (replaced
by the MGM Grand Casino), Cass Park, Macomb Park, Stanton
Park, Clinton Park (replaced 1964-65 by the Frank Murphy
Hall of Justice), and Adelaide Campau Park (replaced by later
development). Most parks were around half an acre, other
than Grand Circus Park and Cass Park (27). These were mostly
relaxing and pleasant spaces to enjoy nature and provide a
place to escape from the bustling city, and were popular among
citizens, but not really large enough to do most recreational
sporting activities. None of these parks were located near the
city’s riverfront areas where many immigrant groups had
settled, meaning that the river was the only place for many
people to get out and enjoy themselves.

7

Pre-1879 parks

Parks added in 1879

*This number excludes Linden Park which was donated to the city
in 1875 and was bounded by Field St., Kercheval Ave., Baldwin St.,
and Goethe St. (approximately 56 acres) on the city’s east side in
what was then part of Hamtramck. The city did not really develop
this land into a park and it was deeded back to the heirs of the
original donor in 1889 (28). The land was developed for residential
use from the 1890s-1900s. This number also excludes Campus
Martius as it was not considered an official park at the time.
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Original Parks
1.
East Grand Circus Park
2.
West Grand Circus Park
3.
East Park
4.
North Park
5.
Centre Park
6.
Middle Park
7.
West Park

Additional Parks
8.
Crawford Park
9.
Elton Park
10.
Cass Park
11.
Macomb Park
12.
Stanton Park
13.
Clinton Park
14.
Adelaide Campau Park
15.
Belle Isle Park
16.
Recreation Park

Other Green or Open Space
17. Campus Martius
18. Private ballpark
19. Elmwood Cemetery
20. Mt. Elliott Cemetery
21. Linden Park
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Rowing at this time was much more of a social event in Detroit
than it would later become. People really became involved in
rowing once the clubs began racing each other, with races often
drawing a quarter to half of the city’s population to the riverfront.
Many riverfront lumber yards would allow grandstands to be
constructed on their wharfs so people could watch the events.
Other spectators would crowd every available dock, rooftop,
ferry boat deck, and small boat that lined the course so they
could cheer on their favorite crew. It was common for women to
wear dresses that were in the colors of the club that they were
supporting. With this popularity, more people became interested
in becoming rowers and more clubs began forming (29). While the
larger clubs of the DBC, Excelsior, and Zephyr were mostly of
the wealthy businessmen of the city, smaller clubs such as the
Cambridge, Chattanooga, Germania, and Michigan Boat Clubs
were organized by the blue collar workers who lived and worked
along the riverfront and were just as respected as racers as their
larger counterparts. The Free Press wrote in 1872 that “boating
and rowing have become a fixed institution in the social system…
but for a long time custom kept the boatmen apart from the rest
of mankind, and the social world outside of their sphere knew
little of the ecstasy the oar could impart. Christian mothers not
many years ago shrank with a shudder from the idea of her son
seeking the companionship of boating men, and rowing men, for
they deemed that only rough men and rougher associations were
to be found in their calling (30).” While several clubs had some sort
of social parlor rooms in their boathouse, these spaces were only
intended to host small receptions during regattas and were not
large enough to support large social events. During the winters,
the clubs would host balls, dances, lectures, and other events
downtown in order to raise funds to support the upcoming racing
season. Larger clubs such as the DBC and the Excelsiors would rent
out the Detroit Opera House or the parlors of the larger hotels,
such as the Russell House and Biddle House. Smaller clubs would
host events in smaller hall spaces such as Merrill or Arbeiter Hall.

9

As the riverfront near Downtown became more developed,
most of the rowing clubs continued to build boat houses further
upstream between St. Aubin and McDougall streets. All of
these new clubs meant not only that the DBC now had racing
competition, (allowing the DBC to participate in its first race
in 1867) but now they had competition from a society point
of view. At the end of the 1871 season, the club’s coxswain,
John M. Hinchman, wrote in his season report “and now,
Gentlemen, although not perhaps within the province of this
report, let me impress forcibly on your minds the necessity of
immediate action in regard to a new boathouse…now, I take
it, is the turning point in the existence of this club, either with
renewed vigor to pull forward to the first place, and regain a
prestige which we seem to have lost, or “tossing aboard” our
oars, to glide quietly with the old Camilla (one of the first boats
purchased by the club after it was reorganized in 1856) into
our retirement (14).” In 1873, the club opened a new boathouse
at the foot of Jos. Campau Ave. Not only was this boathouse
the largest on the river, it was said to have been among the
largest in the United States at the time (31). This building became
the main anchor of what would become Detroit’s boathouse
district. Similar to Philadelphia’s famous Boathouse Row and
New York’s now-lost Scullers Row, Detroit’s boathouse district
was home to the majority of the city’s rowing clubs, as well as
boat builders and oar manufacturers. Large grandstands would
be constructed on the wharfs for people to come watch races.
The main rowing course typically stretched from the Excelsior or
DBC boathouses to a point near the current location of the Belle
Isle Bridge. Over the next 20 years, DBC still remained mostly
a social rowing club, however, only winning 4 races between
1867 and 1889. An Evening Telegraph reporter noted in 1877
that “the Detroit Boat Club is first in everything –except racing.
It is the oldest, strongest, and richest club in the Northwest, and
it lacks but one element, and that is generalship (32).”
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A photo of the 1873 boathouse believed to have been taken during construction.

The new boathouse opened at the foot of Jos. Campau Ave.
in 1873. Designed by Henry Brush of the local firm Porter &
Watkins, the building was among the largest boathouses in the
United States, with the Detroit Free Press declaring it “probably
the finest thing of its kind west of Buffalo.” The new building
featured a boat room and house bath on the first floor, a large
gymnasium and locker room on one half of the second floor
(likely similar to that of the one found in New Jersey’s Oneida

Boat Club today) and a spacious reception room on the other
half. The three river-facing sides of the second floor were
surrounded by large porches. The building’s attic had room for
a bowling alley to be installed and the structure was topped
with a 10’x10’ cupola. This new 75’x35’ building cost around
$6,000, or over $140,000 today when adjusted for inflation.
That’s compared to the $250 (nearly $9,000 today) that was
spent to construct the previous 25’x50’ boathouse (31).
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The decline, 1881-1893
After the first four national championships were held in the East,
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Troy, New York, Detroit was
given the honor of hosting the first “western” nationals in 1877
(33). This led to rowing’s popularity to really peak in the city in the
late 1870s, with the existing rowing clubs wanting to impress the
visiting crews. The Excelsiors remodeling their boathouse to include
an extravagant new tower on the riverside (34), the Centennials
and the Zephyrs constructed new buildings nestled adjacent to
the Detroit Boat Club’s boathouse (35), and private investors built
new boathouses to serve the visiting clubs and to lease to local
clubs. Among these was the Chene Bros. who constructed the large
Palace Boathouse at the foot of Chene Street (36). The sport peaked
in Detroit in 1879 when there were over 20 different rowing
clubs, 7 of which are believed to have been founded that year.
Within a few years, however, the sport saw a significant decline.
By 1881, the Detroit River Navy reported that holding their annual
regatta would not be feasible, as all of the public’s attention had
instead turned away from the riverfront and towards baseball.
The city’s first professional baseball team, the Wolverines, had
organized that year, playing in the relatively new Recreation
Park that the city had constructed in an area behind where the
Detroit Medical Center stands today. The Navy reported “in the
view of the drift of public sentiment there was little probability
of a successful regatta (37).” The number of rowing clubs that year
was down nearly half of what the numbers were in 1879 and
1880. Rowing continued to steadily decline with more rowing
clubs disbanding one by one. Hosting the Nationals again in
1882 helped keep some interest alive for a short while, however
the trend of clubs disbanding continued.
Another reason for this decline can be linked to the riverfront
becoming less publicly accessible or safe as it once had been.
When the initial rowing clubs of the 1850s and 60s were
organizing, they were a mile closer to downtown than the
1870s boathouse district that eventually formed. With largescale iron mining operations appearing in the Upper Peninsula
beginning in the 1840s, the state’s lumber boom in the 1850s,
and copper mining in the 1860s (39, 40), businesses that dealt with
these materials began to appear along the Detroit riverfront as
the heirs of Detroit’s original French ribbon farm owners began
selling their land for new development. Sawmills, lumber yards,
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shipyards, a dry dock, factories such as varnish and soap
manufacturers, and a railroad yard appeared along the east
riverfront (41). This industrialization soon drove the boat clubs
up-river in the 1870s where they would settle mostly between
Chene and McDougall, nestled in among the lumber yards as
well as the wharf of the Parke Davis laboratories. Filling in the
rest of the blocks below E. Jefferson were frame houses, stores,
bakers, blacksmiths, barbers, saloons, shoemakers, groceries,
and dry goods stores among other businesses, populated mostly
by German and Irish immigrants (41). Most of the industry along
the river at this time still allowed access to the river so those who
lived nearby had fairly easy access to it for rowing purposes. By
1884, the east riverfront was taken up by 5 coal yards, a half
mile-long rail yard, 5 Iron works, 2 stove manufacturers, a lime
kiln, 7 sawmills and lumber yards, a dry dock and ship builder,
an ice depot, the pharmaceuticals company of Parke Davis, as
well as two breweries (42). An editorial from 1885 wrote that
by this time property owners “in some instances have wholly
barred the passage of the public from the water’s edge.” Many
of the docks that were accessible were in severe disrepair, with
“accidents and loss of life not uncommon (41).” Divie B. Duffield,
a member of the Detroit Boat Club, further confirmed this as
being a reason why rowing’s popularity fell, writing in 1905
“the explanation is largely to be found in the development of
our river front. Just before and after the (civil) war and in the
early seventies, our river played a much more prominent part
in Detroit’s social life than it does now. Business activities had
not driven the homes of the people far from the banks of our
noble stream. We now have but a few homes near the river
along Jefferson avenue, and most of these are blocked off
by factories. Formerly many substantial homes occupied the
sites where now large business houses uplift themselves. While
formerly there were many private boat houses scattered along
the city’s river front, now we reach the Belle Isle Bridge before
we come to the first cluster of small boat houses. And we find
but few even now between that point and the water works (43).”
Without public interest in rowing, as well as a lack of access for
the people who did support the sport, the Detroit River Navy
silently slipped out of existence in 1886 (44). Even the mighty
Excelsiors and Centennials were forced out of existence at the
close of the decade (45, 46). In 1887, the Excelsiors were evicted
from their building by their landlord due to non-payment of

This 4’ tall silver trophy was donated to the National Association of Amateur
Oarsmen by the DBC in 1877 when Detroit hosted the nationals. It was
awarded for several different events until being assigned to the Lightweight
Fours event in the 1920s. Its whereabouts after the 1960s is unknown.

rent. The Excelsiors appealed the case to the Michigan Supreme
Court, where they declared that their property was unusable
as their landlord, one of the largest ship owners on the Great
Lakes, would often dock his ships in front of their building,
making it impossible to row. Due to this, the Excelsiors claimed
that they should not have to pay rent as their property was
inaccessible, and the court agreed (46). By then, the Excelsiors
are believed to have merged with the DBC, as many of their
members became members of the latter club at this time (14).
The number of rowing clubs in the city continued to dwindle

until only the Detroit and Mutual Boat Clubs remained by the
end of 1893 (47). United States rowing in general was in a decline
during this period, especially in the Midwest. In the 1870s there
were over 300 rowing clubs in the United States (48) By the late
1880s that number is estimated at being less than 100 (49).
With the east riverfront becoming unsuitable to row, as early
as 1882 the remaining rowing clubs began looking for better
waters further up river for their boathouses (50). The lease on the

DBC’s Parke Davis property ended in 1887 and at that time
they petitioned the park commission for permission to move
their boathouse to Belle Isle (51). The commission had decided
in 1886, at the request of the Excelsior Boat Club and Michigan
Yacht Club, that boat and yacht clubs could apply to move to
the island under $1 a year leases, on the condition that the city
could evict their buildings from the island on 90 days notice(52).
After finally gaining approval in 1889 (53), the DBC decided

that their current building would not fit in with the park
surroundings and instead decided to construct a new, much
more substantial boathouse and clubhouse (54). Their former
building was sold to the Tecumseh Boat Club of Walkerville,
Ontario who floated the structure on barges directly across
the river from its former location to the Canadian shoreline
that December (55). It would remain there until it was struck by
lightning and burned to the waterline in April of 1908 (14).
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Hamtramck “Young Lady” Boat Club
Wahooes
Down Town Boat Club
Watauga Boat Club
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Young America Boat Club
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Y.M.C.A. Boat Club
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Solvay Boat Club
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Detroit Rowing Club
Wayne State University Rowing Club
Detroit Waterfront Rowing Association

SOLVAY BOAT CLUB
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“Detroit has never witnessed such an enthusiastic beginning of any season in aquatic sports as the
openings of the Detroit Boat Club and Michigan Yacht Club’s new houses. It is thought these two events
mark a revival in both sports and the advent of a new era.”

Detroit Free Presss, 1891

The move to Belle Isle
20

Belle Isle as it existed when the city had it surveyed in 1882 so
that park planning could begin.

The DBC decided to hire the Detroit architectural firm of
Donaldson & Meier to design a new boathouse for their Belle
Isle site (56). Although Frederick Law Olmsted often gets all the
credit for designing Belle Isle, the city actually disregarded the
vast majority of his proposal, citing much of his design to be
too costly for things that were deemed “unnecessary.” This
caused Olmsted to simply walk away when his contract was up.
Only a portion of Central Avenue, the Loop Canal, and a now-

demolished ferry dock were constructed based on Olmsted’s
plans (58). Instead, Donaldson & Meier were tapped by the
city beginning around 1887 to design much of the park, with
their design calling for the island’s marshlands to be dredged,
forming the three lakes that exist today, and for existing
depressions in the island to be dredged in order to create the
present canal system which followed existing depressions in
the island, a much more cost-effective solution than what

Olmsted’s plan called for (59). All of the buildings that the firm
designed for the island have since been demolished but these
included the old casino (1887-1908) (60), the public boathouse
(1888-1897) (61, 62), the Michigan Yacht Club (1891-1904) (63,
64), the sixth Detroit Boat Club building (1894-1901) (65), and
several smaller structures (66). These buildings, as well as the
ones that would follow for the next decade, were all designed
in a somewhat similar style.
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Olmsted’s Belle Isle plans. Below is a photo of the ferry dock and shelter (which Detroiters would dismiss as an
expensive shed) and a rendering of the lower portion of the island. The majority of the island’s buildings would
have been located at the foot.
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Belle Isle as it appeared in the 1910s, with Donaldson & Meier’s canal and lake system in place. Below is a photo of the
D&M designed public boat house that was located at the foot of the island from 1888 until it was condemned in the late
1890s. On right is the D&M designed Casino, which was built in 1887 and replaced by the current structure in 1908.
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The clubhouse on Belle Isle allowed for more social spaces
within the building than the club’s previous structures. Besides
the larger boat storage space and locker rooms on the first
floor, the building’s other rooms included a small cafe, a ladies
sitting room, a reading room, billiards room, directors room, an
employee apartment, and a kitchen (67). The 1890s really shows
the different portions of the DBC beginning to separate. Since
its founding, the club had always been more of a social rowing
club, with its members rowing to various inns on the river and
lakes or hosting grand social events rather than having a focus
on training for races (1). But, most of its members did row. As
a result of the new building and its picturesque location, the
club’s membership quickly grew, particularly with members
who were more interested in the social aspect than the rowing
aspect. The sports pages at the time often made fun of the
fact that the DBC was a rowing club that never rowed, with
the majority of its members instead choosing to sit idly on the
boathouse porches and watch others do the rowing for them (68).
25

The rarely seen riverside of the Detroit Boat Club’s 5th boathouse. The
similarly designed Michigan Yacht Club is visible further up river.
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In October of 1893, the boathouse burned to the waterline,
just two years after it opened (69). Eight months later, a new
Donaldson & Meier clubhouse opened on the same site (70).
Again, it was larger and more artistically designed than the
club’s previous buildings. The reception hall in this building
was designed to be 2-stories high in order to improve the look
of the space. The cafe was moved to the eastern end of the
building. Interesting features included a bicycle room under
the main staircase to store members bicycles (the pedestrian
bridge was also designed to be wider in order to accommodate
passing bicycles), as well as a freight elevator (the 1902
boathouse on the other hand did not have an elevator until
1957 (72)). The boat room in this building was also double the
size of the one in the 1891 boathouse, at 70’x76’ (71). The
construction of private clubhouses in the public Belle Isle park
has always been a debated topic dating back to at least when
the boathouse burned in 1893. The clubs argued that their
buildings were not located on Belle Isle but instead over the
river, therefore not taking up any parkland other than where
their access bridges connect. They also said that the clubs were
open to anyone who wanted to be a member (as long as they
were men and could afford the pricey membership dues) (73). In
1894, a sailing group formed at the DBC (14). Prior to this, many
DBC members who were interested in sailing were members
of other yacht clubs, rather than the DBC sponsoring them (74).
In 1899, the DBC decided to no longer sponsor sailing due to
a lack of interest among club members, forcing the sailors
to form a separate organization within the DBC, the Detroit
Boat Club Yachtsmen (70). The DBCY had their own membership
cards, dues, and governing officers, similar to that of the New
York Athletic Club (71). The sailors would return to officially
being sponsored by the DBC in the late 1920s or early 1930s,
dropping the “yachtsmen” and instead being governed by the
club’s Yachting Committee (14).
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Speramus meliora; resurget cineribus
Tragically, the 1894 boathouse burned to the waterline in
October of 1901 after a suspected electrical failiure. Following
two disasterous fires only 8 years apart, the members of the
DBC decided that the next boathouse needed to be fireproof,
despite the estimated cost of constructing such a building would
be double that of constructing another wood one (73-77).

We hope for better things; it shall arise from the ashes
- Fr. Gabriel Richard, 1805
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“The new home of the Detroit Boat Club at Belle Isle is a model of
architectural beauty, convenient arrangement and adequate equipment, and
it is without doubt one of the best rowing club houses in the world.”

Detroit Free Press, 1902

CONSTRUCTING THE 1902 BOATHOUSE
30

In order to gain the best design possible for the new boathouse,
the club’s board of directors held a competition amongst local
architects. The firms of Alpheus W. Chittenden, Joy & Barcroft,
Rogers & MacFarlane, Stratton & Baldwin, and Edward C. Van
Leyen all submitted design proposals by November 10, 1901. John
Donaldson, of Donaldson & Meier, assisted the board in choosing
the winning proposal (78). Dexter M. Ferry, Jr., a member of the
1901-02 board of directors, would later say in 1935 of the design
selection process that “a great amount of consideration was
given [to] this building.” After the “plans were secured through
a competitive basis, the set of plans for which they [the board]
balloted favorably were not the designs approved by Mr. J. M.
Donaldson, which failed to receive a solitary vote. Recognizing
that we might make an unwise selection, we, speaking for the
Board, appreciated the comments of an expert who carefully
explained to us the intricacies of correctly reading blueprints.”
Eventually, the board decided on a winning design (79).
On December 3, 1901, the club held a meeting in the Turkish Room
of the Cadillac Hotel downtown, announcing Alpheus Williams
Chittenden’s proposal as the winning design (81). Chittenden,
a local architect who graduated from MIT and studied at the
Technical University of Berlin, had been practicing architecture
since the mid 1890s. Prior to the DBC commission he designed a
handful of homes, with most of his commissions being interior
renovations. The DBC project was his fifth-known commission
to design an entire building, and has become perhaps his best
known work. It is interesting to note that not only had Chittenden
been a member of the DBC since 1894, he was also a grandson
of one of the club’s original founding members, Gen. Alpheus
Starkey Williams, who is honored with a statue in the middle of
Central Avenue on Belle Isle. Chittenden designed the base for
the statue (82).
With workers showing up on site on December 4, 1901 and
the building’s permits pulled by the Vinton Company on
December 20, the structure would be completed in just over 5
months, officially opening exactly 8 months from December
4 on August 4, 1902. The total cost of the building was about
$50,000 (over $1.6 million today when adjusted for inflation).
Including boats, furnishings, and construction, the final
total for the project was $75,000 (over $2.4 million) (81-99).
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The new building was expected to eclipse the structures already
located on Belle Isle. Said to have been patterned after a
Venetian palace, the building is a combination of Venetian and
Spanish architecture. They planned for the clubhouse to be 50
feet further into the river from the island than the previous
boathouse was, with the island facing wall of the new building
being around 10 feet away from what would have been the river
facing wall of the previous structure. The reason for moving
the building further out was so it would be closer to the club’s
deep draft yachts (86), allowing for the boats to simply pull up
alongside the boathouse. To this day, several pilings from the
former boat house can still be seen in the canal that separates
the DBC island from its parking lot. On some of the pilings of
the previous boathouse, an island was built, utilizing fill taken
from the dredging of several island canals. While the style of
the new building was different from the 1894 boathouse, much
of the interior room layout was similar to that of the 1894
building, with changes occurring based on what they wanted
to improve from the old structure. In particular, the ballroom
(known as the reception room in the previous building) and the
dining room were enlarged, with the dining room being moved
to the riverside of the building.
There was nothing quite like this building anywhere in the
city at the time. With its red Spanish tiled roof and an exterior
coated in white Portland cement, the Detroit Free Press wrote
“the new home of the Detroit Boat Club at Belle Isle is a
model of architectural beauty, convenient arrangement and
adequate equipment, and is without a doubt one of the best
rowing clubhouses in the world (97).” All three floors featured
verandas and porches. The island side of the building had
two pergolas spanning either side of the main, triple-arched
entrance. The arches continued along the western and northern
walls, spanning long verandas which encircled almost the
whole structure. In between each arch was a mosaic circle, the
design alternating between two different DBC logos: the burgee
and a design featuring the interlocking letters of DBC. French
doors were used for every entrance, which along with the
large windows let both light and cool breezes. A tower on the
riverside contained a staircase, accessible through an arched
opening on the third floor veranda, which led visitors up to an
open air observation room located within the tower and a large

roof garden. This allowed visitors to catch the cool breezes off
the river or get some sun while having an unobstructed view
of the surrounding area. Since the clubhouse was constructed
without an island around it, the roof garden was a necessary
feature for members to be able to relax outside.
Members and guests would access the boathouse over a long,
wooden Venetian causeway, leading from the mainland to the
small dodecagon-shaped (12 sided) island that was built on
the pilings of the old boathouse. Built as a canoe landing, the
island was planned to have a shelter constructed on it in the
future but it was never built. Guests would then cross a smaller
wooden bridge that would lead to the building’s front steps.
Both bridges were considered temporary and were eventually
to be replaced by steel and concrete versions. Members would
then enter the building by one of two ways; a doorway to the
right of the staircase would bring them into the “water floor”
where the boat and locker rooms were located, or they could
ascend the grand staircase to the formal social floors. At various
points around the building were wooden poles with painted
designs, based on posts found outside buildings in Venice for
tying boats to. The club was assisted in beautifying the little
bit of grounds around the property that they had by parks &
recreation commissioner R. E. Bolger.
Entering through the doorway to the water floor, members
could access a large porch running along the building’s island
side, which led to the locker rooms, or they could enter the
boat bays on the opposite side which spanned the entire west
end of the building. The boat room featured six main bays
to store boats and equipment. Along the southwest wall was
the canoe and pleasure craft bay. Fifty Rice Lake canoes and
6 St. Lawrence River skiffs were stocked for the enjoyment
of club members. Three rowing bays along the western wall
stored $10,000 (almost $316,000 today) worth of racing and
rowing boats. The rowing fleet included 3 four-oared shells, 1
four-oared gig, 2 pair-oar compromise boats, 3 double shells, 1
pair-oar race boat, 1 racing single and 10 compromise singles.
Oars were stored in racks along the wall of one of the bays.
Each bay had its own door which allowed for access to the
club’s floating dock where the rowers could put their boats in
the water. Adjacent to the rowing bays was a boat slip that was
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built for the new 54’ gasoline powered pleasure launch boat
and a smaller adjacent slip was constructed for the club’s two
new 20-man war canoes. To the north of the slips was additional
storage space, as well as two doorways that allowed for the pick
up and drop off of boat passengers. The yachtsmen replaced
their destroyed fleet with 6 catboats which were moored in the
harbor between the boathouse and Belle Isle. The men’s locker
room (there was no women’s locker room for at least 10 years)
consisted of several rooms. There was a washroom, bathroom,
the main locker area (with 250 metal lockers that featured an
open expansion grate front that allowed for the rapid drying of
clothes), and a plunge bath. “The plunge” in this building was
a much larger pool than the one in the old boathouse, at 40
feet long and 3-6 feet deep with sea salt boxes and towel racks.
A room adjacent to the locker room was left empty so that in
the future, if there was a need, more lockers could be added.
Also located on the first floor was an ice room to store ice for
refrigeration in the summers and a boiler room that allowed for
winter use of the boat house, something not previously done.
Upon ascending the staircase to the social floors, guests would
cross a veranda that would be lit at night by light fixtures that
were designed to replicate ship’s lanterns. A triple French door
entrance opened into the lobby and main reception hall. The
hall was the central hub of the building, from which members
could directly access the ballroom, women’s sitting room, cafe
and dining room, club offices, and the stairways. Since it was a
boat club, the theme for the interior decoration was completely
nautical, featuring brass lanterns with red, green and white
glass, porthole windows, seahorses, fish, and sea shells.
The hall was divided into three sections by six large arches
supported by oak columns. Every wall of the room featured
deep, reddish brown oak paneling that was laid on brick and
cement backing. Above the paneling over white, buff walls
hung large several forest themed tapestries. The hardwood
oak floors were topped with thick rugs. Paintings, photographs,
mirrors, and rowing memorabilia decorated the space. Oak
beams that matched the paneling supported the ceiling with
several lanterns illuminating the space. All of the furniture in
the building was designed by Chittenden specifically for the
boat club, with the hall furniture consisting of a large center
table, chairs, and a small angled table propping up the guest

book near the doors. This was flanked by two sconces mounted
on pedestals. This area also had built-in bench seating along
its western wall. Passing through the first set of arches into the
middle of the hall, a light shaft cut through the third floor of the
building up to a window-lined cupola with an oak ceiling. The
third floor had an additional six arches supported by twisting
Venetian columns the balustrade railing being supported by
hand-carved seahorse balusters. Four newel caps featured
tall hand-carved naval dolphins on pedestals. Hanging in the
four corners of the atrium were four antique brass lanterns.
The sconces were described in the Free Press as Roman pewter
candelabra in style. The staircases to go to the first or third
floors were located in the far end of the space, with a window
bench on the landing adjacent to a large, arched stained glass
window. The upper panel of the window was patterned after
a seashell with the lower panel featuring the building’s year
of construction, 1902, as well as the overlapping AWC initials
for Alpheus W. Chittenden. Next to the staircase was a set of
French doors leading out to the veranda. A fireplace mantel,
built of red brick with white terra cotta accents, grotesques,
and twisting columns was installed across from the staircase.
It was donated during construction by F. Ward Thomas and W.
G. Thomas, owners of the terra cotta and brick supply company
Thomas Bros. & Co. The Thomas Brothers were later the
terracotta suppliers for Belle Isle’s Aquarium and Conservatory,
which opened two years after the DBC boat house in 1904. A
bay window in the middle of the room’s eastern wall held a
cigar counter, where a cigar roller was employed full time. A
doorway to the left of the counter led to the dining room and
a door to the right led to club offices and restrooms. Along
the hall’s western wall was a set of French doors, framed by
windows that led into the ballroom.
The two and a half story tall ballroom had a large, 2,300
square foot maple dance floor, lined by walls of heavy white
enamel that featured ornate wood and plaster columns and
wainscoting. Flooded with natural light coming in from several
large windows and three French doors, the use of electricity
was only needed at night (96). A bow window in the middle of the
west wall formed an alcove for an orchestra and it originally
contained an upright piano built by Hackley Piano Company
(92). Adding to the nautical theme, nine porthole, or oculus,

windows lined the room below a frieze of naval dolphins and
urns that were painted on plaster. The porthole windows could
pivot in the middle, allowing for warm air to escape which
increased air circulation. The French doors in this room directly
accessed the north and south verandas.
The ceiling of the ballroom exposed the wood rafters of the
roof, supported by two heavy timber trusses. The whole ceiling
was originally painted light blue with white stenciling, the
boat club colors. While the ceiling was first being painted, the
blue ceiling was said to have been “received with a rumble of
disapproval” which lasted during the painting and shortly after
it was finished. Soon, opinions changed and the ceiling was
appreciated for many years in that scheme (79). Sometime after
the mid-1930s however, tastes changed and the ceiling was
repainted in the present brown with gold stenciling following
the same pattern as the original scheme. This is believed to
have been done for the club’s 100th anniversary. The room
was illuminated at night by four large gilded chandeliers that
hung from the two trusses. These chandeliers were not made to
look extravagant like most ballrooms, instead they were made
of a round wooden ring with glass globes encircling the top.
Additional light came from eight tri-pronged bracket sconces
with mirrored backs that were placed in between the sets of
columns that lined the room. A balcony from the third floor
allowed the room to be viewed from above. The room was also
decorated with the flags of nations from around the world.
The cafe, or dining room, on the opposite side of the reception
hall featured tables and chairs of mahogany and an oak
floor with seating for 120. The ceiling had beams with small
corbels off the sides and featured a simple plaster rosette
design. The room was lit by sconces that were placed on
columns around the room. There were seven large arched
windows that gave relatively unobstructed views of the river
to diners. In order to connect the porches on either side of
the cafe, a large iron balcony jutted out over the water in
front of the dining room windows. Adjacent to the cafe were
the serving rooms, club offices and the ladies sitting room. A
women’s committee was formed during construction to choose
the furnishings for the ladies sitting room. They chose to
finish the space in American Beauty pink wallpaper that was
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Attic above bar dance floor, facing north

surmounted with a rose wallpaper. The woodwork in this
room was similar to that of the ballroom, finished in
white enamel with furnishings of light maple (88). Other
features included a fireplace, bookcases, a full length
mirror, rocking chairs and numerous small paintings and
photos. This room opened directly into the main reception
hall through two different doors and featured a diamondpattern stained glass window to let light in from the hall.
Ascending the staircase to the third floor, guests could walk
around the entire atrium and look down to the floor below.
Other than the club den, which was located where the board
room is today, the location of the rest of the rooms on this
floor is still under review. As the earliest existing plans to
the building that are known to exist are from the 1950s,
there are no plans that tell where exactly the kitchen, cold
storage, private dining rooms, oarsman’s dining room,
and employee apartments were located. When these
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Attic above bar dance floor, facing west

rooms were first renovated around the 1930s, the ceiling was
lowered several feet, leaving the original finishes for these
rooms above. By studying the marks left behind in this area,
as well as reviewing Boat Club News magazines, old newspaper
clippings, and old exterior photos, we are now closer to
understanding how the rest of this floor may have looked
in 1902. It is believed that the kitchen was either where the
president’s bar or where the island room is today. Based on
the ceiling finishes in the attic, the Bar space seems most likely
for this. Based on old photos however,the portholes along the
south facade of what is now the island room seems to have
had exhaust vents, making that space seem like a possible
location for the kitchen. Along the northern facade of the
building where the dance floor is today, this space was split
into two separate rooms, most likely the private dining rooms.
One room had a goldish-yellow paint scheme, with wood beams
painted the same color on the ceiling. Just under the beams

were a series of porthole windows that had dark-stained wood
trim. The neighboring room also had a porthole with the space
seeming to have been centered on a now-enclosed fireplace.
The island room also has white wood beams along the ceiling,
seeming to make the case that it too was a dining room. One
of these dining rooms was the oarsmen’s dining room, or
training room, with room to seat up to 50 rowers at a time. As
the oarsmen were in training and were not supposed to eat the
meals served in the main dining room, a different menu, better
suited for athletes, was served here. The employees apartments
are believed to have been located off the main reception hall,
where a small 3rd floor office is today and the seating area
where the rower’s Olympian wall is located currently. At the
time, women were only allowed on the building’s second floor,
except for the annual season opening party when they were
allowed on the first floor. This rule would go away sometime in
the 1910s when swimming became more popular.

The bar’s dance floor today with photos showing the attic above that gives a glimpse at how these spaces looked in 1902.
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Influence from Venice included the arches and twisting columns of the reception hall, as well as the wood pilings at the corners
of the structure. French doors are common in Venice and when the boathouse opened every exterior doorway had a set of French
doors.
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STRUCTURE
The boathouse was constructed on 28’ wood pilings that were
driven into the riverbed (96). A concrete footing and foundation
was poured on top of these. From there, the building was
constructed with load bearing walls of common brick that were
laid 3 courses thick (approximately 13”-14” thick). The brick
was then coated on the exterior with Portland cement.
The building was divided into three sections that are separated
by brick firewalls. On the second floor, these sections are largely
divided into the ballroom, reception hall, and dining room.
Each segment is essentially its own building in many ways, with
different column grids and roof structures. The floors are of an
early form of reinforced concrete and are supported on steel
beams and posts when not sitting on brick. While the majority
of the building was constructed of brick, concrete, and steel,
two-thirds of the roof structure is of wood.
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These photos show the foundation under the boat bays,
with concrete piers and foundation walls. The majority of
the building’s foundations are actually in very good shape
considering they are 120 years old.
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FLOOR STRUCTURE
Several different concrete mixtures seem to have been used
in the construction of the building. The most prevalent is a
type of cinder concrete slab, which consists of a low strength,
lightweight concrete that uses cinders and clinkers, by-products
of coal burning, as a cheap substitute for stone aggregate
with draped wire mesh and smooth rebar for reinforcement.
Unlike conventional reinforced concrete, cinder concrete slabs
typically use the steel draped wire mesh as a tensile catenary
system which carries all loads in tension between steel beams.
The cinder concrete, which is commonly mixed with 1 part
cement, 2 parts sand, and 5 parts cinders, is then poured over
this system to form a walking surface, transferring loads to the
tension wires while also forming a fireproofing protection. This
building is an early example of this construction method, which
became more common in the 1920s and 1930s. While being
surprisingly strong relative to its weight, this construction

Advertisement from the Cleveland Silex Stone Co. advertising their
“specialty of fire proof concrete and expanded metal construction.”
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method has an extreme weakness when it comes to water.
Due to the concrete being extremely porous and lightweight,
it leaks and deteriorates easily when exposed to water (101). The
contractor responsible for the floors of the boathouse was the
Cleveland Silex Stone Co. of Detroit, which largely constructed
sidewalks beginning in 1879 before branching into fireproof
floor construction at the turn of the century (104). The company
seems to have gone out of business around 1910. The Palms
Apartment Building at 1001 E. Jefferson was constructed at
the same time as the DBC by the same contractors and used
a similar floor construction (102). The mix of concrete used in
construction of the boathouse, however, is notoriously of poor
quality, with pieces of coal, wood, and even shards of ceramic
dishes seen in the mix with documented issues dating back to
1903, a year after the building opened. Failures include the
1st floor ice room floor collapsing in 1903 (105), the entire men’s

locker room floor requiring replacement in 1909 (106), the boat
bay needing significant repairs in the early 1910s (106), and
porches needing to be rebuilt and reinforced in the 1920s (107)
and 1950s (112). As the porches were waterproofed with only a
layer of tar paper, they have been particularly prone to water
damage, showing significant spalling of the cinder slab and
severe corrosion of the steel reinforcement. This is currently
causing safety issues in the boat bays and the women’s locker
room, which are partially underneath the second floor porches.
When the men’s locker room floor was replaced in 1909 and
the addition built in 1914, the cinder-slab style of construction
was replaced with a combination of reinforced concrete and
hollow structural tile flat-arch floor systems. This system
uses reinforced concrete joists with hollow structural tiles in
between. A top coat of concrete was then poured on top of this
system (108).

Axon-section showing an example of a floor system of hollow tile block
with reinforced concrete that is similar to those used to replace the men’s
locker room floor in 1909 and for the addition’s floors in 1914.

HARDWOOD FLOOR
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LOAD-BEARING WALL

INTERIOR WALL SURFACE
WOOD BACKING
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TAR PAPER WATER BARRIER
1” CONCRETE
4.5” CINDER SLAB
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Set 1-2” from bottom of slab
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STONE CAP
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The remaining 1902 porch slabs for the most part show significant deterioration, with the 1”-2”
of cinder concrete underneath the reinforcement having spalled and the steel reinforcement is
corroded. Since the slabs on the interior of the building are not exposed to the elements, they show
little to no deterioration. The only deterioration of these slabs are typically found around drains.
LEFT: Deterioration of the south porch slab, above the boat shop.
TOP: Deterioration of the 3rd segment roof slab around the drain pipe.
BOTTOM: Deterioration of the north porch slab, above the women’s locker room.

These photos show the reinforced concrete and hollow structural tile flat-arch floor
systems that were used for the men’s locker room floor reconstruction and for the
floors of the addition. This system uses reinforced concrete joists with hollow structural
tiles in between. A top coat of concrete was then poured on top of this system. For the
men’s locker room floor, the underside of the tiles are exposed while in the addition
they have a skim coat of concrete.
LEFT: Men’s locker room floor slab.
RIGHT: Addition south porch slab (back hallway).
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EXTERIOR WALLS
Due to Michigan’s climate, a stucco-faced building does
not weather well. This combined with the building’s rushed
construction, deterioration is visible and documented soon
after the building opened. Even in photos of the building taken
in 1905, just three years after the structure opened, cracks
and buckling is already visible in sections of the stucco. Many
areas that show damage in these early photos are in areas of
the building that have visible issues today, showing that these
areas have had problems for nearly 120 years.
These issues caused the need for a major reconstruction project
on the building in 1919. At first, it was advised that three pillars
of the west porch’s colonnade were in a dangerous condition so
the club decided to repair them immediately. Upon removing
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the outer layer of cement, the brick underneath “was in a
very precarious condition,” with the cement described as
having crystallized in some places and that the brick could
be removed by hand. It was deemed necessary to rebuild
practically the entire exterior of the 1902 section of the
building above the first floor, with the west porch wall being
entirely rebuilt and the third floor veranda braced with
additional steel beams. These repairs, along with fixing a
leaking roof, cost the club over $14,000 ($201,252.80 today)
(107). The west porch wall continued to have issues, with the
third floor porch being closed off from access as early as
1951 (109) and the second floor porch being enclosed later (110).

BELOW: The south-eastern portion of the island-facing facade
shows many cracks in this 1905 photo. RIGHT: Several areas
of the facade are showing signs of repaired cracks as early
as 1905. FAR RIGHT: The south porch, which was originally a
pergola, was roofed over by 1909. This may have been done
to shade the interior of the building from southern light or to
help keep water off of the 2nd floor porch slab. On the top-left
edge of the stuccoed archway in the historic photo, there is
a triangular patch of discoloration. In the bottom photo from
2016, the stucco had failed due to water damage, showing that
there were unresolved leaking issues in the same spot since
before 1914.
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Stucco deterioration.

This photo of the north porch outside of the ballroom from
around 1905 shows several spots of deterioration in the stucco,
as well as along the edge of the third floor porch slab. The
arches were rebuilt as part of a construction project in the early
1940s (111) and the third floor porch was rebuilt in 1957 (112). The
second floor porch slab is in poor condition and should have
probably been replaced in the 1950s when the third floor was
rebuilt.

Porch slab deterioration.
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These are some examples of the deterioration that has occurred to the
building’s facade over the last several decades. While some portions of
the building are in decent shape, most of the facade needs a lot of work.
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ROOF
Each segment of the roof has a different roof type. The
ballroom portion is topped by a hip-roof, with its structure
being the large timber trusses and wooden rafters visible inside
the ballroom. The reception hall segment has a sort of mansard
roof, with sloped tiled roofs on the north and south side and
a flat roof in the middle. Half of the ballroom’s roof is built
into this structure and where these two roofs meet often leads
to leaking issues. Inside the attic, the top of the ballroom’s
brick firewall is visible as well as the boards that make up the
ballroom ceiling. On top of the middle section is the reception

hall’s cupola. The structure of this portion has 2”x8” rafters
that at the peak sit on a east-west beam that’s made of three
sistered 2”x12”s. The beam sits on several posts that sit on a
second beam of the same construction. Two north-south beams
of the same construction are in between the east-west beams
and they are tied into each other with metal straps. The flat roof
has joists that appear to be close to 20” deep at the middle.
As early as 1919 the boathouse’s roof was said to have leaked
badly, causing considerable damage, and was among the
major repairs to the building that the club undertook between

1919 and 1920 (107). Most leaks in this segment occur where the
pitched roof and flat roof meet and where it meets the ballroom
roof. There are also frequent leaks around the main fireplace
chimney, which caused significant rot damage to an adjacent
rafter. The dining room segment is the only roof structure on
the building that is built with a cinder slab. This was due to this
portion of the roof being open as a terrace and roof garden.
For the most part, the slabs in this portion appear to be in good
shape except for where three roof drains are located, as these
have had constant leaks that have deteriorated the concrete.

TOP RIGHT: Ballroom and reception
hall roof structures from inside attic.

SEGMENT 1: BALLROOM

SEGMENT 2: RECEPTION HALL

SEGMENT 3: DINING ROOM

SEGMENT 4: ADDITION

CHANGES - 1910s-1920s
The club kept expanding through the 1890s until its membership
cap was met with the construction of the current boathouse. The
new building made more people want to have access to the
club’s facilities, leading to a long wait-list and a new issue:
the rowing team could no longer recruit young men to row.
Not all of the club’s members were interested in rowing. Many
people who were interested either couldn’t pay the $50 a year
cost to be an active member (over $800 today when adjusted
for inflation) or they were stuck on the wait-list (113). In 1907, it
was reported that there were just over 8 regular rowers at the
club (114). To get around this issue, in 1908 the DBC followed
the lead of several eastern rowing clubs and instituted a junior
membership where men between the ages of 16 and 25 could
come row for the club team (113, 114). These members had access
to the building only between March and September and were
restricted to the first floor and the training dining room on the

The boathouse not long after the addition was constructed
during the club’s off season between fall of 1913 and spring
of 1914.

WHEN DID RENOVATIONS TAKE PLACE?
WHAT IS ORIGINAL?

third floor. They were not considered full DBC members and did
not have voting rights or any stake in the club (14). They were
simply there to row. This membership was later opened up to
include access to the club-owned sailboats (14). Now that they
were able to keep the numbers up for their rowing program,
the former canoe bay was converted into a boat building
shop, where two boatmen were employed from the 1910s to
the1950s to build rowing shells from scratch, with some orders
RIVERSIDE
(NORTH)
1902
coming from
the downriver
rivals ofELEVATION
Wyandotte and Ecorse
(14).
As time went on, the club did what it could to keep its membership
up. In 1914, the club hired Chittenden, who had partnered with
Charles Kotting in 1903 to form Chittenden & Kotting (82), to
design a large addition at the east end of the building. This
included a new, spacious kitchen on the second floor, additional
dining facilities, and dormitories for the rowers (115). Boat slips for
coach launches were located in what would later become the grill

room (now weight room) on the first floor. A few years later, a
projection booth was constructed outside the ballroom in order
to show films (119). Swimming became more popular at the club
in the 1910s, however there were no locker facilities for women.
At the time, women were not allowed on the building’s first
floor (265). When the ladies began changing in their restroom on
the second floor where they would have to walk through the
social floor in their bathing suits, the club’s board of directors
were said
into 20’action15’ and10’ the 5’first 1’
50’ to have40’quickly sprung
30’
women’s locker room was constructed (120). This room may have
been in one of the rooms along the back hallway and was later
converted to an employee locker room. When the Detroit Yacht
Club constructed their massive, 90,000 square foot clubhouse
at the head of the island in 1923, the DBC was worried about
losing membership. It was at this time that the club decided
to embark on another costly addition to their facilities (14).
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CHANGES - 1926
The DBC’s plan was to construct an outdoor swimming pool,
children’s wading pool, and a garden. This idea was presented
to the club members at a special meeting and was immediately
adopted. Board member Charles H. Brennan assumed most
of the work of figuring out what kind of pool the club should
construct. He traveled the country, visiting many pools at his
own expense, to make sure that the boat club’s pool would
be among the best in the nation (14). Brennan would go on to
assist in designing the Olympic pools at Rouge Park in 1929,
which were later named in his honor. The DBC decided to build
an Olympic distance pool, at 50 meters long and 6 lanes wide.
It was said to have been the first Olympic length pool built by
a private organization in the United States. The pool is unique
in that it is a separate body of water within the Detroit River.
To accomplish this, they needed to build it in a way so that the
pool could be drained, and when drained it wouldn’t become
buoyant and attempt to float, which would crack the walls.
After constructing a cofferdam and draining the construction
site of water, 52’ pilings, 24’ deeper than the ones that support
the boathouse, were driven into the riverbed. The reinforced
concrete pool bottom was originally poured 9” thick, however
when they pumped out silt from the river bottom to construct
the island, the silt was heavier than an equal volume of water
and the amount of pressure exerted by the silt forced the
pool bottom up, cracking the pool walls. They decided that
the pool bottom would need to be tripled in thickness to 27”
thick in order to weigh the pool down. This setback combined
with quicksand that was discovered during construction drew
criticism from the board about the capability of the people in
charge of construction to actually be able to finish the project.
The pool was originally a single depth of about 13.5’ and was

filled with 500,000 gallons of water which was to be “constantly
purified by a very scientific process so that it will be purer than
the drinking water hereabouts,” the Free Press wrote (121). Around
1960 the club constructed a shallow end at the pool’s western
half, with the depth being 3’ at the shallow end and 5’ in the
middle, decreasing the water capacity to 275,000 gallons (122).
The children’s wading pool was constructed to the west of the
main pool and the gardens were constructed to the east. A new
staircase was built at the building’s middle so that members could
access the pool from the second floor porch. On the island side
of the boathouse, most of the bay that separated the boathouse
from the Belle Isle shore was filled in, creating a large parking
lot. A new footbridge was built of concrete, finally replacing the
original wooden ones which were intended to be temporary
structures and said to have been in poor shape several years
prior (107). This bridge connected into a concrete breakwall that
featured a concrete balustrade supported by small arches. A
similar breakwall, minus the balustrade, was constructed in front
of the boat bays. This was later removed when the DBC’s island
was expanded (123). A large T-dock was constructed to the north of
the pools, greatly increasing boat capacity for club members so
that they would no longer need to rely on outside marinas for the
club’s fleet. The pool officially opened on August 14, 1926 with
the championship meet of the Women’s Swimming Association
(121). In 1928, the pool hosted the U.S. Olympic Team Swim Trials,
with several world records being broken. Johnny Weissmuller,
who would later gain fame as the first TV Tarzan, qualified for
the Olympics in the DBC pool (124). He would go on to win two
gold medals (125). As the island was expanded, the boat slips in
the addition were replaced with the Grill Room, where members
could pick up lunches poolside (126).

Construction of the parking lot and
footbridge, facing south east.
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Construction of the Olympic pool, facing
south east.

Construction of the Olympic pool,
facing north.

CHANGES - 1930s-1940s
With the Great Depression in full swing during the 1930s, the
DBC found itself scrambling to keep its membership up after
their numbers were cut in half. This led to several updates
to the boathouse. Previously, the DBC never allowed alcohol
to be served in any of its boathouses, including the 1902
building (despite rumors that the building was built over the
water to get around the rule that alcohol cannot be served
in the park). Attitudes at the club changed after the repeal
of Prohibition in 1933 and a space to serve drinks was soon
needed. The solution was combining several third floor rooms
into the current president’s bar and dance floor, then known
as the cocktail lounge (127). A portion of the main dining room
was combined with the ladies’ sitting room to form a private
dining room (possibly known as the old Salem room) (128),
this is today known as the commodore’s bar. To replace the
ladies’ sitting room, the eastern half of the south porch was
enclosed to create the current sitting room and powder room.
The women’s restroom is believed to be in its original location
and the door was simply moved to the other side of the room.
It was also decided around this time that an expanded women’s
locker room was needed. Rather than expanding the old locker

room, a portion of the boat room, from the north wall to the
former boat slips, was walled off to create this new space. The
room would be expanded to include the boat slip section by
the late 1950s. Other improvements in the later half of the
1930s were done in anticipation of the club’s 100th birthday
in 1939, including expanding the island to its present size and
the construction of a band shell and dance floor at the island’s
north east corner (14). The band shell was completely rebuilt in
1954 (129) and again in 2014 for the club’s 175th anniversary.
The ballroom ceiling is believed to have been painted in its
current color scheme around this time (130).
In the early 1940s, the club rebuilt the northern porch wall
adjacent to the ballroom as part of an expansion of the
women’s locker room. After this was completed there were
few major renovation projects that took place through the
rest of the 1940s, possibly due to the club already debating
on leaving the building for a new site in St. Clair Shores as
early as 1948 (131). By the early 1950s, the club appears to have
scrapped the moving idea and began spending more money
updating and renovating the building (132).

Painting of the boathouse and grounds by
DBC rowing coach Judson “Jud” O. Ross, 1938.
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CHANGES - 1950s-1980s
Due to high water levels in 1952, the club created the berm that
runs along the perimeter of the club’s island. Previously, the
grounds were all flush with the pool deck (133).
As the building was turning 50 years old, major projects began
taking place in order to not only revamp rooms in the building
but also update plumbing and electrical and repair the exterior
stucco. It was decided to create a master plan for the building,
hiring club member and architect Cornelius L. T. Gabler to do
the job. The first issue was that no original plans to the building
could be located, so Gabler had to go and measure the entire
building to create new ones (134). Most renovation projects into
the 1970s and 1980s continued to use these base drawings
from the 1950s. The updates to the building in the 1950s
were following the styles of the times, however they caused
significant changes to the historic character of certain portions
of the building. The first major renovation since the 1930s
was the addition of the river lounge, or river room. This space
opened in 1955 at the north east corner of the building (135). The
space’s original windows were each replaced by picture windows
that were flanked by a casement window on either side. A few
months after the space opened, a major fire in the attic caused
an estimated $100,000 in damages (over $1.07 million in 2022
when adjusted for inflation) (136).
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The next major renovation was the creation of the island room
in 1957. This project created probably the most glaring change
to the building’s southern facade, replacing four double hung
windows with two large windows of a similar style to those
found in the River Room. The ceiling was dropped 5 feet with an
acoustic tile drop ceiling. Previously, this room was known as the
mural room and each wall featured murals that were installed
in the 1920s of rowing and sailing scenes. Unfortunately,
the murals were damaged during the renovations and were
disposed of. The women’s locker room was expanded to its
current size and the elevator was installed at this time (137). By
the 1960s, the club began feeling its membership numbers slip
as people fled the city for the suburbs and the DBC quickly
began construction on further attempts to modernize and
update the building. Most of these projects were of a very cheap
construction, including additions to the building’s exterior that
were clad in painted plywood. New rooms were shoehorned
into existing spaces and the maze-like system of odd corridors
and rooms that exists today began to take shape (138).
Additions during this period included enclosing the south
porch at the building’s western end to create a bathroom (138), a
plywood addition outside of the kitchen to store china (139), and
most of the west porch being walled in for storage purposes (138).

“Every once in a while someone tries to write the obituary of club life in Detroit. The
commentary is often the same: younger people are not interested, old fogey clubmen are
dying off, expenses have skyrocketed, and a growing number of businessmen say that it is
an embarrassment to belong to a club with racial and ethnic barriers.”
Jeanne Whittaker, 1975

Detroit Free Press

From 1967-1974, the DBC and Detroit Yacht Club were
involved in a lengthy lawsuit with the city over discrimination
practices. Up to that time, the membership of both clubs
had been 100% white. The Jerome Cavanagh administration
began investigating charges that Blacks faced “booby traps”
when trying to join the DBC and DYC. Both clubs leased their
properties from the city for $1 a year on 99 year leases. If
the clubs refused to allow Black members, their leases could
be terminated without compensation for their buildings as the
clubs were located on public land. Both clubs claimed that the
discrimination charges were untrue, stating that nowhere in
the club’s membership applications or bylaws were there any
references to race, color, religion, or “anything else that might
be considered discriminatory.” Instead, the clubs did have a
special committee that was in charge of approving applicants
on a basis of “sociability and compatibility” with current club
members. The clubs also required that prospective members be
sponsored by current club members, with the DBC requiring the
sponsorship of 2 existing members and the DYC requiring the
sponsorship of 5. Applicants financial background were also
taken into consideration to see if they could pay the pricey
initiation fee and annual dues. They also stated that no Blacks
had ever applied for membership at either club. The clubs also
countered that the rule that the city was proposing, evicting
the clubs if they did not diversify their memberships, would
“destroy private clubs,” as they claimed that the clubs had a
right to choose prospective members at their discretion. The
DBC chose to challenge the city’s ownership of their property,
as the boathouse was constructed over the river and not on
Belle Isle itself. The city countered that they would like to know

“how the clubs can get around the fact that they have had a
lease with the city for 40 years which acknowledges that the
land is city-owned (140-157).”
In October of 1969, the DBC actually voted, 168-35, to
begin looking into purchasing a new site in St. Clair Shores
to move the club to. There were 27 possible locations under
consideration, with members voting to give the board authority
to make a tentative offer on a 5.8 acre site adjacent to the
Shore Club apartment complex in the Nine Mile-Jefferson
Avenue area. The club claimed that the lawsuit was not the
reason why they were looking into moving, but was instead
the high maintenance costs on the then 67 year old building,
stating that it was “just too expensive. We have to dredge
out the canals every year. Last year we had to rebuild all our
docks because of ice damage.” The proposed new building was
designed to look like a modern version of the present structure,
costing an estimated $2 million (over $15.6 million in 2022
when adjusted for inflation) (158). The DBC had previously looked
into moving to a site along Lake St. Clair in 1948 (131). Not all
members were interested in moving however, and a group
of 12 of these members were able to get enough people that
agreed with them to attend the club’s annual meeting and vote
to keep the club on Belle Isle. Meanwhile, the club was forced
to cancel several events due to there being a lack of members
to pay for it, giving the “let’s move” faction of the club more
leverage for their cause, arguing that the DBC needed “more
well-heeled suburbanites as members (159).”
After the mayoral administration changed in 1970 and Roman

Gribbs took office, little was done by the city on moving the
lawsuit forward, with the case being placed on the back-burner
by city attorneys. In 1971, the DBC again looked at moving,
debating on purchasing Anna Dodge’s Rose Terrace estate in
Grosse Pointe Farms, which had sat vacant since Dodge’s death
in 1970 (163). They also considered at one point attempting to
purchase the Edsel and Eleanor Ford Estate in Grosse Pointe
Shores. By 1972, the DBC announced that they had changed
their mind about relocating the club to the suburbs, noting
recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions regarding the integration
of private clubs that would “support the club’s position on
membership policies.” One such decision, Moose Lodge No. 107
v. Irvis, upheld the right of a Pennsylvania fraternal club to a
state liquor license, despite club bylaws that prohibited Black
members and guests (165). By 1971, the DYC had admitted only
one Black member, however he was an “interim member,” where
he was allowed to use the club facilities but was not allowed
voting privileges. The DYC stated that he was the only Black
person to have ever applied for membership. Coleman Young’s
administration would later state “that may be because of the
clubs’ reputation for discrimination,” stating that “there are
plenty of blacks who would like to take advantage of the clubs’
boat docks, swimming pools, tennis courts and other facilities (167).”
By 1973, the club’s membership had dropped to 776 members,
nearly half of what it was just over a decade ago (166). When
Coleman A. Young, Detroit’s first Black mayor, was elected to
office later that year, he was “not pleased that some of the choicest
park land in his half-Black city exists only for the enjoyment of
two clubs with virtually all-white memberships,” the Detroit Free
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Press wrote. Young wanted the DBC and DYC to take quick
action to integrate their membership rosters or to leave Belle
Isle. “I don’t believe they ought to be allowed to have their
clubs on public property for $1-a-year when they discriminate
as they do,” Young said. “They discriminate not only against
blacks...but also against poor people. Belle Isle should be for
all citizens.” Young directed the city to hire an outside attorney
to “aggressively pursue a discrimination action against the
clubs,” pushing the club case back to the forefront after laying
relatively dormant for most of the Gribbs administration, and
taking the case out of the hands of the overburdened city
attorneys (167-168).
The Young administration stated that they did not really
want the clubs to leave the island, as with the Cavanaugh
administration, they just wanted them to be more accessible
to everyone. “The mayor believes very strongly that any
organization that discriminates in its membership is bad for
the growth of Detroit,” Young’s executive assistant Nansi Rowe
said. The case finally went to court on July 24, 1974 with a
settlement being signed on October 25 in U.S. District Court by
representatives of both clubs and the City of Detroit, where the
clubs agreed to take steps to integrate their facilities. Under
the settlement, the organizations had 90 days to meet the
following conditions:
“The Yacht Club must add three more black members, bringing
the total to five, the number of club members needed to
recommend a new member. Thus, presumably, more blacks
could be sponsored and added to the club in the future. The
Boat Club must add two black members, the number required
to recommend new members. Both clubs agreed that all
membership denials must be in writing and in the event of
a denial, the federal court will act as arbiter. The city agreed
to recognize the two clubs as private clubs with the rights of
private clubs to choose their own members. In addition, both
clubs were given four months to appoint black members to the
membership committees, and appoint at least one other nonblack minority member in one year following the settlement.”
If both of the clubs and the city followed this agreement for 90
days, Judge Freeman would sign a consent judgment ending the
action in federal court (171). By July of 1975, the DBC had elected
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two Black members and the DYC had elected 5, complying with
the 1974 ruling. The DBC’s first African American member was
Dr. Peter Strong, a well regarded Detroit dentist and civil rights
activist who was the first African American dentist with visiting
privileges at the Detroit Medical Center (173). Although the
desegregation cases of the DBC and DYC made the headlines,
they were not the only clubs holding out on integration.
However, since they leased city land, they were the only ones
the city could force to integrate. As of July 1975, the Detroit
Athletic Club, Women’s City Club, Yondotega Club, University
Club, the Players, Bayview Yacht Club, the Scarab Club, and
the Great Lakes Club, still did not have any African Americans
among their memberships. Two clubs that integrated before
the DBC and DYC were the Indian Village Tennis Club, admitting
their first African American member in 1974, and the Detroit
Club, which admitted its first African American member in June
of 1975 (172).
The DBC continued to experience a drop in membership as
many people did not want to drive from their suburban homes
to a club in Detroit. Struggling to cover costs, in 1975, the
Women’s City Club of Detroit was invited to rent space in the
boat house.

past five years when we needed them?” In late February of
1975, the WCC announced that they would be putting their
downtown clubhouse up for sale at a price of $375,000
(over $2 million in 2022 when adjusted for inflation). The
DBC offer, which was mailed in a special notice to both DBC
and WCC members, would call for a merger between the two
organizations, giving WCC members memberships that ranged
from $300 a year for resident members and $75 a year for nonresidents. They would receive full privileges of the clubhouse,
however they could not vote on DBC matters and the DBC could
not vote on WCC matters. The proposal would be acted on at
the DBC’s annual meeting on November 5th. They left their
75,000 square foot building in December of that year and
moved into the DBC building. Initially, their move to the DBC
was meant to be a temporary one, as they hoped they could
land a space in the new Renaissance Center which was then
under construction (175). They brought with them from the old
building a chandelier, which was hung in the ballroom at the
DBC. The WCC’s former building would sell the following year to
the Feminist Economic Network for $200,000 ($1.068 million
in 2022), nearly half of their initial asking price (176). While
the addition of the WCC members made the boathouse seem
full again, the memberships of both clubs continued to drop.

Founded in 1919, the WCC at one time was the largest women’s
club in the country, reaching a peak of around 7,000 members
in 1946. Cashing in war bonds following World War I, they
constructed a six-story, $800,000 (nearly $13.5 million dollars
in 2022 when adjusted for inflation) clubhouse on Park Avenue
in downtown Detroit. Designed by William B. Stratton, the
husband of club-member and Pewabic Pottery founder Mary
Chase Stratton, the building would open in 1924 (174). By the
1970s however, membership was down to 950 members who
underutilized their large building. There were days where the
building may see one member, making it not feasible to pay
maintenance and labor costs on a structure that was going
relatively unused. In early November, the WCC announced
that they would be ceasing all operations at their clubhouse
following their traditional Thanksgiving dinner. Leading up to
the closure of the WCC clubhouse, many members of the club
came back for one last look at their building. One longtime
member was quoted as saying “where have they been for the

Despite additional changes to the building and attempts
to build its membership back up, the club continued to lose
members and grow its debt. In April of 1992, the State House
of Representatives voted that they would reduce Detroit’s state
aid by $4.7 million (over $9.6 million in 2022) if the city did
not increase fees at the Belle Isle Golf Course and “squeeze
revenue out of two private boat clubs that use the island
virtually for free.” They claimed that state money was being
used to subsidize the wealthy who used the golf course, as well
as the DBC and DYC. Rep. David Jaye, R-Shelby Township, who
was one of the sponsors, denied that the measures amounted
to a “Detroit bashing,” responding “I’m bashing rich golfers
and yachters to stop these obscene subsidies, why should
the taxpayers of this state subsidize the life-styles of the rich
and famous?” Daniel Kirchbaum, then director of the Detroit
Recreation Department, responded saying that none of the
city’s state aid goes to the clubs and that the rest of the Belle Isle
facilities were widely used by people throughout the region (177).
The Reception Hall during the building’s last moments as a
private club.

The DBC and DYC at the time were paying $1-a-year leases,
which were negotiated in the 1930s, under contract the city
was powerless to gain more revenue from them until the leases
expired, which would be in the late 1990s. House Bill 5522
was passed with a 59-36 vote, calling for the club leases to be
raised to levels that were comparable to the ones being paid by
other marinas in southeastern Michigan. The DBC again argued
that the land that the building sits on, which was built over
the Detroit River, was first leased to them by the Army Corp of
Engineers in 1893, however the city took the position that they
owned the parking lot and, therefore, access to the building (178).
By May of 1992, the DBC was deeply in debt, which included
$176,000 (over $360,000 in 2022) in city personal property
taxes (179). On August 28, 1992, the DBC filed for bankruptcy
(180). By this point, the club’s membership had dwindled to 240
members, down from the 1,500 it had up to the 1950s and
60s (181). On January 24, 1993 a very tense meeting was held
where around 150 of the DBC’s 200 members debated for
two hours on what path the club should take in order to pull
out of bankruptcy. Members were torn over a proposal from
the city, which would pay off its debts, including immediately
paying $375,000 (over $768,000 in 2022) to creditors and
paying another $500,000 (over $1 million in 2022) to other
creditors over four years. The city, however, would assume
control of the building, lease back to the club the first and third
floors, parking lot and docks, and the club would share space
with a public restaurant located on the second floor. The DBC
would still be responsible for building maintenance and pay
taxes. The two other alternatives would be to keep the club
privately owned by gaining equity financing from existing
members and private investors; or to get a bank to loan the
money. A “Rescue-the-Club” committee member was quoted
in the Free Press “I think until today, the club’s membership
never understood how close we are to the brink of the cliff,”
later stating “we do not know what the hell the city plans to
do with it (the building), we do know the city can’t run the
city. There are certain board members who may prefer to give
it to the city. We can only surmise they have an agenda they
haven’t brought forward.” Some members speculated that the
city might take over the structure and use it as a gambling
casino (181). In June of 1993, the Free Press announced that
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the DBC took the city’s offer, stating “The 154-year-old,
200-member club plans to pay off its $1 million in debts in
full over several years, and will remain on Belle Isle under a
lease from the City of Detroit (183).” The DBC was allowed to find
a restaurateur who was willing to open a restaurant in the boat
house, however this was unsuccessful. Club members would
later state that they brought several interested restaurateurs to
the city but the city refused to approve them. With a low source
of income, the club was unable to pay the bills that they were
supposed to be paying, as stated in the bankruptcy agreement.
The club remained in the building until February 1996, when
the city evicted the club for nonpayment of rent and more
than $400,000 (over $700,000 in 2022) in taxes. At the same
time, the city was close to approving an investor’s proposal
for a $41 million (over $75 million in 2022) recreation and
entertainment complex on Belle Isle, which included an interest
in operating the marina at the boat club. The complex “would
include a restaurant, 80 boat slips for restaurant patrons,
indoor arena, more than 200 horses, a veterinary center, an
outdoor arena and a therapeutic riding center for disabled
youth,” according to the Free Press. William Merriweather,
chairman and CEO of the organization Made in Detroit which
was proposing the recreation complex, stated that the company
proposed to operate the DBC marina, and would still be willing
to if they could tear down the boat house, which he called a
“maintenance nightmare,” and build a new building to go with
the renovated boat slips. Ernest Burkeen, director of Parks and
Recreation for Detroit, said the city hoped to operate a public
marina, the outdoor swimming pool and snack bar at the DBC
that summer, but plans for the rest of the building were still
uncertain (184).
DBC members voted in February of 1996 to relocate the
organization to St. Clair Shores. The club would move to the
marina at the Shore Club Apartments at 9 mile and Jefferson,
where they planned to build a new boat house. The club,
which was suffering from declining membership and rising
maintenance costs, stated that they had to choose “between
dissolving the club or allowing it to continue in a more viable
location.” At the time the club had around 150 members, down
from 200 at the time of the club declaring bankruptcy in 1992 (184).

While the sailing and social aspect of the club planned to move
to St. Clair Shores, the rowing team still needed a facility to
row out of. Operating under Friends of Detroit Rowing and
competing under the name of “Detroit Boat Club Crew,” the
rowers split from the formal Detroit Boat Club organization.
Through ultimately a handshake agreement with the city, the
rowers were allowed to use the boat bays and locker rooms
of the boat house while the city used the rest of the building.
Friends of Detroit Rowing was founded in 1972 in order to
fund the rowing program so they could purchase equipment
and fund trips to championship regattas, which the club by
that point could no longer afford to do. By spring of 1996,
the DBC organization had vacated the building, leaving the
rowing team behind. At the time, the future of the building
under the city’s ownership was not clear, with some calls for
its demolition and the city stating that they were not going to
secure the building. The DBC removed everything they could
from the structure, including two stained glass windows, some
woodwork, and trophies, which were put into storage. The
DBC planned to build a 7,000 square-foot floating clubhouse,
offshore from the Shore Club Marina. The initial design for the
new building would include restaurants, a ballroom, sky lounge
and restrooms. The DBC ended up abandoning this plan, later
renting dock space out of other marinas before eventually
settling at Detroit’s Edison Boat Club. The club boats remained
there until 2019 when the EBC was demolished by DTE Energy.
The DBC organization continues to be actively run as a “paper
club,” with no clubhouse of their own. Instead they host social
events, dinners and sailing regattas out of various local clubs
throughout the Metro Detroit area. The Free Press wrote of
the DBC in 1999 that the club “by all logic should be defunct”
and that it was “still around because the remaining members
simply refuse to allow it to die (187).” Along with the Detroit Boat
Club’s Annual Sailing Regatta, first held in 1894 and considered
to be the oldest sailing regatta on the Great Lakes, the DBC still
sponsors various sailing programs, including an adult Learnto-Sail program (188). Teaming up with the Challenge the Wind
youth sailing organization in 2021, the two groups formed the
Detroit Community Sailing Center at the Belle Isle Boathouse,
with the DBC using their sailboats to continue offering an adult
learn-to-sail program (189).

The Ballroom in 1996 just days before the DBC was forced to
leave the building.

Proposals
In August of 1997, the city hired the architecture firm of Hamilton
Anderson for $65,000 to do a study on the building and see
how much it would cost to renovate the structure (190). In October
of 1998, Mayor Dennis Archer handed a “to-do” list to the City
Council with the top projects he’d like completed. Among them
was to try to find someone willing to spend the estimated $13
million (over $22.9 million in 2022) needed to renovate the
DBC building or demolish it if no one came forward (191). The
following year, the city began looking to the building as a
potential source of income after proposals to charge a vehicle
toll to enter the island drew criticism. They began soliciting bids
to renovate the building and operate it under a proposed 39
year lease. By now, the estimated cost to redo the building had
grown to $20 million (over $35.2 million in 2022). The city
predicted that, if programmed correctly, the facility could bring
the park nearly $200,000 (over $345,000 in 2022) a year in
revenue. They proposed that it could host a boathouse, health
club, restaurant, banquet facility, and swimming and boat
lessons for children. Another proposal included a coffee shop,
juice bar, and sports apparel store. FODR would be able to
partner with the developer (192). Nothing came out of this proposal.
In 2005, a proposed $26-million project (over $38.2 million
in 2022) from Central Place Planning Professionals LLC would
have turned the DBC building and the Broadhead Armory
directly across the river into restaurants, stores, and music
venues, under a project proposal called Entertainment Bay,
with water taxis connecting the two sites. Akinya Khalfani,
CEO of the company, hoped to create a vibrant waterfront
environment like what was happening in Baltimore, Boston,
and Chicago (193). This proposal, too, did not go forward.
During Detroit’s then-mayor Kwame Kilpatrick’s
infamous seventh State of the City address in March of

TOP: Renderings of the Maritime Academy proposal from 2008.
BOTTOM: Renderings of the proposed hotel project from 2014.

2008, he announced plans to renovate the boathouse as part
of a $30-$45-million ($40-$60-million in 2022) residential
maritime academy complex that would be constructed along
Belle Isle’s shore between the bridge and Inselruhe Ave.,
that would hope to attract at-risk high school students. The
500-student Admiral J. Paul Reason Michigan Maritime
Academy, named for the first African-American four-star
admiral in the U.S. Navy, was set to open in 2010 if the project
moved forward. The school would focus on aquatic, maritime,
and nautical sciences and include dormitories, a restaurant,
and a diesel engine repair shop. Besides renovating the
boathouse, which would have the restaurant and a marina, the
project would consist of a multi-acre complex of several new
buildings that would have additional classrooms, dormitories,
a gymnasium, pool, and other facilities. The city chose to work
with Detroit-based Gunn Levine Architects, as one partner at the
time was a leader in school design and another was nationally
recognized for restoring historic buildings. The project would
cost the students and city nothing, with funds being raised by
a foundation. Bonds financing the project were to be issued by
the Detroit/Wayne County Port Authority and as of May 2008,
the project already received a $160,000 grant. While some
supported the idea, many questioned the project, asking why
this foundation would be raising money for a new school when
the Detroit Public Schools district was closing buildings and
losing money. The foundation’s board was also in question, with
2 of its 7 members being related to the mayor, who was then
just being charged with felony perjury and obstruction charges
(194-197). Others supported the project, but questioned locating a
development of this size and scale on Belle Isle, as the complex
of buildings would privatize nearly a half-mile of Belle Isle’s
northern shore, as well as pave over public green space for new
parking lots. They felt that there were numerous undeveloped
areas along Detroit’s mainland shoreline that would be more

appropriate for such a project. A member of the non-profit
Friends of Belle Isle agreed that the island was an inappropriate
site, quoted as saying “this is a park. This is not a college
campus. It’s ridiculous (197).” The project’s foundation stated
that the school wouldn’t be in session during the summer
when the island had its highest usage and the gymnasium,
pool, and other facilities could be used by the public. The
dormitories were also proposed to be used by visitors during
the Detroit Grand Prix (197), an Indy Car racing event that was
held on the island from 1992-2001, 2007-08, and 2012-22, or
other events. At the time, the Grand Prix had recently poured
a 10-acre concrete pad near the western end of the island to
service the races, which sat unused for 51 weeks of the year.
The academy proposal brought forward other questions of how
much development can take place on the island? If this project
were to be approved, what is stopping private development
such as condo towers or a corporate headquarters (197)? After
being convicted of perjury and obstruction of justice, Kilpatrick
resigned as mayor in September of 2008 and the maritime
academy never moved forward. The most recent development
proposal for the boathouse came in January of 2014 when
Vintage Hotels Group, owned by Hong Kong billionaire
Jimmy Lai, announced a $40 million proposal to renovate the
boathouse into a 100-120 room boutique hotel with a restaurant
and marina facilities. Initially, they said that the building would
be restored to its original appearance, preserving original
details. Friends of Detroit Rowing would have been allowed to
remain in the building as well (198). Soon, a project rendering
told another story, bringing into question whether the building
would be saved or not as the rendering showed a new building,
or largely altered existing building, that was 4.5 stories tall
and clad in white stucco with a clay tile roof (200). It is unknown
how far this project went, as at the time the city was negotiating
with the state about leasing Belle Isle as a state park.
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Friends of Detroit Rowing
Through all of these proposals, Friends of Detroit Rowing
continued to rent the building for thirty days at a time. Under
that lease, only rowing was permitted in the building and
the organization was forbidden to rent out the structure for
private events. From the point that the city left the building in
the late 1990s to 2014, the rowers were the only ones using
it. Friends of Detroit Rowing made several attempts at an
extended lease with the city, however these all fell through.
The city was unwilling to work with the rowers as they hoped
some big-name developer would swoop in and renovate the
place. In the mean-time, the city allowed any money spent on
improvements or work done to the boathouse to be considered
as “prepaid rent.” During that period, the rowers put over
$350,000 worth of work into the structure, doing what they
could to keep the building together and functioning. These
projects included replacing the boiler (which used funds that
were originally raised to purchase a new rowing shell for
the team), replacing plumbing and electrical, roof repairs,
and whatever else they could do with the donations they
had. If the rowers were not there and the building was left
unoccupied, it most likely would not be standing today. Despite
the issues of gaining an extended lease, the rowing team
was still producing athletes that were competing at national
and international levels, placing nearly 10 athletes on the
U.S. national team at the Junior, U23, and Elite Levels who
represented the United States at several World Championships
as well as at the Olympics in 2004. They also began hosting
junior and adult learn-to-row classes and recreational rowing

programs for people living in the Metro Detroit area (201).
Beginning in 1996, FODR also partnered with Detroit’s
Parks & Recreation department to offer free rowing classes
for Detroit youth, a program which continued until around
2013 during the city’s bankruptcy (202). Despite all of this
activity, with the rowers using the building daily year-round,
most people visiting the island believed that the building
was abandoned due to its crumbling exterior and since the
rowers typically arrive in the mornings starting at 5am when
Belle Isle opens and from 4:30-8pm in the evenings. Other
events that the building hosted during this time included
several Dragon Boat Festivals in the mid 2000s (203) as well
as becoming a site for the Detroit Polar Plunge, an annual
fundraiser for Special Olympics Michigan where participants
jump into the frigid Detroit River in January or February in
order to raise money and awareness for the organization, that
was hosted at the boathouse from the late 2000s-2010s (204).
With the Detroit Boat Club’s 175th Anniversary celebrations
being planned for 2014, it was decided that the building should
be spruced up as much as FODR could. This included repainting
the main reception hall, patching holes in some of the ceilings,
hanging historic rowing plaques in the trophy cases, restoring
historic light fixtures, replacing carpeting, rebuilding the band
shell, clearing an overgrown section of the east side of the
property to create a new lawn, among other improvements.
During the 175th celebrations, the building hosted two weddings
for the families of former rowers, marking the first weddings
held in the building since 1992. These initial projects began to

spark some hope of what this building could look like if it was
restored, but FODR held off on other major projects until their
future in the building was more permanent.
When the management of Belle Isle turned over from the city
to the State of Michigan in 2014, FODR worked with the state
to sign a 30 year lease on the building in 2015 (205). Under this
lease, the state required that the western porch wall be restored
or removed as it was a safety hazard, that the pools be fenced
off, and that FODR work to make the building more publicly
accessible. Among the items the state agreed to on their part
was a plan and funding to fill in the pools.
Although the rowers have a more permanent place in the
building today than they had 20 years ago, they are still facing
a difficult decision. A 2019 survey of the building conducted by
SmithGroup estimated that the cost of renovating the building
and island would cost around $44 million. That is including
rebuilding seawalls, demolishing and filling in the pool and
grounds, new utilities, and restoration work (206). With that
daunting number, many rowers feel that FODR should leave
the building in favor of a new structure located nearby so that
money can be spent towards FODR’s main focus, rowing, rather
than on this large building. Especially since the boat bays are
already tight and are not big enough to store all the boats
that are currently stored on the property. The indoor training
facilities are also inefficient, with the weight room being split
into two rooms and the 3rd floor erg rooms not large enough
to hold a whole team at once.
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Present day
In order to understand the boathouse further, the building’s
past needed to be studied in order to develop an idea of
its original design and how the building has evolved. As
no original drawings of the building are known to exist,
it was necessary to study the building itself by exploring
attics, looking above drop ceilings, peering underneath the
building at its foundations, and reading the brickwork and
concrete for signs of where walls, windows, and doors were
once located. While studying the building, old newspaper
clippings, photographs, Boat Club News articles, and old club
president’s reports were consulted to find out when things
were changed and why they were changed. It was rewarding
when assumptions about how a space originally looked was
backed up in one of these sources. The plans presented in
this book for 1902 and 1914 are the most accurate depictions
of how the building was designed to date, however they still
may be subject to change as more information is uncovered.
It was found that the complaints about the building, that it is

inefficient and confusing, is largely due to the later renovations
from the 1960s on when spaces were subdivided into the
confusing mess it is today. If many of these later additions
were to be removed, that would lead to more usable space
for rowing operations and other programming. Converting the
whole building back to its original floor plan is not feasible nor
would it solve all the issues regarding rowing operations in the
building, as the original floor plan did not have a women’s locker
room or indoor training space. Understanding the original floor
plan however is the first step in creating a design that will help
the building into the future. As the majority of the original
walls are load bearing, knowing what was a later addition and
what is original helps create a blank slate, particularly on the
first floor, for new design to take place within the historic walls.
By removing many of the later additions, the floor plan could
potentially create more cohesive spaces that are more efficient
to use. This would be a step forward in making it more feasible
for FODR to remain in the boathouse.
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Boats in Boat Bay
Boats not in Boat Bay

3

TION INDOOR SWIMMING POOLS

ALL BOATS CURRENTLY STORED AT THE BOATHOUSE SITE
1 Coleman Young Recreation Center
2751 Robert Bradby Dr. (7 min., 2.8 miles)

2 Joseph Walker Williams Center Swimming P
110
8431 Rosa Parks Blvd. (16 min., 9.3 miles)
3 Heilmann Community Center
19601 Crusade St. (20 min, 9.3 miles)
4

ROWING IN THE UNITED STATES

ROWING CLUBS IN THE U.S.

-Rowing was the first intercollegiate sporting event in the United States,
with Harvard and Yale racing in 1852.
-The first amateur sport governing body in the U.S. was Philadelphia’s
Schuylkill Navy, which Philadelphia-area clubs are still members of and
hosts the Philadelphia rowing regattas.
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-Rowing sends the 3rd largest US delegation to the Olympics.

-The first national governing body for a sport in the U.S. was the National
Association of Amateur Oarsmen. Founded in 1872, the name was changed
to USRowing in 1982 when it combined with the National Womens Rowing
Association.
-The oldest intercollegiate national championship for any sport is the IRA
(Intercollegiate Rowing Association) Championship, which has been held
annually since 1895.

While rowing often gets portrayed as this sport that is dominated
by 150 year old rowing clubs, just over 50 clubs exist today that
were founded before 1900 (207). Rowing is actually a rapidly
growing sport in the United States with over 1,300 organizations
currently registered with USRowing (208). This is more than double
the number of clubs in 1999 (209) and eight times the number of
clubs in 1968 (210). This growth includes Michigan, where nearly 30
of the over 40 rowing clubs in the state were founded within the last
30 years and over 35 have been founded in the last 40 years (211).
This growth is largely due to women’s involvement in rowing,
which significantly grew after the passing of Title IX in 1972
(211) and again in the late 1990s when women’s rowing became
an NCAA sanctioned sport. Mens rowing is not NCAA sanctioned
by choice (212), as it is governed by the Intercollegiate Rowing
Association (IRA) which organized in 1895 and hosts the oldest
collegiate national championship of any sport in the country.
Today, the vast majority of collegiate rowers are female (212). This
is partially due to universities with large men’s football squads
needing to meet the rules of Title IX, which calls for women to have
the same athletic opportunities as men. Rowing, which can include
the participation of a large number of athletes and requires
the use of costly equipment has become a popular option for
universities to offer for women, compared to other sports which
may not be able to meet such numbers. This has also forced many
universities with historic mens rowing teams, such as Rutgers, to
lose their varsity status and now compete as club teams in order to
stay within Title IX rules (213).
Due to the scholarship opportunities that rowing offers,
particularly to women, rowing at the high school level has
also surged to all-time highs, with the number of high school

rowing teams growing nearly every year. Rowing maintains the
highest percentage of female high school athletes who go on
to participate in their sport in college, including at the Division
I level. Mens rowing is second to baseball overall while having
the highest number of participants at the Division I level (212).
Rowing is also growing in popularity because it is a full-body
workout that people can do at any age. Unlike many sports,
rowing has low impact on joints, which makes it easier for older
people to pick up. Despite most people saying “you must have
strong arms if you are a rower,” rowing is actually roughly 70%
legs, 20% core and back, and only 10% arms, with arms mostly
just serving as the connection point to the oar. Using arm
strength in rowing is not considered proper form, as it could
lead to lower back injuries. Legs are much more powerful than
arms to drive a boat through the water, this being accomplished
by use of a rolling, or sliding, seat. It also gets people active
outdoors. Being out on the water in the early mornings can be
a very calming and surreal experience, witnessing nearly every
sunrise while pulling the shell through the water.
There are also few team sports quite like rowing. A single rower
in a boat can have a huge effect on its overall performance. A
boat may have the fastest rower in the world in it but if the
other people in the boat try to do things their own way and
do not work together, the boat is not going to go anywhere. A
boat doesn’t necessarily need all of the biggest and strongest
people, it needs the people who work together the best. This
may mean that someone who has a slow 2,000 meter erg time
on land, (2,000 meters is the standard racing distance and the
erg time is often taken into consideration when making boat
lineups), they may still make a boat because their technique is
better than someone who may be stronger than them.

Rowing is not as easy as it looks, with form and technique
being very important in moving a boat through the water. The
four points of the rowing stroke are the catch (when the rower’s
shins are perpendicular to the boat and they are ready to take a
stroke), the drive (pulling the oar through the water), the finish
or release (when their legs are flat, back angled, and arms
pulled in to pull the oar out of the water), and the recovery
(moving back up to the catch). For the stroke, the rower first
initiates the leg drive. Once the legs are flat, then they lean
back slightly. They then finish the stroke by pulling the oar
handle to their chest, lifting the oar out of the water. Each
stroke takes approximately 2 seconds to complete, and each
rower must complete it perfectly in sync, getting their oars out
of the water together, carrying their oars over the water at the
same height, catching together, and driving together. If they
are not together, if someone is short in the water or too long,
if they do not work together, the boat will be off-set, tipping to
one side or the other. If the rower rushes to get to the catch,
it stops the boats momentum. The rower must instead slowly
approach the catch, with the ratio being about 2-3 times longer
to go up to the catch than it took to get to the finish during the
drive. If a rower pulls with their arms (visible when their arms
are bent during the drive), they will tire out faster and it can
affect the set of the boat.
Rowing a 2,000 meter rowing race takes around 250 strokes
and is completed between 5 and a half to 8 minutes. An eightoared shell weighs approximately 200lbs and seats eight
rowers plus a coxswain. The total weight for an elite crew, with
athletes and equipment, can weigh in at 1,750lbs, more than
3/4 of a ton. The physical toll that rowing a 2,000m race can
place on the body is the equivalent to playing two basketball
games back to back, but that energy is exerted in under 8
minutes (214).
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WOMEN - TOTAL COLLEGIATE PARTICIPATION (211)
SPORT
% PLAYING IN
U.S. HIGH SCHOOL
		
COLLEGE
ATHLETES

U.S. COLLEGIATE
ATHLETES

Rowing			18.3%		21,839		5,660
Ice Hockey		16.9%		12,496		2,107
Lacrosse			13%		106,050		13,745
Soccer			9.7%		406,169		39,384
Field Hockey		8.8%		61,741		5,463
Softball			8.7%		379,925		33,219
Cross Country		8.3%		222,652		18,538
Water Polo		7.9%		22,174		1,755
Swimming & Diving
7.1%		
185,978		
13,272
Track & Field		6.8%		498,131		34,080
Basketball		6.5%		409,185		26,765
Golf			6.5%		92,666		6,019
Bowling			6%		30,111		1,816
Volleyball		6%		461,956		27,708
Tennis			3.6%		195,235		7,082

WOMEN - FORMER HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETES PARTICIPATING AT NCAA DIVISION I LEVEL
Rowing			12.4%
Ice Hockey		
4.1%
Lacrosse			3.5%
Water Polo		
2.9%
Swimming & Diving
2.7%
Track & Field		
2.5%
Cross Country		
2.5%
Soccer			2.1%
Field Hockey		
2.0%
Softball			1.7%
Golf			1.7%
Basketball		 1.1%
Volleyball		1.1%
Bowling			1.0%
Tennis			0.6%

MEN - TOTAL U.S. COLLEGIATE PARTICIPATION
SPORT
% PLAYING IN
U.S. HIGH SCHOOL
		
COLLEGE
ATHLETES

U.S. COLLEGIATE
ATHLETES

Baseball			12%		507,883		60,696
Rowing			10.3%		19,747		2,926
Football			9.0%		93,442		29,287
Ice Hockey		7.9%		45,687		3,609
Lacrosse			7.4%		120,883		16,609
Soccer			7.4%		473,130		34,786
Swimming & Diving
6.9%		
146,813		
10,174
Water Polo		6.7%		22,929		1,527
Cross Country		6.5%		273,355		17,873
Golf			6.3%		162,508		10,200
Basketball		5.7%		547,271		31,255
Tennis			3.7%		164,191		6,101
Track & Field		5.6%		617,583		34,769
Volleyball		5.3%		69,704		3,679
Wrestling			4.5%		252,440		11,329

MEN - FORMER U.S. HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETES PARTICIPATING AT NCAA DIVISION I LEVEL
Rowing*			6.0%
Football			2.8%
Lacrosse			2.8%
Ice Hockey		
2.4%
Water Polo		
2.3%
Swimming & Diving
2.2%
Baseball			2.1%
Track & Field		
1.7%
Cross Country		
1.7%
Golf			1.4%
Wrestling			1.0%
Basketball		 0.9%
Soccer			0.8%
Tennis			0.6%
Volleyball		0.6%

*By choice men’s collegiate rowing is not an NCAA sport as
it is governed by the Intercollegiate Rowing Association (IRA)
which hosts the IRA National Championships. First hosted in
1895 it is the oldest collegiate national championship in the
United States.

ROWING ORGANIZATIONS OF MICHIGAN
		
CLUB
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PROGRAMS

BODY OF WATER

CITY

COUNTY

YEAR ORGANIZED

Detroit Boat Club Crew				
Jr., Open, Masters		
Detroit River
Detroit		
Wayne		
1839
Wayne State University Rowing Club		Collegiate Club								1957, 2018
Detroit Waterfront Rowing Association			
Jr., Open, Masters		
Detroit River
Detroit		
Wayne		
2002		
Wyandotte Boat Club				
Jr., Open, Masters		
Detroit River
Wyandotte
Wayne		
1875
Carlson High School			Scholastic								1986
Crestwood High School			Scholastic			
Grosse Ile High School			Scholastic								1987-89		
Roosevelt High School			Scholastic								1940s
Southgate Anderson High School		
Scholastic		
Trenton High School			Scholastic								2014-15
Ecorse Boat Club					Masters			Detroit River
Ecorse		Wayne		1873
Orchard Lake St. Marys Crew			
Scholastic		
Orchard Lake
Orchard Lake
Oakland		
1976
Cranbrook Kingswood Crew				
Scholastic		
Orchard Lake
Orchard Lake
Oakland
Northville High School				Scholastic		Kent Lake
Milford		Oakland		2011
Michigan Rowing Association			
Collegiate Club		
Argo Pond
Ann Arbor
Washtenaw
1976, 1982
Ann Arbor Rowing Club				
Masters			
Argo Pond
Ann Arbor
Washtenaw
1980s
Pioneer High School Crew			Scholastic								1999		
Huron High School Rowing Association
Scholastic								1992
Washtenaw Rowing Center				
Junior, U23		
Huron River
Ann Arbor
Washtenaw
Skyline High School			Scholastic								2009
Greenhills School Rowing			Scholastic		
University of Michigan Womens Crew			
Collegiate DI		
Belleville Lake Belleville		
Wayne		
1996
Eastern Michigan University				Collegiate DI		Ford Lake
Ypsilanti		Washtenaw
2001
Saline High School Rowing			Scholastic								2004
Adrian College Rowing				College DIII		Devils Lake
Addison		Lenawee		2017
Buchanan Rowing Club				
Junior, Masters		
St. Joseph River Buchanan
Berrien		
2008
Spring Lake Crew Club, Inc.				
Scholastic		
Spring Lake
Spring Lake
Ottawa		
2015
Grand Valley State University Rowing Club		
Collegiate Club		
Grand River
Allendale		
Ottawa		
1964
Rockford Rowing Crew				Scholastic		Grand River
Belmont		Kent		1996
Forest Hills Central High School			
Scholastic		
Grand River
Ada		
Kent		
1995
Forest Hills Eastern Crew				Scholastic		Grand River
Ada		Kent
Forest Hills Northern High School Crew		
Scholastic		
Grand River
Grand Rapids
Kent
Grand Rapids Rowing Association			
Junior, Masters		
Grand River
Grand Rapids
Kent		
1880s, 1986
East Grand Rapids Crew Team			
Scholastic		
Reeds Lake
East Grand Rapids Kent		
2000
Michigan State University Women’s Crew		
Collegiate DI		
Grand River
East Lansing
Ingham
Michigan State University Crew Club			
Collegiate Club		
Grand River
East Lansing
Ingham		
1956-57
Lansing Rowing Club				Masters			Grand River
East Lansing
Ingham		1986
Bay City Rowing Club				
Jr., Open, Masters		
Saginaw River
Bay City		
Bay		
1989
Traverse Area Community Rowing			
Masters			
Boardman Lake Traverse City
Grand Traverse 2012
Traverse City Tritons Rowing				
Scholastic		
Boardman Lake Traverse City
Grand Traverse 2014
Lake Leelanau Rowing Club				
Jr., Masters		
Lake Leelanau Lake Leelanau Leelanau		
2010
Northern Michigan College Rowing Club		
College Club		
Lake Leelanau Lake Leelanau Leelanau		
1999
U.P. Rowing					Youth, Masters		Lake Superior
Marquette
Marquette
2004
Michigan Tech Rowing Club				
College Club		
Lake Superior
Marquette
Marquette
2002
Portage Lake Rowing Club				Masters			Portage Lake
Houghton
Houghton
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What is a boathouse?

At a minimum, boathouses are buildings that...house boats. Many, though, serve a much greater role
than this basic purpose. Depending on the size of the club, university, or organization, boathouses
may be as simple as a shed or shelter to protect the equipment from the elements or they can be
as complex and large such as the Belle Isle Boathouse, serving as both a boathouse and a social
clubhouse. The size of the building does not necessarily mean the crew that uses it is more or less
successful. These spaces often become like second homes to their athletes due to the amount of time
that they spend training there with their rowing families. Besides rowing these places become a
spot to do homework, join an online class, a place to relax after a hard practice, somewhere to hold
Saturday morning post-practice pancake breakfasts, a place to enjoy post-race drinks with friends
visiting from other clubs, museums of their club’s past, and somewhere to socialize and host team
dinners.
Over 30 boathouses, both historic and modern, were visited in Michigan, Ohio, New York,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania in order to understand how other clubs
use their boathouses. With the clubs who use historic buildings, the way that their buildings have
been adapted over time to serve modern uses was studied. For the modern boathouses, how are
these new buildings designed? What new spaces are included here versus their historic counterparts?

CLEVELAND, OHIO		
CLEVELAND ROWING FOUNDATION
THE FOUNDRY

Prior to the main boathouse trip, the boathouses along the
Cuyahoga River in Cleveland were visited. The first was the
Cleveland Rowing Foundation, whose boathouse houses six
high schools and four university rowing teams. They have a
large steel-framed structure that is five bays wide with eights
racks at front and fours racks at the rear with boats stacked 6
high. This building also has offices, restrooms, a large erging
bay, a weight area, and a lounge space. They also have a
large Quonset hut-style tent structure, with four bays that are
three doubles racks deep with boats also stacked 6 high. These
structures offer a lot of space, with wide aisles and rooms built
specifically for a modern rowing team, something that isn’t
typically available to a club that uses a historic building (215).
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Nearby, the Foundry, which offers rowing, sailing, and
fitness programming, converted 65,000 square feet of vacant
historic industrial buildings that once housed several different
businesses into a state-of-the-art, non-profit athletic center. The
facility was built out between 2015-2017 and includes indoor

CUYAHOGA RIVER

rowing tanks, indoor training spaces, and boat storage. They
also boast to have the longest rowing dock in the world. Around
250 athletes train at the facility daily and the building has
event spaces capable of hosting 300 people. Initially founded
as a rowing center, the Foundry partnered with Cleveland
Metroparks to create Cleveland’s first community sailing center
(216). Their athletic spaces are also available as training spaces
for non-rowing athletes, an option to gain additional income
by keeping those indoor spaces programmed while the team
is out on the river.
What if the Belle Isle Boathouse became a more-efficient
athletic facility such as the Foundry? The boathouse site
already has a rowing and sailing group using the facility, if the
rest of the building was converted over into an athletic facility,
people who don’t row or sail could have memberships to use
the indoor equipment. This would bring in additional income
and potentially more people who would become interested in
rowing or sailing.

CLEVELAND ROWING FOUNDATION
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BUFFALO, NEW YORK
WEST SIDE ROWING CLUB

The next boathouses visited were those of West Side Rowing
Club in Buffalo, New York. Organized in 1912, West Side
currently has approximately 600 athletes that use their facility
per season, 75% of whom are women. They also host the rowing
teams of around 6 high schools, 3 universities, as well as club
rowing at the junior, open, and masters levels. Their summer
youth learn-to-row camp typically has 200-250 kids that range
from 6th-8th grade, with 150 kids being a low year. Due to the
large amount of middle schoolers participating in their learnto-row program, West Side has recently begun hosting an allyear middle school team.
The main “Doc” Schaab Boathouse opened in 1978 after
their previous building further down the Black Rock Channel
was lost to fire. It has 4 rowing bays that had during the visit
approximately 25 eights, 29 four-man boats (4+, 4-, 4x), 10
two-man boats (2x/-), and 40 singles. A fifth bay was used
as an erg room, with approximately 30 standard Concept 2
RowErgs, 2 BikeErgs, and a squat rack. Coaches at the club
stated that they were in need of a much larger erg room in
order to grow their program. The first floor also had a boat
repair shop, a large indoor rowing tank, and restrooms. On
the second floor was a large banquet room that was lined with
plaques that were won by the club over the years. Also on this
floor were the locker rooms, which were much smaller than
those found at DBC. The women’s locker room in particular was
recently expanded to have 5 toilets and 3 showers with coach

BLACK ROCK CHANNEL
locker space. The men’s locker room was slightly smaller.
An additional boathouse, the Fontana Boathouse, was
constructed in 2007 from plans originally created by Frank
Lloyd Wright in 1905 for the University of Wisconsin but was
never built. Initially constructed by a now-defunct organization,
West Side now operates the building and it houses one college
and one junior team as well as private boats. It stores 4 singles,
1 double, 6 fours, and 6 eights. They have begun renting the
event space on the second floor to see if that is a sustainable
source of revenue.
West Side employs three full-time positions: Rowing
Operations, Boathouse Operations, and Community Outreach.
The Community Outreach Director focuses on increasing
accessibility to rowing, obtaining grant money to sponsor
athletes, and get the knowledge of rowing out there. West
Side never turns anyone who is interested in rowing away and
has their Schaab fund which helps with financial assistance.
Families who need assistance apply within the first two weeks
of the season and the club’s financial secretary reaches out to
the family individually, agreeing on a reduced or free fee. They
have found that middle schools are more open to sending their
students to row than high schools as they want their students
to try new things. Proposing rowing to high schools has been
more difficult as they usually want to keep the students on

their sports teams. They recommend showing up at the school
office in late September to talk to the athletic director, rather
than sending an email, that way they can have a conversation
with them. They’ll often help run a gym class at the school and
bring ergs down in order to help pitch rowing. Each official high
school program is responsible for fundraising for their teams.
Students that do not go to an affiliated high school will row as
West Side Rowing Club and every athlete rows as West Side
during the summers. Some schools have a relationship with
West Side where they may not have an official team but they
will supply a bus to get kids from their school to the boathouse.
The club would like to have a dedicated team van to get kids
to practice but have found it difficult gaining funding for one
as most organizations willing to donate money do not want it
going towards a vehicle (217).
Overall, West Side’s methods seem to be working, as seen with
their large program numbers and success rate. This boathouse
was really eye-opening in that such a large program can
operate while having locker facilities that are smaller than
those at the DBC. It also gave more of an understanding about
the size of the facility in terms of boat storage and indoor
training spaces. The feedback that was received from West
Side regarding how they recruit for their programs was also
insightful in how Friends of Detroit Rowing could improve their
community outreach.
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BOSTON-CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS			 CHARLES RIVER
The Charles River, home to the famous Head of the Charles
Regatta, is shared by numerous rowing organizations. Of
the almost 20 boathouses, nearly all of them are shared by
multiple rowing groups, including high school, collegiate, and
club rowing programs. This leads to many organizations storing
boats and other equipment outside on racks in unenclosed
areas surrounding their boathouses.
The Charles River is very active with small boats other than
rowing, with sailing clubs, public kayak and canoe rental
pavilions, and other small boat access points. The banks of the
river are full of activity, with people walking, biking, running,
and enjoying the outdoors.
The largest, and oldest, historic boathouses of the Charles
are those of Harvard University. The Newell Boathouse,
which was built in 1900, was a gift from the Harvard Club
of New York. Today, it is used solely by Harvard’s varsity
men’s rowing programs (218). The Weld Boathouse, built in
1906, was originally used by Harvard’s freshmen crews.
Today, it is used by Radcliffe Women’s Crew, Harvard’s

women’s rowing program that retains their name from the
former Radcliffe College, as well as the university’s recreational
sculling program (219). Both boathouses are approximately
23,000 square feet (220). These buildings are similar to the Belle
Isle Boathouse in terms of size and the era they were constructed
in, however they differ in that these structures were built
specifically for rowing, whereas the Belle Isle Boathouse also
had the other aspects of being a private club.
Three historic clubs are among the programs on the Charles,
including the Union Boat Club (1851), Riverside Boat Club
(1869), and Cambridge Boat Club (1909). Riverside and
Cambridge Boat Clubs rent part of their facilities two high school
teams, with most of the boats for those programs being stored
outside.
Among the newer boathouses on the river are those of
Community Rowing Inc, which opened their facility in 2008
(221). Their structures show what modern boathouses can
be, rather than being like other clubs that use imitations
of older boathouses, like Northeastern University.

ROWING BOATHOUSES VIEWED ON TRIP
Riverside Boat Club				Cambridge
Boathouse				(1912)
Community Rowing, Inc.			
Harry Parker Boathouse		
Ruth W. Somerville Sculling Pavilion

Boston
(2008)

Northeastern University			Boston
Henderson Boathouse			(1989)
Boston-Latin School				Boston
The Winsor & Belmont Hill Schools		
Winsor & Belmont Hill Boathouse		

Cambridge
(2002)

Buckingham Browne & Nichols			

Cambridge

Cambridge Boat Club				Cambridge
Boathouse				(1909)
Sculling storage building
Harvard University & Radcliffe College		
Cambridge/Boston
Weld Boat House (Radcliffe)		
(1906)
Newel Boat House			(1900)
Boston University				Cambridge
DeWolfe Boat House 			
(1999)
		
Massachusetts Institute of Technology		
Cambridge
H.W. Pierce Boat House 		
(1966)
Union Boat Club				Boston
Boathouse				(1909)

COMMUNITY ROWING, INC.
Community Rowing Inc. (CRI) in Brighton, Massachusetts
serves between 2-5,000 athletes annually with junior and rec
rowers. They share the Harry Parker Boathouse with Boston
College, which is its own entity. The majority of the rowers here
are recreational rowers, however they still maintain a large
competitive team. Their state-of-the-art, 30,000 square foot
boathouse features a main common room that also serves as
the erg room with space for 60 rowing machines. They also
have a weight room, locker rooms, single-user restrooms,
administration offices, a coaching office, and classrooms.
Designed by Anmahian Winton Architects, the building earned
Architect Magazine’s P/A Award for smart and progressive
design, as well as earning the Chicago Antheum Museum of
Architecture and Design’s The American Architecture Award for
2008. It uses geothermal heating units and special drainage
areas so that the parking lots and runoff from the boathouse
do not drain directly into the Charles River (221-224).
The private boats are stored in an adjacent building known as
the Ruth B. Somerville Sculling Pavilion. With its shingled glass
walls, the pavilion offers a glimpse at the rowing shells inside
and serves as a billboard of sorts along a bike path (225). This
building shows how a simple rowing storage building can still
be something beautiful and not just a pole-barn.
The coaching office in the main boathouse is an interesting idea
for something to be included in a boathouse, as it provides
locker and storage space as well as a meeting room. This would
be beneficial in the Belle Isle Boathouse so that coaches can
store equipment in a single spot, rather than being spread
between the men’s and women’s locker rooms. This could also
be a place where CoxBoxes and SpeedCoaches are charged and
checked out by athletes, as CRI does with its main information
desk area.
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RIVERSIDE BOAT CLUB
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Riverside Boat Club was organized in 1869 by a group of men
who were mostly employed by Riverside Press. Their current
boathouse opened in 1912 after losing their previous building
to fire the year before (226). This structure’s first floor is mostly
boat bays but also has the women’s locker room. The second
floor has the “grand room,” which is used for workout and
social space, some offices, and the men’s locker room. This
locker room is in a way shoe-horned into a portion of the
grand room, with a partition wall enclosing the locker room.
In addition to being occupied by Riverside Boat Club, the site
is also home to the crews of Boston College High School and
Simmons College, who store their boats outside (227).
The oarlocks for the boats stored inside have a portion of a
tennis ball attached to a bungee that goes over the oarlock’s
top nut, helping to protect the hulls of passing boats as they are
removed from the building. As with most of the Boston rowing
clubs, boats that are stored outside are not fenced in like they
would be in most other cities. To keep people off of the club’s
floating docks, a drawbridge is raised when the crews are not
using the boats that are stored outside and it is lowered when
they need to access the dock.
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CAMBRIDGE BOAT CLUB
Cambridge Boat Club was organized in April of 1909 with this
boathouse opening soon after. The building was moved to its
present site in 1947 and extensively renovated and expanded
in 1999, allowing for an accessible main entrance, first floor
toilet and shower facilities, additional boat storage, offices,
and a library. The building is also used as the headquarters of
the Head of the Charles Regatta (228). This boathouse is similar
to the Belle Isle Boathouse in that it has larger social spaces
than most rowing clubs of the period. It differs in that it still
maximizes the amount of boat storage space on the first floor.
The boat bay floors are of crushed stone in order to allow water
to drain. One of the boat bays is leased to Cambridge Rindge
and Latin School Rowing, which also stores boats outside.
Also on the property is a small wood structure that provides
additional boat storage and features an interesting design with
a long window opening at the roof line to allow for natural light
to illuminate the space.

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
NARRAGANSETT BOAT CLUB

Founded on March 6, 1838, the Narragansett Boat Club is the
oldest rowing club in the United States, being 11 months older
than the Detroit Boat Club. By the late 1890s, the club had
grown into a large social boating organization, constructing
a prominent boathouse and clubhouse in 1897 along the
Seekonk where they hosted many social events. By the
Great Depression, the club’s membership dwindled and the
large boathouse was sold to Brown University. Narragansett
constructed the much smaller, current boathouse in 1938. After
the club was re-energized in the 1960s it continued to grow,
forcing the need for a 55’ addition to the boathouse in 1992 in
order to accommodate more boats. Today, the club has around
250 members (229), not including junior athletes who are not
counted as members.
The boathouse is a wood structure that sits on wood pilings
over the river. Its boats are stored in an interesting manner, in
that some are angled and tucked partially behind one another.
Due to the boathouse’s smaller size, nearly the same amount
of boats that are stored in the building are stored outside in a
large fenced-in lot. The second floor has a large social room
and restrooms. Outside, a tall and narrow shed with a sliding
door protects additional sweep oars.
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SEEKONK RIVER

YONKERS, NEW YORK			
PALISADE BOAT CLUB

HUDSON RIVER

Among the last, if not the only, 19th century wood boathouses
of its type left in the United States is that of the Palisade Boat
Club. Located along the Hudson River, straddling the borders
of Yonkers and Hastings, New York, the club organized just
following the Civil War in 1866 with the present boathouse
opening in late 1869. It is constructed of timber beams that
are locked together with wooden pegs. In 1910, it was moved
just over 2 miles to its present site in order to make way for
a railroad right of way. Today, it is accessed by a pedestrian
bridge over the Metro-North Railroad Hudson Line that gives
access to both the Palisade and its neighbor the Yonkers Yacht
Club.
Although founded as a rowing club, the Palisade discontinued
rowing in the 1930s and is today home to a large number of
kayak and canoing enthusiasts that store their boats inside as
well as people who enjoy paddle boarding, jet skiing, sailing,
and power boats. It has the honor of being the oldest known
boathouse still occupied by its original club in the United States
and the Palisade is the oldest boat club in the state of New
York (230). The building has a single large boat bay on the first
floor with a mens and womens rest room at the rear as well as
a workshop. Upstairs is a main club room, enclosed sleeping
porch, and exterior porch, as well as a men’s locker room and
kitchen. After receiving some modifications over the years, the
club has recently been working to restore the exterior to its
original appearance (231).
Many of the boat clubs of Detroit’s former boathouse district
were arranged in a similar fashion to this building, with a long
and narrow footprint. It was great to have the opportunity to
get a glimpse at what the old Detroit boathouses may have
been like inside.
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HUDSON RIVER

Top left: the reception room.
Top right: kitchen
Middle right: locker room.
Bottom: the boat bay.

On the second day of my 5 day boathouse trip, I showed up to
the Palisade Boat Club in Yonkers, New York. The clubhouse’s
address is along the road at the top of a steep hill, at the bottom
of which are railroad tracks and on the other side of that is the
boathouse. In order to access the boathouse, you must cross an old
truss pedestrian bridge over the tracks. On the trail down the hill,
there are signs that say “ATTENTION : PRIVATE PROPERTY. PLEASE
DO NOT PROCEED BEYOND THIS POINT (but if you’re interested in

becoming a member...we would LOVE to talk to you!)” After
trespassing across the bridge, I met two members of the Palisade
Boat Club, one of which was this man, named Ed. In exchange for
helping to carry trash bags back across the bridge to the top of the
hill, Ed allowed me to spend as much time as I wished exploring
their boathouse and even invited me back to watch the game with
them later that afternoon (which I had to decline due to my travel
schedule). Ed is a retired mechanic for the Fire Department of New

York and was a 9/11 first responder. He answered my questions
about the boathouse as well as tell his story of what it was like
being at Ground Zero in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks. Over
the last 20 years, Ed and the other first responders have suffered
countless health issues from breathing in the dust that drifted
through the city after the attack. Besides having the opportunity
to visit this rare historic boathouse, having the chance to talk to Ed
about his experience was one of the highlights of my trip.
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ROW NEW YORK
NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

New York City was the birthplace of American rowing, with
the first documented boat races taking place there and rowing
clubs forming there (15). By the mid 19th century, a boathouse
district known as Scullers Row had appeared along the Harlem
River, with clubs such as the Atalanta, First Bohemian, Lone
Star, Nonpareil, and the New York Athletic Club being stationed
adjacent to one another along its banks. By 1937, New York City
park commissioner Robert Moses had other ideas for the banks
of the Harlem and began evicting the boat clubs. Unable to find
new locations to row from, one by one these old clubs vanished,
with the last of the boathouses burning in the 1970s (232).
Today, a new boathouse sits near the former Scullers Row site:
the Peter J. Sharp Boathouse. Designed by Armand LeGardeur
in 2001, the boathouse was built by the New York Restoration
Project as part of an effort to restore parks in the area. The
group’s founder wished to provide an opportunity to local kids
to be able to have access to the sport. Due to concerns of a
boathouse structure harming the ecosystem on the shore, the
building was constructed as a floating boathouse, rising and
dropping 6’ daily with the tide (233-235).
Since 2012, the boathouse has been managed by Row New York,
and has been owned by the organization since 2017. Row New
York is an organization that is able to give access to the sport of
rowing to kids who would most likely not be able to with 84% of
its athletes not having to pay anything to participate (236).
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HARLEM RIVER

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

HUDSON RIVER, SPUYTEN DUYVIL CREEK, HARLEM RIVER

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

Over on the Hudson River, the crews of Columbia University
utilize two neighboring structures. One, is the historic GouldRemmer Boathouse, which opened in 1895 and was moved to
its current location in 1989. The other is essentially a modern
version of the old, the 1929 Boathouse, which opened in 2001.
The original boathouse could no longer support the rowing
program so it was decided that a new structure be added. This
building has three boat bays, an erg room, a weight room, and
a meeting area. The old building is used as an administrative
house for meetings. Only one room in the Gould-Remmer is
mostly original to how it was in 1895 (237).
The boathouses are nestled within the public green space of
Muscota Marsh, which was opened to the public in 2014. The
site has beautiful gardens of native plants, salt marsh, and
freshwater wetlands, all of which helps improve water runoff
quality (240). Green space such as this could be introduced to
the Belle Isle Boathouse in order to help manage water on the
grounds as well as well as help create a green ecosystem that
is beautiful to look at.
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RED BANK & BURLINGTON, NEW JERSEY

NAVESINIK RIVER, DELAWARE RIVER

MONMOUTH BOAT CLUB, ONEIDA BOAT CLUB

On the way to Philadelphia, the boathouse of the Monmouth Boat Club
in Red Bank, New Jersey was briefly visited. This club was founded in
1879 with their current boathouse opening 16 years later in 1895.
While founded as a rowing club, the organization’s main focus since
around WWI has been sailing, with rowing being reintroduced in the
last few decades (241).
The final New Jersey stop was at the Oneida Boat Club of Burlington.
The Oneida was organized in 1873 with their current boathouse
opening on New Years Eve, 1902 (242). The building is a wood structure,
three and a half stories tall. The first floor had the boat bays, the
second had lounge space, and the third featured a large combination
of a locker room and gymnasium. While the Detroit Boat Club’s
building also opened in 1902, it had all of the modern conveniences,
including electric lighting. The Oneida’s boathouse was constructed
similarly to how many 19th century boathouses were, with gas jets for
lighting still visible in the building today (245).
Although the club has around 250 members today, they will tell you
that they are a drinking club with a rowing problem. To this extent,
the main Oneida Boat Club operates mostly as a social club with a
separate organization, the Delaware River Rowing Club, managing
rowing operations. Still, the Oneida Boat Club sponsors scholarships
every year to local high school students to give them the opportunity
to row (245).
By the 1990s, boats were no longer stored within the walls of the
historic structure (244). Instead, the club converted the former boat bays
into their bar, with their boats being stored near by until a new boat
storage building was constructed just behind the old building in 2014.
The Delaware River Rowing Club was organized the following year (246).
In the case of the Oneida, it is interesting to see how the boathouse of a
typical 19th century rowing club would have looked inside, particularly
the spaces on the building’s third floor which are nearly the same as
they were 120 years ago. It is also interesting to see how this building
has evolved to match the changing interests of the club. As it became
more of a social organization, the building’s boat bays were converted
into a bar while the boats are now stored in an adjacent structure.
The new building offers protected boat and equipment storage, while
being very bare bones with a dirt and gravel floor. At the same time,
they are still able to enjoy the historic boathouse. This visit aids in
figuring out how the Belle Isle Boathouse can be altered from its
historic purpose while still maintaining its historic spaces.
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Oneida Boat Club
Monmouth Boat Club

TOP: The combination gymnasium and men’s locker room at the
Oneida Boat Club. Women are not allowed above the first floor of
the clubhouse.

MIDDLE: The Onedia’s bar which is located in the clubhouse’s former
boat bays. The space was converted from boat storage to a bar
between the 1970s and 1990s. As with most historic clubs, the walls
are lined with historic club memorabilia including newspaper articles,
the original club constitution, oars, plaques, and other items.

BOTTOM: The Jack A. McBride Boat House. Opened in 2014, the
building stores the equipment for the rowing side of the club, the
Delaware River Rowing Club.
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PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
BOATHOUSE ROW

Located just above the Fairmount Dam along the northern
bank of the Schuylkill River, Philadelphia’s Boathouse row is
home to the largest concentration of historic rowing clubs and
boathouses in the United States. With 12 historic boathouses
hosting not only their historic clubs: Bachelors (1853),
University (1854), Undine (1856), Malta (1860), Pennsylvania
(1861), Vesper (1865), Crescent (1867), Penn AC (1871), Penn
(1872), Fairmount (1877), and Philadelphia Girls’ (1938), in
addition to the Sedgeley Club (1897), but also serving separate
high school and university rowing programs.
The reason why Boathouse Row has 11 of the roughly 17 known
remaining 19th century rowing boathouses in the United States,
as well as the two oldest existing rowing boathouses, is because
all of these structures were required to be constructed of stone
or brick. In 1859, the city condemned the wooden boathouses
that had hastily sprung up along the banks of the Schuylkill in
what was to become Fairmount Park. The following year, they
allowed for three new stone boathouses to be constructed, of
which one and a half remain today, Philadelphia Girls’ and
a portion of Fairmount, are the oldest in the US. A few small
boathouses appeared not long after 1860 without approval of
the commission but were ordered to be demolished in 1867. At
that point, the commission required that any boathouse without
“architectural adornment” be torn down. Only picturesque
stone boathouses designed in the popular architectural styles
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SCHUYLKILL RIVER
of their day would gain the commission’s approval. While nearly
every other boathouse constructed in the United States during
the 19th century was clad in wood, which is more susceptible to
rot and fire, the Philadelphia boathouses were constructed of
more durable stone. By the 1890s and 1900s, the commission
became more lax and the newer brick boathouses of Bachelors
Barge Club, Fairmount Rowing Association, and Sedgley Club
were constructed at that time (247, 248).
Over the years, nearly all of the boathouses have received
numerous additions and alterations to their original structures,
the most recent being that of the University of Pennsylvania’s
boathouse which is undergoing renovations that are to be
completed in 2022.
All of the boathouses store boats on the ground floor, with the
upper floor (or floors) serving as locker, reception, dormitory,
and gymnasium space. As the sport of rowing changed over
the years, some spaces in these buildings have been altered
in order to address new programming. The majority of these
buildings had to work in women’s locker rooms when women
were admitted to their rowing ranks beginning in the 1970s.
Some, such as Undine, were able to wall off a portion of the
men’s locker room to form this space in a way that makes it look
as though it has been there all along in their historic building.
Other clubs, such as Penn AC, still struggle with creating equal

space, as their weight room is within their men’s locker room.
Their women’s locker room is only accessible by an exterior
staircase and the weight room is only accessible if the men
are not present. They are planning a renovation project within
the next several years to address this concern. Due to the
size constraints of these buildings, Penn’s boathouse after its
renovation will be the only historic boathouse on the row that
is ADA accessible, as none of the other buildings have elevators
to get to the upper floors.
As these buildings were built before the modern rowing
machine was invented, they do not have dedicated erg spaces.
Instead, many of their social rooms serve the dual purpose
of being event space and indoor training space. These social
spaces still serve as active rowing hang-out spaces, with rowers
sticking around for a quick breakfast before they go to work or
somewhere to do homework between classes.
A common theme among the boathouses is their proud rowing
history and heritage, with their walls lined with trophies,
plaques, memorabilia, photos, and other items showing their
long histories.
Despite the size constraints of these historic structures, the clubs
of Boathouse Row still produce some of the most competitive
athletes in the United States.

FAIRMOUNT ROWING ASSOCIATION

PENNSYLVANIA BARGE CLUB

CRESCENT BOAT CLUB

Founded:			1877
Boathouse:		
1860, 1904
Additions & Renovations: 1875, 1945
Originally a double boathouse constructed by the defunct Pacific Barge Club
in 1860. Quaker City Barge Club purchased the northern half in the mid1860s. Fairmount purchased the Pacific portion in 1881 and demolished it
in 1904. Fairmount purchased the Quaker City portion in 1945 (249, 247).

Founded: 		
1861, Reorganized 2008
Boathouse: 		
1868-69
Additions & Renovations: 1871, 1912, 2009
Constructed as a double boathouses with Crescent Boat Club. Building was
enlarged in 1871. Second floor was significantly altered in 1912 and a third
floor was added. Club became defunct in 1955 and was reorganized in
2008. Building was renovated and updated in 2009 (250, 247).

Founded: 		
1867
Boathouse: 		
1868
Additions & Renovations: 1871, 1891, 1960s, 2012
Constructed as a double boathouse with Pennsylvania Barge Club. Tower
was added in 1871. Current footprint is from the 1891 renovation which
removed earlier ornamentation and replaced it with current scheme (251, 247).

VESPER BOAT CLUB

COLLEGE BOAT CLUB

PENN AC ROWING ASSOCIATION

Founded: 		
1865, renamed as Vesper in 1870
Boathouse: 		
1873
Additions & Renovations: 1898, 1960s, 1995
Vesper built its double boathouse with Malta Boat Club in 1873. The second
floor was added in 1898 with later additions and renovations taking place
in the 1960s and in the 1990s. The latter renovation updated many spaces,
including the locker rooms and social rooms (254, 247).

Founded: 		
1872
Boathouse: 		
1874
Additions & Renovations: 1921 (demo. 2020), 1968, 2020-22.
The rowing program of the University of Pennsylvania, the building’s
middle portion was constructed in 1874 with a later extension. The building
is currently being renovated with the 1921 addition being demolished and
a new addition being built in its place to update the building’s facilities (256).

Founded: 		
1871, 1922
Boathouse: 		
1873
Additions & Renovations: 1883, 1968, 1981
The current boathouse opened in 1873 and was expanded in 1883. In 1968,
the utilitarian boat bay addition was added to the structure and in 1981
the second floor locker room addition was completed. This boathouse is
expected to be renovated in the upcoming years to bring it up to date (259).
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BACHELORS BARGE CLUB

UNIVERSITY BARGE CLUB

MALTA BOAT CLUB

Founded: 		
1853
Boathouse: 		
1893-94
Additions & Renovations:
In 1893, the club replaced their 1860 boathouse with the present structure.
Despite some interior renovations, the majority of the building’s footprint
remains the same. Bachelors is the oldest continuous rowing club in the
United States. They also maintain their 1884 social clubhouse, the Button.

Founded: 		
1854
Boathouse: 		
1871
Additions & Renovations: 1891, 1932
Originally a double boathouse that was shared with the Philadelphia Barge
Club, the middle portion is original to 1871. It was significantly expanded
in 1891. UBC purchased the Philadelphia Barge Club (8 Boathouse Row)
portion in 1932 (253, 247).

Founded: 		
1860
Boathouse: 		
1873
Additions & Renovations: 1880, 1901
Malta purchased a boathouse that was located on this site in 1865. In 1873,
they built the current double boathouse with Vesper Boat Club. The structure
was expanded in 1880 and again in 1901, making it the tallest boathouse
on the row (247).

UNDINE BARGE CLUB

PHILADELPHIA GIRLS ROWING CLUB SEDGELEY CLUB
14 BOATHOUSE ROW

15 BOATHOUSE ROW

Founded: 		
1856
Boathouse: 		
1882-83
Additions & Renovations: 1997-99
Designed by influential architect Frank Furness, Undine’s boathouse is
probably the most original boathouse on the row. It retains most of its
original features with the building being restored in the 1990s. Undine also
maintains its upriver social clubhouse, the Castle Ringstetten, from 1875.

Founded: 		
1938
Boathouse: 		
1861
Additions & Renovations: 1930s, 1994, 1990s, 2010s, 2020s.
Philadelphia Girls was organized in 1938 as a place for women to row when
the male-only clubs barred them from joining. The building was constructed
by the Philadelphia Skating Club and Humane Society in 1861. It is the
oldest surviving complete rowing boathouse in the United States (261, 247).

Founded: 		
1897
Boathouse: 		
1902, 1887
Additions & Renovations: 1959, 2000s, 2010s, 2020s.
The Sedgeley Club was founded as a women’s bike, barge, and canoe club
in 1897. Today, the building serves mostly as a social and events facility. It
was constructed around the Turtle Rock Lighthouse, which was constructed
in 1887. The building has received several significant restorations recently.
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SOCIAL SPACES of BOATHOUSE ROW

Besides being places to row, the boathouses also have intimate social rooms for members to relax and have fun.

SOCIAL SPACES

UNIVERSITY BARGE CLUB

Kitchen

BACHELORS BARGE CLUB

Main room, serving both as social and indoor workout space.

FAIRMOUNT ROWING ASSOCIATION

Bar. Each member gets their own mug with their name on it.

Main sitting room, featuring Bruce the Moose and UBC history.

Refrigerator and stove tucked away in a closet adjacent to bar.

John Carlin Room, which serves as social and erg space.
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These spaces include sitting rooms, kitchens, and bars. Most of the large social rooms also double as indoor training space.

VESPER BOAT CLUB

Vesper bar sitting area.

Vesper bar. A small kitchen is located in the room behind bar.

PENN AC ROWING ASSOCIATION

Penn AC’s bar & social rooms

A small kitchen adjacent to the main social room.

UNDINE BARGE CLUB

Undine has a sitting room adjacent to a large porch.

A small kitchen is tucked away behind the trophy case.
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BOAT BAYS

BOATHOUSE ROW
Although the Detroit Boat Club aimed to build one of the most
up-to-date boathouses in 1902, one area that could have been
improved upon was the width of its boat bays. It seems the boat
bays of the Belle Isle Boathouse were designed to have boats
on one side of most bays. Today, there are double the amount
of boats stored inside than there were 120 years ago.
In Philadelphia, these older boathouses were constructed with
much wider bays, with the exception of Vesper and Malta
whose bays are similar in width to the eights bay of the Belle
Isle Boathouse.
Right: one of the wide boat bays at Undine Barge Club.
Bottom: The narrow boat bays of Vesper Boat Club.
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At the Belle Isle Boathouse, if the boat room was increased to
its original size it would allow for boats to be spaced out more,
leading to less damage while getting boats out.
In addition to the tennis ball top-nut covers that were observed
at Riverside Boat Club, Bachelors Barge Club had another
method. Instead, some of their boats have a sleeve that fits
over the oarlock that is made of old fire hose, keeping the
fragile shells from getting dinged on the top nuts of the other
boats.
If devices such as these were created for the boats at the Belle
Isle Boathouse, it could help lead to less damage to club boats
while removing them from the building.

HISTORY DISPLAYED at BOATHOUSE ROW

UNIVERSITY BARGE CLUB
Among the better examples of a club displaying its history is found
at University Barge Club. Their boathouse walls are plastered in
photos, documents, newspapers, and plaques of not only UBC
history but that of Philadelphia rowing, representing every era
from the 19th Century until present. Each framed item is hand
labeled describing what it is depicting and placing it in context,
allowing visitors to learn about the club’s history. This would be
a great project for the Belle Isle Boathouse to undertake to honor
those who have rowed for the Detroit Boat Club Crew over the
past 180 years.
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UNDINE BARGE CLUB
Undine’s boathouse is among the better preserved buildings on
the row, really giving a glimpse at what boathouses of the 19th
century were like. Its trophy cases are packed with the silver cups
won by the club over the past 160 years. The walls feature silk
national championship banners, framed documents, and many
plaques with photos from over the years set in between. As with
University Barge Club, nothing is in a particular order. Instead,
new plaques are mixed in with the old, representing the long and
continuing lineage of Undine.

RENOVATION PRECEDENTS
The Belle Isle Boathouse is the only structure of its kind in the
United States, if not the world. The Detroit Boat Club of 1902
was no longer just a rowing club, it was a full fledged social
club, while also offering sailing and swimming.
Most rowing clubs were simply rowing clubs, however most
would still include a room or two for socialization, as seen in
the Palisade Boat Club or at Boathouse Row. Most yacht, social,
or athletic clubs that were at the scale of the DBC did not have
a rowing team, or if they did it was hardly a main focus and
their crews fizzled out over the years.
Similar size rowing structures are found in Boston and
Cambridge, with Harvard’s Newell and Weld Boathouses, as
well as the Cambridge Boat Club. These three structures were
all built in the same decade as the Belle Isle Boathouse, with
Newell (1900), Weld (1906), and Cambridge (1909). While the
size of these boathouses rival that of the Belle Isle Boathouse,
they were all built as rowing boathouses with rowing largely
remaining the main focus. The first floor of all three buildings
are almost completely dedicated to shell storage space, whereas
the DBC’s first floor was divided roughly as half boat bays and
half locker room (prior to the addition). With the Harvard
boathouses, the second floors were mostly locker rooms with
a large clubroom space. Cambridge Boat Club divides its upper
floors into social and locker room space as well, with additions
to its social spaces being made during a large renovation in the
late 1990s. None of these boathouses ever supported a social
club of 1,000-1,500 members as the Belle Isle Boathouse did.
The multiple offerings that the DBC provided besides rowing
would place it among the ranks of the New York Athletic Club
and other organizations of that nature, though its membership
numbers paled in comparison. NYAC differs from the DBC
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in that it has separate buildings for most of its functions, with a
rowing boathouse separate from its clubhouses and gymnasiums .
For these reasons, no organization that was “simply” a rowing
club has ever undertaken a restoration and renovation project on
a boathouse or clubhouse like the Belle Isle Boathouse project
would be. Historic boathouses have been restored or renovated
or are under restoration or renovation currently, but none of
these structures are over 25,000 square feet with most of it being
dedicated to ballrooms, dining rooms, full-service kitchens, and
other social rooms like at the Belle Isle Boathouse.
For this reason, precedents for the renovations and restorations of
the historic homes of old rowing clubs that are similar to that of
the Belle Isle Boathouse are hard to come by. Besides the ongoing
stabilization and restoration projects of clubs such as those on
Boathouse Row, the majority of these large-scale boathouse
projects come from the Ivy League rowing teams. Particularly
those of Columbia, Princeton, Penn, and Harvard. Columbia opted
to build a new facility next door to their 1895 boathouse in 2001.
Harvard is beginning to undertake large-scale renovations and
restorations of Newell and Weld Boathouses in order to bring them
up to date. Princeton and Penn redesigned and added onto their
historic structures in order to increase their functionality. These
were done when other universities, such as Yale, demolished their
historic structures in favor of modern rowing facilities. In relation
to the Belle Isle Boathouse, Temple University’s East Park Canoe
House renovation is another project that can be looked at, as it is a
brick and stucco boathouse that was saved after being condemned
by the city, though it is a much smaller building. While none of
these projects are exactly like what the Belle Isle Boathouse project
will entail, they offer ideas of how other organizations have reimagined their historic boathouses so that they will continue to
serve the needs of their future rowers.

Original plans to Weld Boathouse show how even though this
structure has a similar amount of floor space as the Belle Isle
Boathouse, Weld was strictly for rowing and maximizes its space
for this purpose.
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SHEA ROWING CENTER
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

In 1996, Princeton University’s historic Class of 1887 Boathouse,
which opened on the banks of Lake Carnegie in 1913, was in
desperate need of work. Finally, a call to action occurred when
a large window came crashing to the ground during a meeting
at the boathouse, causing Princeton’s rowing community to
spring into action. For this project, their goals for the boathouse
were:
“1. The project would be done right for the future of Princeton
rowing.
2. The boathouse would be returned to its former splendor; and
3. Equitable facilities would be built for all the men’s and
women’s crews that comprise Princeton rowing.”
Princeton alumni Jeff Peterson of the firm Architectural
Resources Cambridge was tapped for the project. Similar to
how the Belle Isle Boathouse is the first major building people
see coming over the Belle Isle Bridge, Princeton’s boathouse
is the first beacon welcoming people to Princeton’s campus as
they cross the Washington Road Bridge. For this reason, the
iconic exterior of the building was to be maintained while the
20,000 square foot interior was redesigned in order to better
serve modern collegiate rowing. Also similar to the Belle
Isle Boathouse, new spaces had been crammed into the old
building, creating a confusing maze of spaces that needed to
go. It was decided that the entrance be moved to the tower
with racing shells continuing to be stored on the first floor. The
upper floor features matching mens and women’s locker rooms
as well as a large club room. A 15,000 square-foot addition, the
Prentke Training Center, was added to the complex, with new
training facilities including a rowing tank, additional boat bays,
coaching offices, and four training rooms. The new complex
was dedicated in 2000 as the Shea Rowing Center (266-269).
SIZE: Original Building: 20,000 sq ft, Addition: 15,000sqft
COST: $6 million
($10.3 million in 2022 when adjusted for inflation)
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SECOND FLOOR
1. Landing		
2. Stair			
3. Living Room		
4. Bedroom		
5. Lockers		
6. Showers		
7. Toilet

8. Gallery
9. Club Room
10. Sikes Room
11. Workout
12. Weights
13. Office

FIRST FLOOR
1. Entry			
2. Stair			
3. Hall			
4. Mechanical

5. Repair Bay
6. Boat Bay
7. Tank Room
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COLLEGE BOAT CLUB
MADEIRA SHELL HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

The University of Pennsylvania’s College Boat Club started its
life in 1874 as a single bay boathouse with a second floor social
and locker space. In 1920, two additional bays were added
onto the south side of the building with a second floor added
around 1930 to house the growing team. In 1980, an additional
boat bay and second floor was added to the north side of the
building for the women’s team. In 2020, it was decided that the
boathouse should be redesigned in order to help grow Penn’s
program, with the project expected to be completed in 2022.
Goals for the project were:
1. Showcase Penn Rowing.
2. Increase usable space.
3. Improve overall functionality.
4. Bolster recruitment.
5. Expand and upgrade locker rooms.
6. Remediate existing structural concerns.
7. Improve training and team spaces.
8. Preserve a historic landmark.
The project is designed by Ewing Cole. As the site is restricted
by the Vesper and Penn AC property lines on either side of
the building, the second floor would need to be reconfigured
the most in order to increase usable space. The new design
would restore many missing elements from the original 1874
structure with the new additions being more harmonious with
the structure as a whole. As the 1920 addition would not be
able to support a new second floor, it was demolished and a
new structure built in its place. The new second floor will be at
a consistent level, rather than being at different heights as it
once was. The newly designed structure accentuates the original
building’s features and redesigns the newer additions to be
more harmonious in the historic district. Among the interesting
ideas of the project is opening the entire original portion of the
building’s second floor to be a large “grand hall,” rather than
keeping it as mostly the men’s locker room as it was previously.
While the boathouse is being renovated, the Penn rowing teams
utilized a large quonset hut tent-structure on the opposite side
of the river (255-258).

May 2021

October 2021

SIZE: Current Structure: 10,552 sq ft, Proposed: 13,034 sq ft
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COST: $13.5 million

Proposed Project
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EAST PARK CANOE HOUSE
Temple University

Constructed as a public canoe shelter in 1914, the East Park
Canoe House has been leased to the rowing crews of Temple
University by the city of Philadelphia since 1967. By January
2008 however, the condition of the building was so poor that
the city was forced to condemn it, leaving Temple’s rowing
program using a quonset hut tent structure. This was the first
of a number of hurdles thrown in the way of the Temple crew.
At that point, the old structure was headed for demolition with
a new, 23,000 square foot boathouse proposed to replace it.
Five years later, Temple’s president announced that the rowing
program would be among several sports to be cut due to
budget reasons. At that point it looked as though both the crew
and the boathouse were destined to disappear forever. Then,
a Temple board member stepped up and donated $3 million
towards renovating the East Park Canoe House. Despite never
rowing nor having grown up in Philadelphia, Gerry Lenfest
stated “I couldn’t believe that Temple, the city’s principal
university, with the most graduates, couldn’t have a place on
the Schuylkill. The sport is so germane to the city.” The city of
Philadelphia chipped in an additional $2.5 million to finish the
project. Ground was broken in mid-2015 and the structure was
rededicated in March of 2017, just over 8 years after the crew
was forced to move out (270-282).
Its brick walls were repaired and rebuilt, the wood trusses and
framing replaced, and the red roof tiles were replaced with
new ones sourced from the original manufacturer. Nearly all
of the structure’s original doors and windows remained so they
were also restored and reused in the building. The interior
was redesigned to be closer to its original layout. Flood vents
were installed in the building’s interior walls and the floor is
constructed of 5’x5’ concrete slabs with open joints to allow
water to escape in predicted future flooding events.
The project won a Grand Jury Award from the Preservation
Alliance for Greater Philadelphia for the meticulous restoration
work that was completed (280).
This is one of two other known rowing clubs in the United States
that is designed in a similar style to the Belle Isle Boathouse.
SIZE: 7,000 sq ft
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COST: $5.5 million

TOP: The canoe house in October of 2021.
BOTTOM: The canoe house after it was condemned in 2008.

FUTURE OF THE BELLE ISLE BOATHOUSE - a proposal
While visiting other cities, particularly Boston and Philadelphia,
it was noticed that their waterfronts are much more active than
Detroit’s and there are more public access points to get onto
the river than what Detroit has. While over 63% of Detroit’s
shoreline is publicly accessible, either with parks or the
riverwalk, these places really only allow for people to look out
at the water, but there are still very few places to actually get
out onto the river.

between the island and Detroit has the majority of the river’s
soft shorelines, either being lined by natural shore or riprap
breakwalls. The northern channel is also a no wake zone, meaning
powerboats are required to slow down, providing further safety to
non-powered boats. Due to the width of the river, the waterway
has little protection from wind. Belle Isle offers access to water
that is protected from the wind no matter the direction and it can
be found typically within a half mile of the boathouse.

It is unrealistic for the rowers of Friends of Detroit Rowing to
be able to support a building of this size on their own with
how large the program currently is. If they were to share the
building with other organizations that support other forms
of boating, it could become an aquatic center, providing a
much needed public gateway to the Detroit River. This would
help increase awareness for the building, public access to the
structure, help keep this large building fully programmed, and
provide opportunities for Detroiters to get out and enjoy one of
the city’s largest public assets: the Detroit River.

All of these factors makes Belle Isle’s northern shore the most
optimal place for a public boating facility. The boathouse sits on
the best location in this recreational boating sweet spot, as it is
adjacent to the Douglas MacArthur Bridge. This makes it easily
accessible whether people are walking, biking, or driving to the
boathouse. It is also one of the first buildings that visitors to the
island see as they come over the bridge and it is the last one
everyone passes when they leave, making it a highly visible
location.

The boathouse is the perfect location for an aquatic center in
Detroit for multiple reasons. Belle Isle’s northern shore offers
the most protection for recreational boats than anywhere else
on the Detroit River. The majority of the river is lined with
hard breakwall surfaces, constructed of concrete and steel.
When powerboats or freighters pass by, their wake bounces off
these hard surfaces, which makes the water rougher and more
dangerous for non-powered boats. Belle Isle’s northern channel

Currently, public boating rentals, such as kayaks and canoes,
are located at the Flynn Pavilion on the island and near the
Detroit Yacht Club. While these give access to the island’s
canal and lake system, the Belle Isle Boathouse could provide
access to the Detroit River itself, something that is currently
lacking on the island. It is really the only building that could
be suited for this, as it is one of a handful of buildings that is
located along the island’s shoreline rather than being inland.
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One of the main hurdles for people to join an aquatic sport is
not knowing how to swim. According to the Boll Family YMCA
Downtown, 7/10 Detroit children do not know how to swim.
The Detroit Aquatic Center could team up with these
swimming locations and organizations across the city to help
teach those who need swimming lessons, opening the door to
Detroiters to be able to get out and enjoy the Detroit River.

YMCA INDOOR SWIMMING POOLS

PLACES TO SWIM

OUTDOOR SWIMMING

5

15 Boll Family YMCA - Downtown Detroit (Detroit Swims)
1401 Broadway St. (10 min., 4 miles)

16 Brennan Pools, Rouge Park
Brennan Pool Dr. (25 min., 18 miles)

Outdoor Pools

17 Belle Isle Beach, Belle Isle
Riverbank Dr. (2 min., 1 mile)

Detroit River

SOFT SHORELINE

The majority of the shorelines along the northern channel of the Detroit
River are soft shorelines, where the shore is either natural or of riprap. The
majority of Detroitʼs shoreline below the Belle Isle Bridge is hard shoreline, comprised of concrete or steel seawalls. Hard shorelines are more
dangerous for unpowered boats because any wake from power boats gets
bounced off these seawalls, creating rough water. Belle Isleʼs northern
shore offers access to the majority of the cityʼs soft shorelines, creating a
safer environment.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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WHY THE BELLE ISLE BOATHOUSE?

The boathouse sits in a very prominent location on Belle Isle. It is the first
building that anyone coming onto the island sees and it is the last building
that everyone passes on their way off the island. It is located along the
northern shore of Belle Isle, which is the most protected stretch of river.
With it being in close proximety to the bridge, it allows for a shorter walk,
bike ride, and or drive from the mainland to the building. The halfway
mark of the new Ironbelle Trail is right in front of the boathouse, opening
the opportunity for the building to serve as a rest area on the trail.

A GATEWAY TO THE DETROIT RIVER

The Detroit River is one of Detroitʼs greatest public assets. Over 63% of
Detroitʼs shoreline is publicly accessible, offering places for people to look
out over the river. However, there are very few places for the public to gain
access to get out onto the river itself. The Belle Isle Boathouse can serve as
this gateway to get people out onto the Detroit River.

Public launching area
Private launching area
Planned launching area
Place where you can get close to the water
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Detroit River

WIND PROTECTION

Belle Isle provides the most protection from wind than anywhere else on the river. No
matter the direction, there is typically a spot in the vacinity around Belle Isle that has some
proection from wind. Lack of wind makes the water flater, and therefore easier and safer to
row on.
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SOFT SHORELINE

The majority of the shorelines along the northern channel of the Detroit
River are soft shorelines, where the shore is either natural or of riprap. The
majority of Detroitʼs shoreline below the Belle Isle Bridge is hard shoreline, comprised of concrete or steel seawalls. Hard shorelines are more
dangerous for unpowered boats because any wake from power boats gets
bounced off these seawalls, creating rough water. Belle Isleʼs northern
shore offers access to the majority of the cityʼs soft shorelines, creating a
safer environment.
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SCOTT MIDDLE GROUND

BELLE ISLE PARK

LIVINGSTON CHANNEL
The northern shore of Belle Isle offers the most protection to unpowered
boats on the Detroit River. This location is a no wake zone, meaning power
boats must travel at a reduced speed. For over a half mile from the
boathouse upstream there is shallow water that stretches 700ʼ from shore,
slowing the river current and creating a safe space for rowing shells,
kayaks, and other small boats to travel. The north channel also offers
protection from wind in nearly every direction, whereas anywhere else on
the river is particularly affected by southwest wind which blows directly up
the river.
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WIND PROTECTION

Belle Isle provides the most protection from wind than anywhere else on the river. No
matter the direction, there is typically a spot in the vacinity around Belle Isle that has some
proection from wind. Lack of wind makes the water flater, and therefore easier and safer to
row on.

WHY THE BELLE ISLE BOATHOUSE?

The boathouse sits in a very prominent location on Belle Isle. It is the first
building that anyone coming onto the island sees and it is the last building
that everyone passes on their way off the island. It is located along the
northern shore of Belle Isle, which is the most protected stretch of river.
With it being in close proximety to the bridge, it allows for a shorter walk,
bike ride, and or drive from the mainland to the building. The halfway
mark of the new Ironbelle Trail is right in front of the boathouse, opening
the opportunity for the building to serve as a rest area on the trail.

A GATEWAY TO THE DETROIT RIVER

The Detroit River is one of Detroitʼs greatest public assets. Over 63% of
Detroitʼs shoreline is publicly accessible, offering places for people to look
out over the river. However, there are very few places for the public to gain
access to get out onto the river itself. The Belle Isle Boathouse can serve as
this gateway to get people out onto the Detroit River.
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PROPOSED SITE
If the building is to become the home of a growing aquatic
center, it will need an extra boat storage facility. This building
would be two bays to start, which would be capable of holding
all of the boats that are currently stored in the main boat
bays. This would provide a storage space while the western
portion of the building is being restored. Once that project
is complete, most, if not all the boats could be moved back
into the boathouse. The new boat storage building would still
have room for all of the other boats that are not stored in the
boat bays, as well as room for additional equipment. In the
future, additional bays could be added for uses such as space
for Wayne State’s rowing team or for kayaking and other small
boats. The optimal site for this building would be at the western
end of the club’s parking lot. By locating the building here, it
allows the main boathouse and the boat storage building to
work together as a campus. If the new building were to be
located at the eastern edge of the parking lot, it would be
separated from the main boathouse which could lead to wasted
time at practice with people running back and forth between
the two buildings. The parking spaces would be reconfigured
so that a walkway can be constructed along the seawall, which
could link up to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Trail that was recently
constructed. A new floating dock would be located along the
seawall. By having the dock parallel to the seawall rather than
perpendicular to it, this would allow for the current sailing
docks to remain in place as well as make it easier to dock with
the strong current. A new access bridge would be constructed
to allow for larger construction equipment to enter the island.
An additional dock would extend off this new bridge so that
kayaks and other small boats could launch here. Trailers would
continue to be stored at the east end of the parking lot.
Rather than demolishing the pools and pool deck and paying to
have all of the concrete removed, this proposal would demolish
the pool deck, using the concrete to form part of a new rip rap
breakwall that would be constructed around the existing steel
breakwall. A new walking surface would be constructed on the
original structure, as this seems to be in good shape. The pools
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would be converted into a large rain garden and retention pond
system which would help control the ground water levels on the
island and under the building. Additional rain gardens would
be planted at points around the island in order to help control
the wetness of the usable grounds. By using native plants in
these rain gardens, their deep root systems would help soak up
excess water, unlike grass which has shallow root systems 283-285).
The fence surrounding the parking lot would be removed and
replaced by a garden, which would improve appearances of the
site. These gardens would be similar to those found in the park
surrounding Columbia University’s boathouses.
The rowing docks at the island’s west end would be altered
by having a single large ramp to access the docks. This would
allow boats from any boat bay to access any available dock,
rather than everyone getting bunched up trying to get onto
the middle dock because turning boats to go to the other two
are a pain. The Ontario Dock would be removed to provide for
a larger, protected learn-to-row basin that has less obstacles.
For the sailing center, the main T-dock and east dock would be
restored to increase the capacity of boats moored on site. The
T-dock would also allow for some protection from boat wake
and wind for small boats. Outside of the back hallway, there
would be racks for kayak owners to store their boats on site.
Over the last two years, the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Trail has been
under construction around Belle Isle’s perimeter. It is part of
Michigan’s Iron Belle Trail system that runs from Belle Isle to
Ironwood in the Upper Peninsula, the longest designated state
trail in the United States. With the trail head is at the head
of Belle Isle, the boathouse is located at the 2.5 mile mark,
about halfway around the island. The boathouse can serve
as a stopping point on the trail, with its restroom and locker
facilities as well as the potential refreshment businesses and
information center. The parking lot also allows for a large event
staging area for runs and biking events. All of these uses will
help keep the site programmed, bringing in additional people
and added income for the building.
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LEFT: A rendering of the Olympic pool rain garden.
RIGHT TOP: A section of the Olympic pool rain garden and site.
BOTTOM LEFT: Rain garden near Columbia University’s
boathouses.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Root depths of native plants compared to grass.
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Due to Belle Isle’s placement on the National Historic Register,
the exterior of the boathouse must be restored back to a period
of significance. For this, the period of 1914-1930s was chosen
as all of the major additions to the building were completed by
this time. Most of the windows and doors that were installed
in the 1950s and 1960s are literally falling off the building
due to decay while the building’s remaining original doors and
windows remain in surprisingly good shape for their age.

More photos of the building’s exterior exist than photos of the
interior to aid in recreating elevations for how the building
looked at different points in its life, however after close
inspections of several photos, certain smaller changes were
noticed within a short amount of time, including window sizes
and additional doors.
The building’s facade has been divided into 4 segments in
order to aid in the order of what work is more urgent.
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PROPOSED FIRST FLOOR
Taking what was learned about the building’s construction,
later additions to the first floor were removed, bringing the
plan back to its load bearing walls. The goals that guided this
design were:
-Increased boating and athletic space.
-Increased public access.
-Efficient use of the building’s space.
-Better connection between the building and the river.
Beginning with the first floor, the front hallway was studied as
the starting point for this project. This space could serve as a
way to keep the building regularly accessible to the public by
transforming it into an initial welcome space to the boathouse.
This would allow people to walk into the building at any time
and learn something about rowing, the building, and Belle Isle,
while keeping the rest of the building secured. As this hallway
was originally a porch, the cinder block walls that currently
enclose the space would be replaced by large glass garagestyle doors. This would allow for airflow in the summer while
still allowing the room to be occupiable during the winter.
In what is now the rigger storage room, this space could
become a coaches office similar to that found at Community
Rowing Inc. This would be beneficial to the rowers as it would
provide a unisex space where coaches can store equipment
such as megaphones, CoxBoxes, SpeedCoaches, bow lights,
launch keys, and other items. Currently, most coaches store
their equipment in several lockers in the locker rooms, which
makes it not accessible to a coach of the opposite gender. Other
equipment is currently stored in other portions of the building
or brought home by coaches. By creating a single space for
these items, it would be easier to keep track of equipment.
The office could also be a space for the coaches to meet with
parents or athletes, as well as people who are interested in
rowing or the other programs at the boathouse. The location of
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a since-removed original window would be reopened to allow
natural light into this room. As the building would serve as
a public athletic center, restrooms that are easy to access are
needed and should open off of this front hallway. Based on
what was learned at West Side Rowing Club and Community
Rowing Inc, the current Belle Isle Boathouse locker rooms are
way larger than they need to be. If organizations that have
600-5,000 athletes have locker rooms that are not that large,
the ones at the Belle Isle Boathouse can be shrunk to free up
floor space. Both the men’s and women’s locker rooms in this
design were shrunk down, sharing the space where the men’s
locker room is now located. In what is now the Ziemba weight
room, this space would be cut in half to create the men’s and
women’s restrooms. They would be centered on two large
existing archways that are in the northern brick wall. Where
the men’s locker space currently is would be split into the new
men’s and women’s locker rooms. Where the men’s restroom
and showers are currently would be divided into new shower
facilities. The unused pool filtration room on the building’s
north side, formerly a porch, would be repurposed partially
into a hallway for the locker rooms and partially returned
to being a porch. Moving the restrooms to the front of the
building, rather than leaving them in their current locations,
would make them easier to find. Since much of the first floor
plumbing will eventually need to be replaced, this new location
would shorten the distance that the new pipes would have to
run, making it less expensive due to less materials being used
and less foundation walls that the pipes would need to run
through. The size of these facilities are similar to those found
at West Side Rowing Club. The men’s wash room, the portion
of the restroom where the sinks are located, has two arched
doorways in this space that are not visible due to the drop
ceiling. In this proposal, the space would be converted to have
smaller lockers for people to lock up phones and other small
items before going out on the water.

With the women’s locker room moved, this would reopen the
last 1/3 of the building’s original boat room, including the
currently-enclosed fifth rowing bay. This would allow for either
the boats that are currently in the bays to be spaced out more
by allowing for boats to only be on one half of each bay or it
would allow for more boats in the current configuration. If the
boat repair shop were moved to the north side of the space, the
bump out on that side would allow for more space to work in
the shop. The wall that separates the boat bay from the hallway
would be replaced with glass, allowing the boats to be secured
but also allowing for visitors to the building to be able to see
the boats. This would also allow for more light to pass through
to the hallway.
On the eastern end of this floor, the hallway to the main locker
room would be larger, allowing for some weight machines to be
placed along one wall. Part of what was once the men’s shower
room would be opened up to the main weight room through a
arched opening that has been bricked in since 1914. This would
allow for a larger and more cohesive weight room facility.
Along the back hallway, the original porch openings would have
glass garage doors similar to those along the front hallway
space. The three rooms along this hall would be rentable space
for tenants. This could include a refreshment stand, boat rental
offices, or a pop up store space. The work shop would be moved
to where the old refrigerators currently are so that the spaces
with windows could be used for the rentable space.
Other improvements to this floor would include reopening
original window and door openings that would allow for more
natural light and ventilation to occur. This would help reconnect
this floor to the outdoors rather than being the dark space that
it currently is. By making these changes, the first floor would be
a more welcoming and cohesive space for athletes and visitors.
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PROPOSED SECOND FLOOR
The second floor has the majority of the building’s historic
interior spaces, in particular the ballroom, reception hall,
dining room, and oak room. While these spaces have those
formal titles, the ballroom does not have to be a place for
dancing and the dining room doesn’t have to be a place for
eating. These spaces can become workout spaces, art galleries,
a pop up restaurant, classrooms, yoga studio, erg rooms, and
event spaces.

configurations. In the ballroom, this would include repairing
and painting the walls, restoring the original windows and
doors to working order, replicating the original light fixtures,
and potentially restoring the ceiling to its 1902 blue and
white scheme. The reception room would have a new oak
floor installed, missing light fixtures replicated, restoring
the original French door entrances, and replicating the sinceremoved bench seating in the south lobby space.

The reception hall would serve as the main access hub of the
building, allowing for different events to take place in various
parts of the building simultaneously. The kitchen would
become a cooking classroom and pop-up restaurant space. As a
full-time restaurant would most likely not be successful, a popup restaurant space would allow for different restaurants to
experiment in this unique space, which would create interest in
eating there as there would be different restaurants depending
on the year. A cooking classroom would give use to this space if
it is not being used for a pop-up restaurant. The men’s restroom
would be expanded to help serve the extra use the building
would be getting, as well as making it more accessible.

The main dining room would be restored closer to its 1930s
appearance, as restoring it to its 1902 appearance would
involve replicating the original wall paneling and plasterwork
and removing the commodore’s bar, as half of that space was
originally part of the dining room. If that was reclaimed as part
of the dining room, it would add an extra bay to the dining
area that would create a larger room, giving more options for
athletic space. The bar could be moved to the other half of the
current commodore’s bar room, however this would remove the
seating area.

The ballroom and reception hall would be restored closer
to their 1902-1920s appearances, as these are the only two
rooms in the building that are still mostly in their original
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Other major projects would involve rebuilding the porch
structures, reconstructing the west porch wall and third floor
porch, the replication of the building’s original iron balconies,
and new exterior staircases to the pool deck and third floor
porch.
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PROPOSED THIRD FLOOR
The renovated eastern addition to the third floor would provide
for a new, cohesive and dedicated indoor training space. Even if
the western portion of the building was being used for events,
this room could fit nearly 40 ergs on its main floor, about as
many as can fit in the ballroom. Currently, the Women’s City
Club room and river room only allow for 25 ergs split between
them. This portion of the building has some of the more
inefficient uses of space on the upper floors, with odd closets,
hallways, and underused rooms.
In order to create this space, the current mens and womens
restrooms would be removed along with the engineers
apartment that has only been used for storage over the last
30 years. The room where an ice machine was located for
the bar would be converted into a new single-user restroom.
The hallway would be slightly wider than it is now and would
connect the island room, elevator, back staircase, and bar,
creating a more simple U-shape. Within the new erg room, the
window openings would be restored to their 1914 appearances.
The current Pewabic tile fireplace surround in the Women’s City
Club room would be removed and relocated elsewhere. There
is a suspected enclosed fireplace in this room that could be
opened up instead. A complaint about working out in this area
is the low ceiling, which makes the space feel stuffy compared
to the ballroom. In order to make the space feel less enclosed,
the majority of the attic floor above would be removed, allowing
for the space to stretch up to the roof structure. A portion of the
attic floor over the hallway and restroom would remain as a
loft with another portion serving as a sort of catwalk that would
extend to the east between the columns. This new elevated
area could be used as additional workout space, a hangout
space, or a meeting space, as well as somewhere for coaches to
oversee the athletes.
After visiting the boathouses of Philadelphia’s Boathouse Row,
a feature that made their boathouses feel more like a home
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was their lounge spaces that allowed the rowers to hang out
after practice. Most of their rowers have key fobs or keys to
access to their buildings at most hours, allowing them to use
the space to study, do homework, or prepare quick meals. A
space that is dedicated to this purpose should be included in
the Belle Isle Boathouse, and it should be a space accessible to
athletes even if other rooms in the building are being rented
out. The proposed location for a space like this in the Belle Isle
Boathouse is the island room, as it is adjacent to the erg room,
back staircase, and the president’s bar. This room would have
a kitchenette, with a stove, sink, and refrigerator. This would
allow for athletes to make meals after practice before heading
to work or school or be the beginning of a new tradition of the
team having post-practice breakfast together at the boathouse
on Saturday mornings. The room would also have tables and a
lounge area. Since it is adjacent to the bar, the two rooms could
work together and hold more people for larger get-togethers.
The western portion of the third floor would remain relatively
the same to how it is used currently, with historic details being
restored or reconstructed. The tower staircase would again
allow access to a reconstructed roof garden and deck area.
By having these dedicated indoor training spaces (the weight
room on the first floor and the erg room on the third), this
would allow for people to use the building both as an athletic
center and a place for event rentals simultaneously without
having to sacrifice the athletic side if there is an event rental.
It would benefit athletes, especially those that have to train
around strange work or school schedules, by allowing them to
come to the boathouse on their own time to practice. Rather
than them getting a gym membership somewhere else, they
would be keeping their money at the boathouse. This also
opens the door to additional income from people who aren’t
interested in getting out on the water but would be interested
in using the indoor training rooms in this unique location to
workout, similar to what the Foundry offers.
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CONCLUSION
Anyone can feel the history when they walk through the
boathouse doors. Nearly every single national champion that
the Detroit Boat Club Crew has ever produced has walked the
same floors, taken boats out of the same boat bays, and hung
their plaques on its walls to inspire the next generation. People
who have rowed for multiple clubs and only competed for the
DBCC for a season will often say they miss rowing out of the
old boathouse. Its a different experience rowing in Detroit and
this building is part of it.
This boathouse has served the Detroit Boat Club Crew for 120 of
its 183 years, the longest of any of the club’s previous buildings.
The boathouse has provided a home to its rowers, through good
and bad times. Its first Olympian trained from here in 1904. Its
where two eight-oared shells were dedicated honoring two of
the club’s oarsmen who did not return home from World War I.
Its rowers posed in front of the same bay doors the rowers use
today with the Hanlan Trophy in 1930, marking the club’s first
senior heavyweight eight victory. They won this trophy again
two years later, just before their coach was informed he was
being let go as the club could no longer afford to pay his salary
due to the depression. Its next generation of Olympians trained
from here in 1940, before the games were canceled and they
served in World War II instead. The first high school crews were
created to take their place, earning the club its first National
Championship points victory in 1946. The club was put back
on the map in the 1950s when it sent its top seven oarsmen,
Welchli, the McKinlay’s, McIntosh, Gardiner, Costello, and
Hoover, to the Olympics, with six of them bringing home silver
medals. They were followed up by the club shattered records at
the US and Canadian National Championships for number of
points and events won just a few
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years later. The momentum continued through the 1960s, 70s,
and 80s, ranking the DBC within the top rowing clubs in the
United States, at fourth for total number of national victories
and tied for most points trophy wins. These oarsmen all trained
from this boathouse, leaving behind their plaques and trophies
on its walls and in the display cases so their accomplishments
can continue to inspire the rowers of the future. When the
Detroit Boat Club was forced to move out in 1996, the boathouse
continued to provide a home for the rowers. If the rowers were
not allowed to stay in the building, this historic rowing program
may have been forced out of existence as there was nowhere
else to go. If the building did not have any occupants, it may
have been lost to demolition or neglect long ago. The rowers
were saved by the boathouse and the boathouse was saved by
the rowers. The Belle Isle Boathouse sits on the best location
on the Detroit River to host an aquatic center, as Belle Isle’s
northern channel offers the most protection from wind and
boat wake. Its location, adjacent to the Douglas MacArthur
Bridge, also makes it easily accessible for people who are
walking, biking, or driving onto the island. As the first and last
building that people can see when visiting Belle Isle, it is a
highly visible, prominent site. Belle Isle is also in need of such
a facility in order to increase its recreational offerings to get
out onto the river that surrounds the island.
By renovating this historic asset in a way that preserves
its historic beauty while also increasing usable space and
functionality, it would be a huge win for not only the rowers of
the Detroit Boat Club Crew but also for the City of Detroit. This
building has the potential to serve as a greater gateway for
more Detroiters to access their most prominent public space:
the Detroit River. This thesis shows how it is possible for the

building to be redesigned in order to maximize boat storage
space, increase efficient indoor training spaces, and open it up for
regular public access, all while still preserving its historic character.
By renovating and restoring the boathouse over building to be
redesigned in order to maximize boat storage space, increase
efficient indoor training spaces, and open it up for regular public
access, all while still preserving its historic character. By renovating
and restoring the boathouse over time, it would be more feasible
for Friends of Detroit Rowing to accomplish this task. A separate
organization, similar to the Detroit Yacht Club Foundation which
was founded in 2011 as a public charity that focuses its resources
on preserving and restoring the DYC clubhouse, should be created
to help work towards this. Friends of Detroit Rowing would then
be relieved from the burden of working out how the boathouse
will be restored and be allowed to instead focus on its mission
of promoting the growth of rowing. By partnering with other
organizations and businesses that would share the building, it
would allow for the site to be fully programmed, sharing the cost
of building maintenance while increasing awareness for the site
by allowing more people to have access to it.
Although it may be easier and less expensive for Friends of Detroit
Rowing to simply move out of the building into a new pole-barn
structure permanently, it is important for them to stick by their
historic landmark boathouse. As of 2021, it became the last historic
rowing structure on the Detroit River when the former boathouse
of Ecorse Rowing Club was demolished. It is important to not let
the Belle Isle Boathouse fall to the same fate. A restored Belle Isle
Boathouse would be something that not only this generation of
rowers could be proud of, but future rowers as well, in addition to
many more people who would be able to access the Detroit River
through the doors of this significant historic landmark.

Large projects that will be costly and
require the work of professionals.

MAJOR PROJECTS

2nd Floor North Porch, Segment 1 Rebuild

Main Staircase - Rebuild

2nd Floor North Porch, Segment 1 Rebuild

The lower portion of the main staircaseʼs wall is severely
deteriorated and needs immediate attention.

enʼs
tion
loor
3rd
and
first

Main Staircase - Rebuild

Oak Room Porch - Demolition,
Rebuild

Oak Room Porch - Demolition,
Rebuild
The porch columns are severely deteriorated. If porch is
demolished it would not affect the rest of the building
structure. This could be rebuilt at a later date.

1st Floor Drywall & Drop Ceiling
Removal

1st Floor Drywall & Drop Ceiling
Removal
Starting in the 1960s, many walls on the first floor were
covered with drywalll and the ceilings lowered with drop
ceilings. With rising river levels, the drywall has been
ruined and with various leaks the drop ceilings do not look
nice. This project would remove the drywall and drop
ceilings, paint the brick walls and ceilings, and repair
electrical when needed.

The concrete slabs of the pool deck are in poor condition
and should be replaced before work begins on the
elevations and roofs. The utility bridge should be replaced
with one that would allow for heavy equipment to access
the island. Broken concrete to be used to fill in areas around
pool for base fill for rain gardens.

New Shell House

The floor of the tower, also a cinder slab, is in poor
condition and needs to be replaced in order to create a safe
walking surface for roof repairs to be made.

The concrete slabs of the pool deck are in poor condition
and should be replaced before work begins on the
elevations and roofs. The utility bridge should be replaced
with one that would allow for heavy equipment to access
the island. Broken concrete to be used to fill in areas around
pool for base fill for rain gardens.

Before more work is done on the building, a new shell
storage building needs to be built. This structure would fit
all the boats that are currently in the boat bays. Once
work on the west wall is complete, some boats can be
moved back in main building. This structure would start
out as 2 bays and would be able to be expanded if there is
a future need.

Shrink the Locker Rooms.

Make Front Hallway Publicly
Accessible, Stage 1

The coaching office would be a place where people can
The boathouse locker rooms are larger than many rowing
learn about rowing. It is also a place where coaching
Starting in the 1960s, many walls on the first floor were
clubs that have by far more people rowing than the DBCC
The front hallway can become a place where people can
equipement,
such
as
speed
coaches,
cox
boxes,
hardware,
covered with drywalll and the ceilings lowered with drop
has. By shrinking the womenʼs locker rooom Bay 5 can be
learn about the building, Belle Isle, how to join the
megaphones, launch keys, etc. can be stored and easily
ceilings. With rising river levels, the drywall has been
reopened, allowing for more boat storage. By shrinking
programs there. This space would remain open to the
accessible. It also provides a unisex space for coaches to
ruined and with various leaks the drop ceilings do not look
the menʼs locker room, it widens the hallway connecting
public even when the rest of the building is closed.
store
their
equipment,
as
currently
most
coaches
store
nice. This project would remove the drywall and drop
the weight rooms, allowing for more space for indoor
their items in the locker rooms. This renovation would
paint the
brick
and repair
training. These spaces will allow for more programming.
The coaching office would beceilings,
a place where
people
canwalls and ceilings,
The boathouse locker rooms are
larger
than
many
rowing
include removal of drywall and drop ceilings, paint walls
when needed.
learn about rowing. It is alsoelectrical
a place where
coaching
clubs that have by far more people
rowingNew
thandoor,
the DBCC
and ceiling,
New window, newThe
lightfront
fixtures.
hallway can become a place where people can
The guard shack can become a place where people can
equipement, such as speed coaches, cox boxes, hardware,
has. By shrinking the womenʼs locker rooom Bay 5 can be
learn about the building, Belle Isle, how to join the
learn more about what to do on Belle Isle, what is going
megaphones, launch keys, etc. can be stored and easily
reopened, allowing for more boat storage. By shrinking
programs there. This space would remain open to the
on with the boathouse.
accessible. It also provides a unisex space for coaches to
the menʼs locker room, it widens the hallway connecting
public even when the rest of the building is closed.
store their equipment, as currently most coaches store
the weight rooms, allowing for more space for indoor
their items in the locker rooms. This renovation would
training. These spaces will allow for more programming.
include removal of drywall and drop ceilings, paint walls
and ceiling, New door, New window, new light fixtures.

Build Coaching Office.

South Elevation, Segment 3 Reconstruction & Restoration

Make Front Hallway Publicly
Accessible, Stage 1

Shrink the Locker Rooms.

South Elevation, Segment 2 Restoration

South Elevation, Segment 1 Restoration

Convert guard shack into
information booth.

North Elevation, Segment 1 Restoration & Reconstruction

Ballroom Restoration

The Ballroom and Reception Hall are the only two rooms
in the building that still mostly show their 1902
appearance. This restoration would mostly return the
room to 1902, restoring the original windows and doors,
repairing the floor, restoring the plaster and woodwork,
replacing light fixtures. The ceiling was originally blue
and white, a decision will have to be made on whether it
should return to this paint scheme.

This segment was altered in the 1930s to add the womenʼs
This segment mostly needs stucco and brick repair. Historic
This segment mostly needs stucco and brick repair.
An addition from the 1940s would be demolished and the
sitting and powdered rooms, in the 1950s with the addition
windows and doors would be restored.
Projection booth would be removed in this phase, as it is in
first floor wall would be reconstructed to appear as the
of picture windows, and in the 1960s with the first floor
poor condition. Historic windows and doors would be
building looked in the 1910s. Historic windows and doors
porch being enclosed. This project would reconstruct the 3rd
restored
would be restored. Porches would be waterproofed
The Ballroom and Reception Hall are the only two rooms
floor to its original appearance, repair the second floor and
in the building that still mostly show their 1902
replace the roof, and reopen the porch openings on the first
appearance. This restoration would mostly return the
floor.
This segment mostly needs stucco and brick repair. Historic
This segment mostly needs stucco and brick repair.
An addition from the 1940s would be demolished and the
This segment mostly needs brick and stucco repair. Historic
room to 1902, restoring the original windows and doors,
windows and doors would be restored.
Projection booth would be removed in this phase, as it is in
first floor wall would be reconstructed to appear as the
window openings would return, porch would be opened
repairing the floor, restoring the plaster and woodwork,
poor condition. Historic windows and doors would be
building looked in the 1910s. Historic windows and doors
back up.
replacing light fixtures. The ceiling was originally blue
restored
would be restored. Porches would be waterproofed
and white, a decision will have to be made on whether it

South Elevation, Segment 2 Restoration

South Elevation, Segment 1 Restoration

North Elevation, Segment 1 Restoration & Reconstruction

Ballroom Restoration

South Elevation, Segment 4 Repair

Before more work is done on the building, a new shell
storage building needs to be built. This structure would fit
all the boats that are currently in the boat bays. Once
work on the west wall is complete, some boats can be
moved back in main building. This structure would start
out as 2 bays and would be able to be expanded if there is
a future need.
The flat roof over segment 3 is old and causes the most
This roof is over th
leaks in the building. This roof is important to replace
is mostly in decen
because the roof structure is cinder slab concrete which is
the chimney and w
presently mostly in good shape. If it were to deteriorate due
Before work can b
to further leaks then it would be a more costly issue.
and interior resto
order to ensure tha
compromised due

Roof, Segment 3 - Replace

The guard shack can become a place where people can
learn more about what to do on Belle Isle, what is going
on with the boathouse.

Tower & Roof Deck Project

Ma

When the club originally opened, the staircase in the tower
led to a roof garden and observation deck. Over the years,
the tower staircase has been altered and the roof is not a
good walking surface. This project would restore the
interior of the tower to be easily accessible, as well as
construction of a roof area for people to sit and view the
Detroit skyline.

The R
the b
appe
featu
lante
remo
firep

South Elevation, Segment 4 Repair

South Porch, Reinforcment &
Waterproofing

This segment mostly needs brick and stucco repair. Historic
window openings would return, porch would be opened
back up.

While this slab is not in as bad of shape as other one
been compromised due to leaks. The slab need
reinforced from the underside and the
waterproofed and restored with red tile.

South Porch, Reinforcment &
Waterproofing

North Elevation, Segment 4 Repair & Reconstruction.

While this slab is not in as bad of shape as other ones, it has
been compromised due to leaks. The slab needs to be
reinforced from the underside and the surface
waterproofed and restored with red tile.

This elevation mostly needs brick and stucco work. Historic
window openings would be restored in this project. If the
Oak Room porch was not rebuilt after its demolition it could
be rebuilt now.

Island Room to become an athlete
hangout space.

Back Hallway Public Space.

With the roof and exterior walls repaired, the Island Room
can be renovated. Drop ceilings removed, walls finished.
This room will eventually have a kitchenette installed.

Back Hallway Public Space.
With the porch opened back up the three rooms in the
back hallway can be repurposed for more public uses. One
room could be the office for a kayak rental company. The
shop could be used as a place for people to use wood
working tools. These rooms mostly need painting and
some electrical.

ired, the Island Room
ved, walls finished.
henette installed.

Weight Room Room Floor Reinfoced
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The weight room floor has signs of deterioration
underneath and should be reinforced.

Rain Gardens

Rain Gardens

Walkway around property

The major rain garden and retention pond will be in the
Olympic pool and areas surrounding the pool deck. Smaller
rain gardens will be planted around the property.

A public riverwalk that will allow people to walk around the
perimeter of the boathouse island. Accessible from the
Ironbelle Trail.

Walkway around property

Roof, Segm

Convert guardSECURING
shack intoTHE ENVELOPE
information booth.

should return to this paint scheme.

e an athlete

m Floor -

Pool Deck, Bridge Replacement

The floor of the tower, also a cinder slab, is in poor
condition and needs to be replaced in order to create a safe
walking surface for roof repairs to be made.

Pool Deck, Bridge Replacement

Build Coaching Office.

New Shell House

Tower Floor Rebuild

Tower Floor Rebuild

CRITICAL
Smaller projects that can be done by
volunteers.

cted with
order for
his porch
It is over
oom. The
collapse

2nd Floor West Porch, Segment 1 Rebuild

This porch is original to the building and is constructed with
This segment is over the womenʼs locker room and is also in
cinder slabs, which have severely deteriorated. In order for
bad conditon. Rebuild would be similar to that of the West
the rowers to be able to keep using the building, this porch
Porchʼs.
needs to be rebuilt so that it is safe to be around. It is over
the front portion of the boat bays and the oar room. The
lower
portion of the main staircaseʼs wall is severely
timeline for this project is expedited due to aThe
recent
collapse
deteriorated and needs immediate attention.
of half of this segment.
The porch columns are severely deteriorated. If porch is
This segment is over the womenʼs locker room and is also in
demolished it would not affect the rest of the building
bad conditon. Rebuild would be similar to that of the West
structure. This could be rebuilt at a later date.
Porchʼs.

MINOR PROJECTS

t1-

PROPOSED RENOVATION TIMELINE

With the porch opened back up the three rooms in the
back hallway can be repurposed for more public uses. One
room could be the office for a kayak rental company. The
shop could be used as a place for people to use wood
working tools. These rooms mostly need painting and
some electrical.

East E

Brick an
openings
restored.

Smaller projects tha
volunteers.

MINOR PROJEC

Smaller projects that can be done by
volunteers.

MINOR PROJECTS

1st Floor Drywall & Drop Ceiling
Removal

Roof, Segment 3 - Replace

he Ballroom and Main Reception Hall and
nt shape, however it springs leaks around
where the roofs of segment 1 and 2 meet.
begin on the exterior brickwork and stucco
oration the roof needs to be replaced in
at further work on the building will not be
e to leaks.

SECURING THE ENVELOPE

West Elevation - Reconstruction &
Restoration

This roof over the addition is believed to be one of the
This roof is over the Ballroom and Main Reception Hall and
newer ones on the building, however it was last replaced in
is mostly in decent shape, however it springs leaks around
The last major work on this facade took place in the 1960s
This elevation receives the most weathering on the building,
1955. It mostly springs leaks where the flat roof and
the chimney and where the roofs of segment 1 and 2 meet.
and has severely weathered and is a safety hazard with
causing the 2nd floor porch wall and 3rd floor porch to be
pitched roof meet. Before work can begin on the exterior
Before work can begin on the exterior brickwork and stucco
falling
stucco.
This
elevation
is
the
one
in
the
worst
shape
removed. This project would reconstruct the missing 2nd
brickwork and stucco and interior restoration the roof needs
and interior restoration the roof needs to be replaced in
on
the
building
and
needs
to
be
repaired
before
work
on
floor porch wall and 3rd floor porch, as well as repair the
to be replaced in order to ensure that further work on the
order to ensure that further work on the building will not be
the dining room can begin. Besides brick and stucco work,
existing brickwork and stucco. Openings for bays 5-6 would
building will not be compromised due to leaks.
leaks.
This roof over the addition compromised
is believed todue
betoone
of the
period windows and doors would be installed and the roof
be reopened during this project.
newer ones on the building, however it was last replaced in
ballustrade
reconstructed.
This segment was altered in the 1930s to add the womenʼs
This segment mostly needs stucco and brick repair. Historic
The last major work on this facade took place in the 1960s
This elevation receives the most weathering on the building,
1955. It mostly springs leaks where the flat roof and
windows and doors would be restored.
and has severely weathered and is a safety hazard with
causing the 2nd floor porch wall and 3rd floor porch tositting
be and powdered rooms, in the 1950s with the addition
pitched roof meet. Before work can begin on the exterior
of2ndpicture windows, and in the 1960s with the first floor
falling
stucco.
This
elevation
is
the
one
in
the
worst
shape
removed.
This
project
would
reconstruct
the
missing
brickwork and stucco and interior restoration the roof needs
on the building and needs to be repaired before work on
floor porch wall and 3rd floor porch, as well as repairporch
the being enclosed. This project would reconstruct the 3rd
to be replaced in order to ensure that further work on the
floor to its original appearance, repair the second floor and
the dining room can begin. Besides brick and stucco work,
existing brickwork and stucco. Openings for bays 5-6 would
building will not be compromised due to leaks.
replace the roof, and reopen the porch openings on the first
period windows and doors would be installed and the roof
be reopened during this project.
floor.
ballustrade reconstructed.

The flat roof over segment 3 is old and causes the most
leaks in the building. This roof is important to replace
because the roof structure is cinder slab concrete which is
presently mostly in good shape. If it were to deteriorate due
to further leaks then it would be a more costly issue.

ments 1-2 - Replace

North Elevation, Segment 3 Restoration & Reconstruction

Roof, Segment 4 - Replace

Roof, Segments 1-2 - Replace

Starting in the 1960s, many walls on the first floor were
covered with drywalll and the ceilings lowered with drop
ceilings. With rising river levels, the drywall has been
ruined and with various leaks the drop ceilings do not look
nice. This project would remove the drywall and drop
ceilings, paint the brick walls and ceilings, and repair
electrical when needed.

North Elevation, Segment 3 Restoration & Reconstruction

Roof, Segment 4 - Replace

Tower & Roof Deck Project

West Elevation - Reconstruction &South Elevation, Segment 3 Reconstruction & Restoration
Restoration

Erg Room Renovation

Main Reception Hall Restoration

Presidentʼs Bar, Lounge
Renovations

South Elevation, Segment 2 Restoration

Erg Room Renovation

North Elevation, Segment 4 Repair & Reconstruction.

Presidentʼs Bar, Lounge
Renovations

East Elevation - Restoration

Dining Room Restoration

North Elevation, Segment 2 Restoration

North Elevation, Segment 2 Restoration

North Elevation, Segment 3 - Brick
and Stucco Repair

New Locker Rooms & Restrooms

This segment mostly needs stucco and brick repair. H
windows and doors would be restored.

Island Room to become an athlete
hangout space.

New Locker Rooms & Restrooms

Weight Room Room Floor Reinfoced

South Elevation, Segment 1 Restoration

North Elevation, Segment 1 Restoration & Reconstruction

An addition from the 1940s would be demolished and t
first floor wall would be reconstructed to appear as t
building looked in the 1910s. Historic windows and do
would be restored. Porches would be waterproofed

Island Room to become an athlete
hangout space.
With the roof and exterior walls repaired, the Island Room
can be renovated. Drop ceilings removed, walls finished.
This room will eventually have a kitchenette installed.

Weight Room Room Floor Reinfoced
The weight room floor has signs of deterioration
underneath and should be reinforced.

Rain Gardens

The major rain garden and retention pond
Olympic pool and areas surrounding the poo
rain gardens will be planted around the pro

Walkway around property
A public riverwalk that will allow people to walk around the
perimeter of the boathouse island. Accessible from the
Ironbelle Trail.

Weight Room Renovation.

Oak Room Restoraion
This room would be restored to how it appeared when it
was originally built in 1914. Restoration would be mostly
electrical, restoring the ceiling, and replacing the floor.

Rain Gardens

The coaching office would be a place where people can
learn about rowing. It is also a place where coaching
equipement, such as speed coaches, cox boxes, hardware,
megaphones, launch keys, etc. can be stored and easily
accessible. It also provides a unisex space for coaches to
store their equipment, as currently most coaches store
their items in the locker rooms. This renovation would
include removal of drywall and drop ceilings, paint walls
and ceiling, New door, New window, new light fixtures.

This segment was altered in the 1930s to add the womenʼs
sitting and powdered rooms, in the 1950s with the addition
of picture windows, and in the 1960s with the first floor
porch being enclosed. This project would reconstruct the 3rd
floor to its original appearance, repair the second floor and
replace the roof, and reopen the porch openings on the first
floor.
This segment mostly needs stucco and brick repair.
Projection booth would be removed in this phase, as it is in
poor condition. Historic windows and doors would be
restored

This project would reconfigure the menʼs and womenʼs
Brick and stucco would be restored. Historic window
locker rooms, shrinking them both in size and making them
openings would be returned and historic windows would be
This
elevation
mostly
needs
brick
and
stucco
work.
Historic
easier to access. The restrooms would be located near the
es, it has
Brick & Stucco restoration. French doors would be
The last major work on this facade took place in the 1960s
restored.
window openings would be restored in this project. If the
front entrance so that they would be accessible to the
ds to be
reinstalled on 3rd floor. 3rd floor ballustrade would be
and has severely weathered and is a safety hazard with
Oak Room porch was not rebuilt after its demolition it could
public. The boat bays would expand into where the
surface
reconstructed. 2nd floor porch would be reopened. 1st floor
falling stucco. Is in the worst shape on the building and
be rebuilt now.
womenʼs locker room was. Boat room wall along the
doorways would be restored.
needs to be repaired before work on the dining room can
interior hallway would be replaced with glass. Locker room
begin.
This project would reconfigure
the menʼs and womenʼs
rainhasgarden and retention pond will be in the
nd stucco would be restored. Historic window
floor should be reinforced at this point asThe
the major
structure
locker rooms, shrinking them both in size and making them
Olympic pool and areas surrounding the pool deck. Smaller
s would be returned and historic windows would be
deterioration.
The
weight
room
floor
has
signs
of
deterioration
easier
to
access.
The
restrooms
would
be
located
near
the
rain gardens will be planted around the property.
Brick & Stucco restoration. French doors would be
The last major work on this facade took place in the 1960s
.
underneath and should be reinforced.
front entrance so that they would be accessible to the
reinstalled on 3rd floor. 3rd floor ballustrade would be
and has severely weathered and is a safety hazard with
public. The boat bays would expand into where the
reconstructed. 2nd floor porch would be reopened. 1st floor
falling stucco. Is in the worst shape on the building and
womenʼs locker room was. Boat room wall along the
doorways would be restored.
needs to be repaired before work on the dining room can
interior hallway would be replaced with glass. Locker room
begin.
floor should be reinforced at this point as the structure has
deterioration.

Elevation - Restoration

Shrink the Locker Rooms.

South Elevation, Segment 2 Restoration

Dining Room Restoration

North Elevation, Segment 3 - Brick
and Stucco Repair

Build Coaching Office.

South Elevation, Segment 3 Reconstruction & Restoration

This renovation would join the River and Womenʼs City
The dining room would be restored to how it appeared in
The Reception Hall, or Lobby, space is one of two rooms in
When the club originally opened, the staircase in the tower
Club rooms into one large indoor training space. The walls
the 1930s as that was when the details of the room were
the building that has remained largely intact to its 1902
led to a roof garden and observation deck. Over the years,
With the roof and exterior walls repaired, these rooms can
separating the two rooms would be removed. The
altered from how they were in 1902.
appearance. This restoration would help bring back many
the tower staircase has been altered and the roof is not a
receive
more
effort
towards
renovations.
The
Lounge
Engineerʼs Apartment would be removed. The restrooms
features that were removed, including reinstalling
good walking surface. This project would restore the
would have its carpet removed and new or restored
will be replaced by one single user restroom in the ice
lanterns, sconces, bench seating, rebuilding doors,
interior of the tower to be easily accessible, as well as
flooring installed, ceiling repair. If it is wished that the
machine room and the hallway would be adjusted
removing paint from wood beams, and restoring the
construction of a roof area for people to sit and view the
porthole windows be returned to this room then the
accordingly. Most of the attic floor would beThe
removed,
fireplace.
Detroitisskyline.
This renovation would join the
River and Womenʼs City
dining room would be plaster
restoredceiling
to howwould
it appeared
Reception Hall, or Lobby, space
one of two rooms in
need toinbe removed.
creating a 1.5 story space with a loft and catwalk
beingas that was when the details
Club rooms into one large indoor training space. The walls
the 1930s
the room
were or replaced wall coverings
building that has remained largely intact to its 1902
The bar couldofrecieve
repaired
created
out
of
the
remaining
attic
floor.
New
electrical
With
the
roof
and
exterior
walls
repaired,
these
rooms
can
With the roof and exterior walls repaired, the Island Room
separating the two rooms would be removed. The
altered from how they were(depending
in 1902. on if sailboat wallpaper
earance. This restoration would help bring back many
to remain),
repair
would be installed.
New plumbing for new restroom.
receive more effort towards renovations.
The Lounge
can be isrenovated.
Drop
ceilings removed, walls finished.
Engineerʼs Apartment would be removed. The restrooms
ures that were removed, including reinstalling
bar and light fixtures, removeThis
carpeting
andeventually
decide on have a kitchenette installed.
Removal
of
old
plumbing.
would
have
its
carpet
removed
and
new
or
restored
room will
will be replaced by one single user restroom in the ice
erns, sconces, bench seating, rebuilding doors,
flooring,
repair
ceiling.
flooring
installed,
ceiling
repair.
If
it
is
wished
that
the
machine room and the hallway would be adjusted
oving paint from wood beams, and restoring the
porthole windows be returned to this room then the
accordingly. Most of the attic floor would be removed,
place.
plaster ceiling would need to be removed.
creating a 1.5 story space with a loft and catwalk being
The bar could recieve repaired or replaced wall coverings
created out of the remaining attic floor. New electrical
(depending on if sailboat wallpaper is to remain), repair
would be installed. New plumbing for new restroom.
bar and light fixtures, remove carpeting and decide on
Removal of old plumbing.
flooring, repair ceiling.

ain Reception Hall Restoration

Starting in the 1960s, many walls on the fi
covered with drywalll and the ceilings lowe
ceilings. With rising river levels, the dryw
ruined and with various leaks the drop ceilin
nice. This project would remove the dryw
ceilings, paint the brick walls and ceiling
The boathouse
lockerneeded.
rooms are larger than many
electrical when
clubs that have by far more people rowing than t
has. By shrinking the womenʼs locker rooom Bay
reopened, allowing for more boat storage. By shr
the menʼs locker room, it widens the hallway conn
the weight rooms, allowing for more space for ind
training. These spaces will allow for more program

Room can be repainted, new electrical.

Oak Room Restoraion

Weight Room Renovation.

This room would be restored to how it appeared when it
was originally built in 1914. Restoration would be mostly
electrical, restoring the ceiling, and replacing the floor.

Room can be repainted, new electrical.
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Additional Information
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According to Stem to Stern, an organization partnered with
USRowing to help make rowing teams more diverse and
competitive, the main barriers for people to rowing and
other aquatic sports includes transportation to the boathouse,
swimming lessons, and club fees. According to the Detroit
YMCA, 7/10 Detroit children do not know how to swim. In order
to aid in teaching Detroiters this skill, the aquatic center could
team up with several local swimming pools,
some of which are 17
1
7
not far from the boathouse.
9

8

The center would need to16obtain grant money in order to help
assist in sponsoring athletes who may not be able to afford
the costs.

DETROIT PARKS & RECREATION INDOOR SWIMMING POOLS

12

OUTDOOR SWIMMING

ort is
MCA
wim.
hese
help
or to
er.
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3 Heilmann Community Center
19601 Crusade St. (20 min, 9.3 miles)
4 Adams Butzel Complex
10500 Lyndon St. (20 min., 13 miles)
5 Patton Community Center
2301 Woodmere St. (20 min., 13 miles)
6 Northwest Activites Center
18100 Meyers Rd. (21 min., 14 miles)

8 Cass Technical High School
2501 2nd Ave. (11 min., 4.9 miles)
9 Burton International Academy
2001 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd. (13 min., 6 miles)
10 Western International High School
1500 Scotten St. (15 min., 8 miles)
11 Central High School
2425 Tuxedo St. (17 min., 9.9 miles)
12 East English Village Preparatory Academy
5020 Cadieux Rd. (19 min., 8.2 miles)
13 Renaissance High School*
6565 Outer Dr. W. (21 min., 15 miles)
14 Mumford High School
17525 Wyoming Ave. (22 min., 14 miles)

10

5

2 Joseph Walker Williams Center Swimming Pool
8431 Rosa Parks Blvd. (16 min., 9.3 miles)

7 Martin Luther King, Jr. Senior High School
3200 E. Lafayette St. (5 min., 2 miles)

YMCA INDOOR SWIMMING POOLS

13

6 14

DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS INDOOR SWIMMING POOLS

3

1 Coleman Young Recreation Center
2751 Robert Bradby Dr. (7 min., 2.8 miles)

15 Boll Family YMCA - Downtown Detroit (Detroit Swims)
1401 Broadway St. (10 min., 4 miles)

16 Brennan Pools, Rouge Park
Brennan Pool Dr. (25 min., 18 miles)

Outdoor Pools

17 Belle Isle Beach, Belle Isle
Riverbank Dr. (2 min., 1 mile)

Detroit River

DETROIT PARKS & RECREATION INDOOR SWIMMING POOLS

3

13

6 14

12
4

DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS INDOOR SWIMMING POOLS

11
2

8

1
9

8

7

17

16

YMCA INDOOR SWIMMING POOLS

10

5

PLACES TO SWIM

OUTDOOR SWIMMING

One of the main hurdles for people to join an aquatic sport is
not knowing how to swim. According to the Boll Family YMCA
Downtown, 7/10 Detroit children do not know how to swim.
The Detroit Aquatic Center could team up with these
swimming locations and organizations across the city to help
teach those who need swimming lessons, opening the door to
Detroiters to be able to get out and enjoy the Detroit River.
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KNOWN CHANGES TIMELINE
1903
1909

Ice room floor fails, is rebuilt.						
Locker room floor rebuilt.							

(1st floor)
(1st floor)

1914

Addition constructed

1919?

Original projection booth added.						

1922

Original main dock constructed.

1926

Pools constructed.						
Parking Lot constructed.
New pedestrian bridge & breakwall.
Island partially constructed.

1930s

Cocktail Lounge constructed.							
Women’s locker room constructed.						
Island reaches current size

(3rd floor)
(1st floor)

1939

Ballroom Renovated							
Band shell constructed.

(2nd floor)

1940

Lightning strike damages chimney, new roof. Both rebuilt.			

(2nd floor)

1940s

North porch wall in front of ballroom rebuilt.					

(1st-3rd)

1946

Seawall addition.

1948

Grill redecorated.								
Cocktail Lounge redecorated.						
Old Salem Room redecorated.						
Women’s Lounge redecorated.						
Exterior protective painting.		
Broken cement around pool replaced.
New steel dock added to main dock.

1951

195

New wall light fixtures in Women’s Lounge.					
Kitchen updated.								
Dike built around club property for high water.
Docks are underwater.
Sewer repaired.
Exterior partially repaired and repainted.
Sheet piling needs replacement.
Old portion of T-dock unsafe.

(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)

1953

Current projection booth has been built by now.					
Wooden louver doors installed separating Oak Room from Dining Room.		
New carpeting on main staircase, balcony, and cocktail lounge.			
Current white plaster rococo chandeliers installed in cocktail lounge.		
New bar, all new built-in leather seating. Old bar top has new Formica covering.
Folding wall added to close off balcony to ballroom.				
Grill opens to a “sidewalk cafe.”						
Room that surrounded where Olympian wall is currently has been removed.		
Parking lot resurfaced, circle is paved.
New T-dock, catwalks, electricity, and water service to docks
to replace 1922 dock.
New interlocking steel sheet pile retaining wall around east portion of island.
New 15” channel on top of present piling.
Roof and exterior repairs.

(3rd floor)
(2nd floor)
(3rd floor)
(3rd floor)
(3rd floor)
(3rd floor)
(1st floor)
(3rd floor)

1954

Commodore’s bar is redecorated.						
Oak Room redecorated.							
Male employee locker room modernized.					
Storage rooms built along south east corner of building for club equipment.		
New dock constructed on east end of DBC island.
Band shell rebuilt.

(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)
(1st floor)
(1st floor)

River Room opens.								
Attic fire forces rebuild of roof structure					
		
Water damages River Room, Cocktail Bar, Mural Lounge,
		
Main Dining Room, Oak Room, Kitchens, Ladies’ Powder
		
Room, Grill, Locker Room.

(1st floor)
(3rd floor)

(3rd floor)

(1st floor)
(3rd floor)
(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)

DBC is looking for a new site, potentially along Lake St. Clair.
1950

1952

Ballroom has been painted.							

(2nd floor)

West porch barricaded.							

(3rd floor)

1955

1957

Men’s and Women’s locker rooms are rearranged, 110 new men’s lockers.		
(1st floor)
Women’s locker room renovation underway.					
(1st floor)
Oak Room repaneled where it had water damage from 1955 fire.			
(2nd floor)
Dining room renovated. 							
(2nd floor)
Women’s lounge renovated.							
(2nd floor)
New carpeting on staircase and third floor.					
(3rd floor)
Island Room created in former Mural Room space.				
(3rd floor)
Elevator project underway.
New dock pilings installed.
City inspector insists on corrections to plumbing facilities.
New transformers installed for power and lighting with new electrical panels installed.
Both locker rooms need future enlargements.
Exterior of boathouse repainted.

1958

Air conditioning installed in board room.					
Board room redecorated, 2 French doors are replaced with windows.		
Parking lot expanded, sheet piling completed and area filled.

(3rd floor)
(3rd floor)

1959

President’s Bar redecorated.							
9 sections of pool deck are replaced.

(3rd floor)

1960

1961

New cement walk to sailing dock.
Old shipyard with crane removed and area sodded.
New 16 well dock extending north from band shell.
Wells along north side of pool cleared to tie up visiting boats.
Lawn refurbished.
Pool refurbished, shallow end possibly created at this time.
Grill renovated, air conditioning installed, picture windows installed.		
Men’s locker room refurbished, lockers added and new ventilation.			
Three French doors along north porch replaced with picture windows.		
New 8” water main from city to improve flow of water.
Water heating system installed for pool.

(1st floor)
(1st floor)
(3rd floor)

1962

House Committee Budget: $35,000 ($333,200 in 2022)
New carpeting in Island Room, Bar, Cocktail Lounge.				
Picture windows, dimmer switch installed in Cocktail Lounge.			
Kitchen updated.								
New glass and china storage room built on small porch outside kitchen (plywood).
Dining room balcony removed due to sag.					
Picture windows installed in dining room.					
Acoustic tiles installed on Oak Room ceiling.					
Plumbing and drains replaced under men’s locker room.				
Bar installed in grill.							
Ground floor repainted.							
Pool staircase replaced.
New pool filtration system.
New docks.
New exterior finish.
“Junk” removed to provide usable storage space.
Porch outside ballroom and carpenter shop in attic are being worked on.

1963

(3rd floor)
(3rd floor)
(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)
(1st floor)
(1st floor)
(1st floor)

Ballroom, Dining Room, Oak Room redesigned by Donald P. Burrows 		
of J.L. Hudson’s.
		
Current sconces installed in dining room				
		
White louvered shutters added to ballroom windows			
Area where telephone booths were located walled off for storage space.		
Wall paneling and drop ceiling installed on ground floor.				
Locker room floors are tiled.							
Lockers possibly painted current colors (blue for men, pink for women).		
Grill redecorated.								
New docks upstream from band shell with room for 8 boats ($12,456.27).
New sidewalk from south east corner of clubhouse for trash removal.

(2nd floor)

1964

(1st floor)
(2nd floor)

Ground floor hallway tiled to decrease maintenance costs.			
Bar added to Commodore’s Room, becomes Commodore’s Cocktail Lounge		
		
Ceiling dropped, walls & trophy cabinets redecorated.
Southwest porch walled off.							
Exhaust fans on south side of ballroom.					
Sailboat wallpaper present in President’s Bar.					
Guard shack at DBC bridge.
Chain link fence installed around parking lot, club must beautify area.
Lighted planters constructed at club entrance.
Decorative cinder block wall constructed around club service area.
Hard top paving discussed for parking lot.

(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)
(1st floor)
(1st floor)
(1st floor)
(1st floor)

(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)
(3rd floor)
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1965

Interior renovations mainly focus on changing colors by repainting and wall-papering.
Locker rooms have added ventilation, new drop ceilings, new floors to 		
(1st floor)
lower maintenance costs.
Grill renovated.								
(1st floor)
Louvered panel door has been installed in Commodore’s Bar.			
(1st floor)
“Boxes” have been constructed under south-lobby wood beams by this point		
(2nd floor)
Current sconces in Oak Room.						
(2nd floor)
New turquoise carpeting in lobby and Commodore’s Bar.				
(2nd floor)
Main dock extended 185’ downstream (8 wells) 241’ upstream (14 wells).
Ontario Dock extended 1 well.
Seawall construction on main dock to protect from boat wash.
Parking lot repaved with asphalt, bumper blocks installed. 18” slope towards river ($25,000 / $221,839)
Club acquires 600+ surplus evergreen trees from future site of Grosse Pointe North.
		
6 Koster Blue Spruce (3 planted in circle at entrance, 3 to the left of children’s
		
pool. Upright Japanese Yew, Spreading Juniper, Blue Pfitzer Juniper, Blue Hetz
		
Juniper, Mountbatten Blue Juniper, Andorra Juniper, Myer’s Juniper, Spiny Greek
		
Juniper, Hill’s Dundee Juniper, Blauws Blue Vase Juniper, Pyramidal Arborvitae,
		
Globe Arborvitae, Canadian Hemlock.
New landscaping at entrance to main dock.
1966

1968

Kitchens are updated.							
Porch dining proposed for Oak Room, exterior staircase installed.			
1 Billionth gallon of water pumped into pool.
New sprinkler system installed around lawn that uses river water.
Parking lot planter installed at club entrance
New rowing dock constructed of Styrofoam and wood
Locker room project completed, cost $10,000 ($88,735.80 in 2022)
Dock Project cost $58,000 ($514,667.65 in 2022)

Finger docks removed.

2014

Reception Room repainted, new carpeting, trophy cases restored, lighting 		
restored.
Commodore’s Bar repainted, new carpeting, bar rebuilt.				
Women’s Sitting Room repainted, new windows.				
Band shell rebuilt.
Ramps to rowing docks repainted.
Seawall repainted.
east lawn cleared and re-sodded.
Downstairs hallway & boat room floor repainted.
New rowing dock built.

Funds for new projects due to government knocking money off the excise tax if its used for construction
and reconstruction.
Ballroom floor replaced							
(2nd floor)
Oak Room porch enclosed for year-round use					
(2nd floor)
Stucco repair, replacement, repainting
Coat Check Room Renovation.						
Men’s Restroom Renovation.							
Ladies Lounge Renovation.							
Addition to Ontario Dock.

(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)

1982

Women’s City Club Room created.						

(3rd floor)

1983

Electrical Room Update.

1980s

North porch by staircase is enclosed with glass					

(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)

2015

Board Room restored, replastered, repainted, window uncovered, mirrored glass
(3rd floor)
in ballroom window replaced with clear, missing moldings replicated, new fixtures.
Bathroom by board room restored.						
(3rd floor)
Sail shed rebuilt.

2016

Island Room repainted, floor refinished, ceiling tiles repaired, new windows.		
Junior Sailing Docks rebuilt, repainted.
Restoration Project Day, Two ballroom round windows restored, staircase
stained glass restored, some stucco on south porch repaired.
South porch opening #3 opened, porch columns and beam painted, stucco repaired,
railings stripped and restored to original green color.
Reception room wood paneling restored.					
West porch wall removed.							
Elevator repaired to working order.
Ziemba weight room repainted, new floor.					

(3rd floor)

2017

New seat cushions in President’s Bar, lighting fixed, plumbing fixed.		
Dining room ceiling partially repainted.					

(3rd floor)
(2nd floor)

2018

Kitchen roof rebuilt.							
Parking lot is paved.

(2nd floor)

2019

Stained glass windows restored, reinstalled.					
Bar dance floor repainted, plaster repaired.					
River Room carpet ripped up, room is repainted .				
Women’s City Club floor painted.						
Pumps installed around property for flooding.		

(2nd floor)
(3rd floor)
(3rd floor)
(3rd floor)

2020

1 coat of finish put on river room floor.					
Concrete barrier built at end of bridge to keep water out.			

(3rd floor)

2021

New boiler installed.
New stairs built for bridge.			

2022

Women’s City Club chimney removed						

(1st floor)
(2nd floor)

1981
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2012

(2nd floor)

(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)
(2nd floor)
(1st floor)

(3rd floor)

DBC Boathouse Cost Comparisons
YEAR
CONSTRUCTED

COST AT TIME OF
CONSTRUCTION

COST ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION
(IN 2022 DOLLARS)

Third Boathouse		1858		$250		$8,765.37

Fourth Boathouse		1873		$6,000		$143,752.00

Fifth Boathouse		1891		$8,000		$252,750.77

Sixth Boathouse		1894		$23,000		$768,906.05

Current Boathouse		1902		$50,000		$1,671,534.88

Addition			1913-14		$40,000		$1,150,016.00

Current Boathouse Total Major Construction Cost (2022 Dollars): $2,821,550.88
Rebuilding Exterior

1919-20		$14,000		$201,252.80

Total Cost (2022 Dollars): 					

$3,022,803.68
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BALLROOM

The ballroom is one of two spaces in the boathouse
that has a close resemblance to how it looked when
the building opened in 1902. Major changes have
included the ceiling color scheme being changed
and original light fixtures removed.

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

North East

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

East

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021
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South West

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

West

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

South Eest

BALLROOM. (1905)

North East

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

North West

BALLROOM. (1905)

South East
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BALLROOM

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

North West

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

North

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021
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South East

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

South

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

North East

BALLROOM CEILING

West

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

South West

BALLROOM STAGE DETAIL. 9 Nov. 2021

West
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BALLROOM

These photos give glimpses at the ceiling’s original
blue and white paint scheme.

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

East

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

East

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021
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East

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

East

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021
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BALLROOM

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021
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Water damage in the box window and bow window
areas of the ballroom, as well as the location of a
now-removed window in the bow window.

West

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

East

BALLROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

South West

BALLROOM, CENTER WINDOW OF BOW WINDOW. 9 Nov. 2021
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RECEPTION ROOM

The Reception Room is one of two spaces in the
boathouse that has a close resemblance to how it
looked when the building opened in 1902. Major
changes have included the wood beams in the lower

portions being painted, the oak floor replaced with
carpeting, the removal of the cigar counter bay
window, and the fireplace getting painted.

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

North West

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

North

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021
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South East

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

South

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

North East

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

East

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

South West

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

West
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RECEPTION ROOM

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

North East

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

East

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021
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North East

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

East

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

South East

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

South

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

South East

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

South
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RECEPTION ROOM

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

South West

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

West

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021
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South West

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

West

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

North West

RECEPTION ROOM - THIRD FLOOR. 9 Nov. 2021

South West

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

North West

RECEPTION ROOM - THIRD FLOOR. 9 Nov. 2021

North West
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RECEPTION ROOM

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

South West

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

West

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021
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North East

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

East

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

North West

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

North

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

South East

RECEPTION ROOM - LOBBY. 9 Nov. 2021

South
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RECEPTION ROOM

RECEPTION ROOM. 9 Nov. 2021
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North East

RECEPTION ROOM. 9 Nov. 2021

South East

Reception Hall Fireplace. 9 Nov. 2021

East

Reception Hall Staircase Window. 9 Nov. 2021

North
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